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Minute Meditations

God’s Creative Word
BY

JOHN LINEBERRY, M.S.

4 March 2012—Read Proverbs 8:33. Jesus existed before the creation of the world. His wisdom is timeless and
without bounds. Believers are to heed His instructions.
The child of God must seek wisdom from the Lord to put
precept into practice on a daily basis (cf. Jas. 1:5).
11 March 2012—Read John 1:14. The words “was
made” can be translated “became,” translating the Greek
word ginomai, meaning to enter a new state of being.
Christ became man but did not cease to be God. Jesus
is both God and man—the God-Man. In the virgin birth,
Christ brought God out to man that He might take man
into God (cf. Phil. 2:5-11).
18 March 2012—Read John 2:11. A wedding is a beautiful occasion. Jesus blessed and hallowed the wedding
in Cana of Galilee by His very presence. The miracle of
turning water into a “fruit of the vine” (Matt. 26:29) beverage helped the disciples to believe in Christ.
The Christian wedding is a picture of Christ and His
church (cf. Eph. 5:25-33). A successful marriage will depend largely upon a couple’s honoring Christ in their
home.
25 March 2012—Read John 3:16. John 3:16 is the key
verse of the Bible. God is the greatest Giver, giving the
greatest gift with the greatest provision for man’s salvation. Trusting Christ as Saviour brings eternal life (cf. 5:24;
17:3). The Lord will bless His people in their reaching out
with the good news of the gospel. God proved His love
by giving His Son.
1 April 2012—Read John 18:37. Jesus gave witness to
Pilate of the truth. Religions and cults of the world deceive
souls by offering false hopes of heaven. Christianity
shines as far above religions of the world as the noonday
sun over a flickering candle. Let us be faithful in spreading the truth of the gospel personally and in support of
church missions (cf. John 1:12; Acts 4:12).
8 April 2012—Read John 20:20. The Greek word for
“resurrection” is anastasis, meaning to rise. Christ broke
the back of death and came forth from the sealed sepulchre, Conqueror of death and devil. Nail-pierced hands
and feet and a sword-stricken side were evidences of crucifixion. The disciples were glad when they saw the Lord.
We have a living Saviour to present to the unevangelized.
15 April 2012—Read John 2:16. Christ drove peddlers
from the temple who were selling sacrifices at hiked
prices, taking advantage of the poor. Jesus’ holy indigna2 (66)

tion came to the fore in rebuking and driving out the money changers. The voice of wisdom reminds us today to
keep the house of the Lord as the place of worship, free
from commerce and business deals.
22 April 2012—Read John 4:14. Being saved is like taking a drink of water. Receiving the water of life in the soul
brings joy. Water springing up in the spirit is a picture of
life, growth, and service. Telling others about the water of
life brings blessing. It is a wise ministry to bring people to
Christ (cf. Prov. 11:30). The gospel is for all who will receive it. God does not turn away those who earnestly seek
Him.
29 April 2012—Read John 9:4-5. Instructed by Christ,
the blind man washed in the Pool of Siloam and came out
seeing. Christ is the Light of the World (cf. 8:12). Being
saved is like a blind man receiving sight. Christ came from
heaven’s glory to this gory earth. He gave up a throne for
a tree to give grace for guilt, salvation from sin, and redemption from ruin. In reaching the lost, we must hasten
before nightfall comes.
6 May 2012—Read John 6:35. Men the world over have
hearts that are weary. Jesus is heaven’s bread for earth’s
hunger. To receive Christ in the soul brings joy and eternal life. Following worldly ways, one will soon meet with
disappointment. Revelation 22:17 records the final invitation of the Lord for salvation. The Spirit, the church, and
all who hear should send out the call to “whosoever will,
let him take the water of life freely.”
13 May 2012—Read John 10:14. Jesus is the Good
Shepherd, and those who are His sheep are drawn to Him.
We cannot help being drawn to the twenty-third Psalm
and the description of how God as a shepherd cares for
His sheep.
20 May 2012—Read John 11:25. Jesus subdued death
and is alive forever. He paid our sin debt to God. We could
not pay the debt, but Jesus paid the debt at Calvary so
that we might be reconciled to God. Our confidence is in
the Lord, augmented by the truth that our Saviour lives.
When He comes for us, there will be a reunion with loved
ones in glory. What a happy day that will be!
27 May 2012—Read John 14:6. Man lost his way, gave
up the truth, and became dead in sins. Jesus is the way
back to the Father. To prepare for heaven’s fair land, one
must trust Christ to enter the Father’s house. Christ is not
a way among many ways but the only way to God. ★
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A Risen, Living Saviour
BY

HE testimony of the Bible is consistent and undeniable: Jesus
Christ died, was buried, and rose bodily
from the grave. In fact, the resurrection
of Christ is so integral to the Christian
faith that without it, Christianity itself is
an empty promise and a fraud.
Years ago, Wilbur Smith wrote,
“Whatever be one’s final conviction regarding the Resurrection of our Lord,
it is admitted by everyone that such a
supposed event is so interwoven with
all the New Testament documents that
to eliminate it from the Gospels, the
Acts, and the Epistles, is to render the
entire New Testament record hopelessly confused” (Smith, The Supernaturalness of Christ, W. A. Wilde).

T

JARL K. WAGGONER

Smith was right. There is no coherent
message or purpose to Christianity—
in fact, there is no Christianity at all—
without the resurrection of Christ.
IMPORTANCE OF THE
RESURRECTION
Why is it that so much is made of this
one biblical event? Surely Christianity
would have something worthwhile to
contribute to the world even if Jesus’
bones were still in the tomb today.
Something, of course, can be said for a
man who cared about people, did good
things, and lived an exemplary life, as
Jesus did. Yet, apart from His resurrection from the dead, Jesus can be no
more than a good moral example. And,

From the Editor’s Desk
Risen Indeed!
BY

DON RUFF

N the pages of this quarter’s issue of
the GOSPEL HERALD AND THE
SUNDAY SCHOOL TIMES, you will
find articles and stories based on our
Saviour’s resurrection. We hope they
are edifying to all our readers. If you
have never trusted in Jesus as Saviour,
it is our prayer that in reading this quarterly you will be led to Him.
If Jesus Christ is your Saviour, here
is a question: has anyone ever asked
you how you could believe in our
Lord’s resurrection? Some people
have a difficult time even believing Jesus Christ existed let alone believe
that He rose again from the dead.
If someone has questioned your
faith in Jesus’ resurrection, what was
your response? Of course, it is a truth
validated by God’s Word. It is the most
important celebration of this time of
year. We believe that Jesus rose from
the dead because the Bible tells us He
did. Truly, that is a valid argument for
belief.
Have you also considered other valid
points about His resurrection? For instance, theologians tell us that of all the
major religions of the world, Christianity
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is unique in that before the foundations
of the world, our God had a plan of salvation for His followers based on our
God becoming a man, dying to rescue
us, and rising from the dead. All other religions worship dead men.
Also, think about all of the witnesses
who saw Jesus alive before He ascended to heaven. These witnesses
included the apostles. Skeptics like
Thomas and James (Jesus’ brother)
came to believe. Stephen saw Jesus
standing by God. Paul encountered
Jesus, who was in heaven.
Historians test the validity of an event
by published eyewitness accounts. Several of those eyewitnesses of Jesus’ resurrection wrote down what they experienced. There were enough eyewitness
accounts to validate His resurrection to
any honest historian.
And there is more. Many of the eyewitnesses were willing to die for what
they believed. It is in no way feasible that
Christians through the centuries have
conspired together to perpetuate a lie.
Jesus Christ did rise from the dead!
Christians serve a risen Saviour who
has made sure our salvation. ★

in fact, even this can be called into
question when one considers that if He
remained in the grave, much of His
teaching and His prophetic statements,
as well as the consistent testimony of
His immediate followers, must be discounted as lies and deceptions.
It is perhaps impossible to exhaust
the reasons the resurrection is so important to us and to Christianity. Here
are just four reasons.
First, Jesus’ resurrection from the
dead proves His claims. Paul said that it
proved He was the Son of God (Rom.
1:4); and the resurrection fulfilled Jesus’
own words, for He foretold His rising
from the dead on several occasions (cf.
Matt. 16:21; 20:19). Certainly, without
the resurrection Jesus’ credentials do
not lift Him above that of an exalted man.
Second, Christ’s resurrection is
necessary for His continuing ministry.
If He had not risen from the dead, “His
ministry would have ended at His
death. We would not, therefore, have a
High Priest now, an Intercessor, Advocate, or a Head of the church. Further,
there would be no living Person to indwell and empower us” (Ryrie, Basic
Theology, Victor).
Third, the resurrection is essential to
the gospel of salvation. Without a
risen, living Saviour, there is no salvation. Paul wrote, “If thou shalt confess
with thy mouth the Lord Jesus, and
shalt believe in thine heart that God
hath raised him from the dead, thou
shalt be saved” (Rom. 10:9). And when
the apostle set forth the essentials of
the gospel, he especially emphasized
the resurrection (I Cor. 15:1-8).
Fourth, Christ’s resurrection is the
basis for our hope. A dead Savior cannot save and can offer us no hope.
Without the resurrection, we have no
reason to hope for anything beyond
this life. Any hope for eternal life dissolves with the failed promises of a
man who claimed to be our Saviour
and God but became just another
tragic victim of wicked men jealous of
their own power. It is the resurrection
that gives us assurance of forgiveness
and of our own future resurrection to
new life with Christ (I Cor. 15:13-23).
The resurrection is foundational to
the Christian faith. To remove it or diminish it is to cut the heart out of the

faith itself, making Christianity an impotent social community that cannot
rightly claim the name “Christian.” If it
is this important—and it is—it is equally important to know that the resurrection is an actual historical event.
PROOF OF THE RESURRECTION
How do we know the resurrection is
true and not the invention of some religious zealots intent on propagating
myths for their own benefit? Is there any
way to prove the resurrection of Christ?
By all the measures of historical proof,
Jesus’ resurrection from the dead is indeed “provable”—but only to those
whose minds are open to the truth. The
Bible tells us, however, that the understanding of unbelievers is darkened
(Eph. 4:18). There is not one who seeks
God (Rom. 3:10-11). Instead, the unbeliever seeks to fulfill the “desires of the
flesh and of the mind” (Eph. 2:3).
What all this means is that no matter how much proof we can muster for
the resurrection, the unbeliever will not
believe in Christ on the basis of such
proof. Too many Christians seem to
think they can prove the resurrection
to unbelievers and thus convince them
to accept Christ. But careful arguments cannot overcome the bias of
depraved minds. Only the work of the
Holy Spirit can bring conviction and
conversion, and He does this especially through the written Word of God
as we faithfully witness to unbelievers
about our risen, living Saviour.
The proof for the resurrection, howSPRING QUARTER 2012

ever, is nonetheless real, and it is
recorded in Scripture. Robert Culver
writes, “The message of the resurrection of Jesus as it lies plainly in the
Gospels provides its own attestation
as an event of ancient history” (Systematic Theology, Mentor). This divine
attestation is what the Spirit uses both
to convict sinners and to repeatedly
give us as believers wonderful assurance and confirmation of the gospel
we have received by faith.
What, then, proves that Jesus rose
from the dead? First, the Bible gives
consistent testimony to the resurrection. Paul said that Jesus rose from the
dead “according to the scriptures”
(I Cor. 15:4). Since the Gospels had not
been written at that time, he was clearly referring to the Old Testament. Such
prophecies as Psalm 2:7, Psalm
16:10, and Isaiah 53:10 must have
been on Paul’s mind, for they speak of
the Messiah’s resurrection (cf. Acts
2:25-31; 13:33-37).
As noted above, Jesus Himself anticipated His resurrection. Both directly and indirectly, He indicated that He
would suffer and die and rise from the
dead on the third day (cf. Matt. 16:21;
17:9, 22-23; 20:19; John 2:19; 10:1718). Such statements were confirmed
not just by Jesus’ disciples but also by
His enemies (Matt. 27:63; Mark 15:29).
In addition, the New Testament writers, some of whom were Jesus’ original disciples, were unanimous in declaring His resurrection, after initially
being skeptical. In fact, “all the New
Testament authors testify to the resurrection of Christ. . . . its occurrence is
never questioned in Scripture, despite
the feeble attempts of the unbelieving
at the time, as well as later critics, to
disprove it” (McCune, A Systematic
Theology of Biblical Christianity, Detroit Baptist Seminary).
A second line of proof is historical in
nature. The New Testament is not just a
collection of theological writings; it is
also a historical record of events. The
events it records abundantly testify to
the bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ.
There were multiple witnesses to the
empty tomb, which was sealed and
guarded by Jesus’ enemies. The
guards themselves, in fact, give witness to the resurrection by propagating
the wholly unbelievable story that Jesus’ body was stolen (Matt. 28:11-15).
Numerous appearances of the resurrected Lord are recorded. The first
were to His closest followers. These
disciples were not expecting Him to

rise from the dead, but they were soon
convinced of His resurrection. Eventually, He appeared to more than five
hundred people at once (I Cor. 15:5-9).
The dramatic transformation of the
disciples from a depressed, fearful
group to a bold, powerful force that
took the gospel to the entire Mediterranean world can be adequately explained only by the fact that they were
all convinced that Jesus had risen
from the dead. His resurrection was
central to the gospel message they
preached from Pentecost on (cf. Acts
2:23-36; 3:12-18; 4:8-12).
The birth of the church itself testifies
to Christ’s resurrection. It is almost impossible to believe that the first believers, who were all Jews, would have
willingly suffered and even died for
preaching the resurrection if it were
something that had little or no basis in
fact.
We who accept the Bible as divinely inspired and entirely accurate have
no problem accepting this testimony
to Christ’s resurrection. Yet, because
the Bible is inspired, it stands on its
own, meeting every test of historical
accuracy. As such, it is an adequate
witness to the resurrection, as well as
a testimony against all who would
deny the bodily resurrection of Christ.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE
RESURRECTION
The resurrection of Christ is a historical event and an essential part of
God’s work of salvation; but how does
it affect our daily lives? The resurrection gives us an abiding and comforting assurance of our future resurrection (I Cor. 15:20). As Christ’s followers
we can look forward to living forever in
glorified, resurrected bodies because
Christ rose from the dead (I Thess.
4:13-17). This truth gives us perspective on life and comfort in time of grief
(vs. 18). Our hope is a living hope because Christ lives (I Pet. 1:3).
The resurrection of our Lord also
motivates us to service. Paul said that
if there is no resurrection, there is
nothing to live for but the pleasure of
today (I Cor. 15:32). He concluded his
defense of the bodily resurrection of
Christ and the future resurrection of
the saints with these words: “Be ye
stedfast, unmoveable, always
abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labour is
not in vain in the Lord” (vs. 58). Our
service is not in vain because we serve
a living Saviour. ★
(69) 5

Remembering Mothers
BY

HE inauguration of the annual observance of Mother’s Day on the
second Sunday in May took place a little over a century ago, but God in His
Word was the first to honor mothers. His
manner of doing this may not be what
we normally think of at this time of year;
yet it provides a guide for appropriate
ways to show mothers our appreciation.
One way God has shown esteem for
mothers has been to emphasize the importance of respecting them, beginning
with the command to “honour thy father
and thy mother” (Exod. 20:12). In Scripture the word “honour” means to raise
up (Prov. 4:8), to care for (Ps. 91:15), and
to show respect (Lev. 19:3).
The significance of this commandment is often overlooked. We tend to
think it simply means for children to
obey their parents. However, Jesus reiterated its importance when speaking
to the scribes and Pharisees who were
guilty of nullifying God’s directive by
suggesting a way around it (Matt.
15:1-9). Paul too brought attention to
the fifth commandment in his letter to
the Ephesians (6:1-3).
Obviously, respect for mothers must
begin at home. Note the description of
the ideal mother in Proverbs 31:10-31.
She was wise, kind, noble, and feared
the Lord. Her husband praised her.
“Many daughters have done virtuously,

T
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but thou excellest them all” (vs. 29) are
believed to be the husband’s words.
Thus we find in Scripture an illustration
of a father’s leading the family in expressing respect for the mother.
In addition, the Bible reveals many instances in which God honored mothers
for their faith in Him and for their devotion to their families. A close look at seven of these narratives will expand our
perception of what it means to honor
mothers and thus inspire us to new ways
of observing Mother’s Day.
Sarah, for instance, is a mother whose
story is widely known. At the age of sixty-five she packed up their household
and joined her husband in obedience to
God’s command to move to Canaan
(Gen. 12:1, 5). Even when Abraham
erred, endangering Sarah and God’s
promise to them, God protected Sarah
(20:1-7). Moreover, He honored her submissive attitude by making her the first
mother to experience a miracle birth
(18:10-11; 21:1-2).
In fact, Sarah’s example of a devoted wife was so esteemed by God and
Israel that she was mentioned in the
Bible long after her death (Isa. 51:2;
Rom. 4:19; 9:9; I Pet. 3:6).
Jochebed is another mother whom
God honored (Exod. 2:1-10; Heb.
11:23; cf. Exod. 6:20). In spite of Pharaoh’s decree that all newborn Hebrew

boys be drowned in the river, this
mother hid her infant son for three
months. Then she wove a basket of
bulrushes and placed her baby in it on
that very river. What courage, ingenuity, and faith in God’s protection it
must have taken for Jochebed to
come to this point! God honored her
by not only protecting the baby but
also by choosing him to lead the Israelites out of captivity.
Hannah too was an object of God’s
esteem (I Sam. 1:1—2:10, 19-21). She
was barren but faithful in worship and
fervent in prayer. God honored Hannah by giving her children as she requested and by making her firstborn,
Samuel, His representative and a great
prophet in Israel.
Yet another example of God’s honoring mothers occurred during a time
of drought (I Kings 17:7-24). God sent
the Prophet Elijah to a widow in Sidon,
telling him, “I have commanded a widow woman there to sustain thee” (vs.
9). This woman was neither an Israelite
nor wealthy. Even so, she believed
God’s words spoken to her through
Elijah (vss. 13-14). In faith she first fed
Elijah and then fed her son and herself.
God honored her actions by providing
food for the three of them every day
(vs. 15), and later he even raised her
son from the dead (vss. 17-24).
In II Kings 4:1-7 we read about the
widow of one of Elisha’s pupils. She
went to Elisha for help as many of us go
to our ministers when faced with dire
circumstances, believing that with their
help God will act on our behalf. The widow followed Elisha’s instructions to the
letter, and God honored her faith and
obedience by miraculously providing all
she needed to pay her debts as well as
enough to support her family.
In the New Testament we read about
another woman whom God showed
honor. A Syrophoenician woman sought
Jesus’ help, even though Jews traditionally looked down on her people because they were descendants of Baal
worshipers (Matt. 15:21-28). She believed that only Jesus could cast the demon out of her daughter. Her faith in Jesus and her love for her daughter made
her bold to come before Him, and Jesus
honored these qualities by delivering her
daughter from the demon.

Mary is the mother we recognize as
the one most honored by God. He chose
her to bear His Son (Luke 1:26-33). She
clearly demonstrated her faith in God’s
wisdom and power by willingly submitting to His plan in spite of the ridicule she
would face (vs. 38). God further honored
her with His protection and by providing
a faithful, God-fearing husband to support her (Matt. 1:18-24).
Jesus fully understood what Mary
had endured for His sake and displayed His respect for her while dying
on the cross by enlisting His disciple,
John, to care for her as if she were his
own mother (John 19:26-27).
When we read these accounts and
examine God’s part in them, we see
how familiar God was with each
woman’s needs and character and
how He willingly and lavishly provided
for each one according to her specific
situation. In these ways God has
demonstrated an important aspect of
honoring mothers: caring for them.
Whether we live with our mothers or
keep in close contact with them, we
have the opportunity to take note of
their needs and to look for ways to
help meet them. While this awareness
and ministry must be ongoing, Mother’s Day can provide a springboard for
showing mothers how much we care.
One manner of doing this is by giving
them “service coupons.” These
coupons can be made from index cards.
Decorate the borders if you like. On each
card write down one service you plan to
provide—something you do not normally do to help. For example, one card
might say, “This card entitles Mom to a
free car wash.” Another could say, “One
afternoon of free babysitting” and so on.
If several family members are contributing coupons, be sure to write
their names on the cards to indicate
who is promising which service. Tie
the coupons together with an attractive ribbon.
We might also note that God shared
these stories of godly mothers in order
to challenge and encourage us (II Tim.
3:16). Therefore, we can follow His
model for honoring mothers by sharing our own mothers’ stories that others might be inspired. A special observance in Sunday school or a
Mother’s Day luncheon can create
such an opportunity, with time set
aside for children and adults to give
brief accounts of their mothers’ godly
examples.
As further evidence of our appreciation for our mothers’ witness, we can
SPRING QUARTER 2012

make a “Memory Book” with photos,
written recollections, and words of
tribute to present to our mothers on
Mother’s Day.
Of course, our contemporary, traditional ways of observing Mother’s Day
(cards, flowers, candy, clothing, or
special meals) also honor mothers by
praising them for their work in raising
children and keeping the home running smoothly.
Greeting cards can be homemade
from colorful paper. An inexpensive
flowerpot can be decorated with paint
pens, filled with soil from the backyard, and completed with a simple
petunia or impatiens. Family members
can work together to create a special
meal or picnic. Craft books from the
public library provide ideas for making
clever picture frames and other gifts.
Hugs and kisses are free and plentiful.
Is it appropriate also to honor mothers who are no longer with us? Again,
we can take direction from the Bible’s
model. The New Testament, for instance, pays tribute to mothers from the
Old Testament: Jochebed (Heb. 11:23),
and Sarah (I Pet. 3:6).
How then might we remember in a
productive way those mothers who are
no longer with us? One possibility is to
make a special Mother’s Day donation in
our mothers’ memory to a charity that
had special meaning to them, such as
their churches or perhaps hospice. If our
mothers were involved in a ministry, we
might take their places in that service as
a more lasting memorial. Or we can
choose a ministry more suited to our
own talents.
Should we honor women who
“mothered” us but who were not actually our mothers? They may have been
aunts, neighbors, or teachers, for instance. They may have had their own
children or none at all.
Consider the story of Dorcas (Acts
9:36-41), who ministered to many who
were not of her own family. Her community honored her by seeking help from
Peter when she died, and God honored
her by raising her from the dead!
It is certainly fitting, then, to remember mother figures, acknowledging the
meaningful ways they ministered to
us. We can do this in the same ways
we honor our own mothers. There are
even Mother’s Day cards designed
specifically for “A Special Friend.”
Mothers or not, God calls all women
to “mother” younger women. Titus
2:3-5 directs women to be models of
godly behavior: self-controlled, moral,

and kind. They are also to encourage
married women and mothers to be
considerate and loving toward their
husbands and children.
Some churches have organized
ministries in which older women are
paired with younger ones for the purpose of mentoring in the Titus 2 tradition. In churches where this ministry
does not exist, women can still encourage younger women whom God
brings into their lives.
As Mother’s Day approaches and
we prepare to remember mothers, let
us be mindful of what God has shown
us about honoring them: respecting
them in daily life, looking out for their
needs, and lifting them up with expressions of appreciation.
Mother’s Day can be the “icing on
the cake,” a special show of gratitude;
but honoring mothers is to be a way of
life. ★

Our Doctrinal
Statement
1. We believe that the Scriptures of the Old and New Testaments are verbally inspired by God, are inerrant in the original
writings, are the Word of God, and the final authority in faith and
conduct.
2. We believe in one God, the Creator of man and all things,
eternally existing in three Persons in a threefold relationship, that
of Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
3. We believe that Jesus Christ was begotten by the Holy Spirit,
born of the Virgin Mary, and is God incarnate, the God-Man.
4. We believe that man was created in the image of God; that
he sinned and thereby incurred not only physical death but also
spiritual death, which is separation from God; that Adam’s sin is
imputed to the whole race of mankind; that all human beings are
born with a sinful nature; and that when they reach the state of
moral responsibility become sinners before God in thought,
word, and deed.
5. We believe that the Lord Jesus Christ died for our sins according to the Scriptures as a substitutionary sacrifice, and that
all who believe on Him are freely justified before God and stand
before Him accepted in the character and merit of Jesus Christ.
6. We believe in the bodily resurrection of Jesus Christ, in His
ascension into heaven, and that in His present glorified body He
is the Head of the church, the Lord of the individual believer, the
High Priest over the house of God, and the Advocate in the family of God.
7. We believe in the personal, imminent, pretribulational, and
premillennial second coming of Christ; first to receive His own
to Himself, and later to set up His earthly kingdom and to reign
over redeemed Israel and all nations; that is, to bring peace and
blessing to the whole world.
8. We believe that all who by faith receive the Lord Jesus Christ
as Saviour are born again of the Holy Spirit and Word of God, receive the Holy Spirit and a new nature, and also are baptized by
the Holy Spirit into the body of Christ.
9. We believe that God is the spiritual Father of only those who
trust His Son, Jesus Christ, as Saviour, and that only those saved
through faith in Christ are spiritual brothers.
10. We believe in the bodily resurrection of the just and the unjust; the everlasting blessedness of the saved and the everlasting punishment of the unsaved.
—Union Gospel Press Division
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The Cross—An Offense to the World
BY

OR Christians around the globe,
Easter is a special day to celebrate the resurrection of the Lord Jesus from the dead. Of course, every
day can be an opportunity for believers to worship the risen Saviour. For
nearly two thousand years, Christians
have set apart Easter as a sacred occasion to proclaim that Jesus defeated sin, Satan, and death.
The cross is the most prominent
Christian symbol of Jesus’ triumph (cf.
I Cor. 15:54-57). The cross affirms that
Jesus, as the “Lamb of God” (John
1:29), made a public disgrace of “principalities and powers” (Col. 2:15). But
the world stands in opposition to the
risen Lord, His followers, the symbol of
the cross, and the observance of Easter.
This circumstance affirms what
the Saviour declared in John 15. In
the hours preceding His crucifixion,
He noted to His disciples that the
world loves those who either renounce the Messiah or are indifferent to His commands. Furthermore,
Jesus revealed that the world hates
those whom He has chosen as His
own. He declared that those who
identified with Him would suffer because their persecutors did not
know God (vss. 18-21).
Not surprisingly, many people
across the planet oppose recognizing Easter and the celebration of the
Messiah’s resurrection. This includes hecklers harassing participants at Easter pageants in cities
and those writing editorials in newspapers and magazines decrying
public displays recognizing the
Easter season. Furthermore, in the
United States there have been numerous court cases against displaying crosses in the public square. Reg a rd l e s s o f t h e c i rc u m s t a n c e ,
forbidding these overt expressions
of faith signifies a denial of religious
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freedom and the lordship of God.
One noteworthy example would be
the anti-Christian endeavors of American Atheists. As part of its organizational mission, this group files lawsuits
against public institutions whom it
claims are violating the separation of
church and state. For instance, in
2005, American Atheists sued several
government agencies in Utah for permitting large steel cross memorials to
appear on state property in honor of
law enforcement officers who had
been killed in the line of duty. Nonetheless, in 2010, the United States
Supreme court affirmed in one of its
rulings that it was valid for roadside
crosses to be displayed to honor
troopers.
There is also the notorious efforts
of the Military Religious Freedom
Foundation (MRFF). This is an advocacy group that seeks to undermine
the influence of conservative evangelicals holding prominent positions
in the United States Armed Forces.
As a case in point, in 2010 the MRFF
formally objected to a cross and a
religious motto appearing on the
emblem of an army hospital in Fort
Carson, Colorado. The watchdog
group insisted that the army remove
these embellishments, which have
a p p e a re d o n t he e m b l e m s i nc e
1969. It is worth noting that the Latin motto, which means “For God and
humanity,” dates from the time of
Hippocrates (that is, centuries before the dawn of Christianity). Moreover, the cross is universally recognized as an emblem of mercy.
Another set of striking incidents involves the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU). This is an organization
that for decades has actively opposed
the display of Christian symbols, including the cross, on public lands. For
instance, beginning in 1989, the ACLU
sponsored a lawsuit compelling the

removal of a 29-foot-tall cross located
on Mount Soledad in LaJolla, California. The cross is part of a Korean War
Memorial, which sits on land now
owned by the federal government. Despite the efforts of the ACLU, in 2008
the federal courts ruled in favor of the
cross remaining.
Another anti-Christian episode occurred in 2001, when the ACLU filed a
lawsuit in federal court to force the removal of a prominent white-painted
metal cross in the Mojave National
Preserve in southern California. As before, despite the organization’s efforts,
the U.S. Supreme Court ruled in 2010
that the Mojave cross did not violate
the constitutional separation of church
and state. In both of these cases, had
the ACLU succeeded in its efforts, the
removal of these memorials would
have been an affront to the service and
sacrifice made by the nation’s fallen
soldiers.
Thankfully, Christian citizens have
not been idle in the battle. For instance, Christian apologists have
vigorously debated atheists in public
forums on these matters. Also,
Christian advocacy groups have
filed legal briefs in state and federal
court proceedings in which opponents tried to remove cross displays
and deny the recognition of Easter in
the public square. Moreover, believers have used the Christian print media, radio broadcasts, and television
p ro g r a m s t o i n f o r m t h e i r c o n stituents of what they can do to
combat the assault.
It is important for believers to realize that this is an ongoing battle. For
instance, anti-Christian groups will
not relent from bringing cases to
court against displaying crosses.
Also, these antagonistic organizations remain vigilant in their efforts to
change the observance of Easter to
a vague and generic celebration of

spring. Bible-believing Christians
need to see these misguided and
hateful efforts as a rejection of the
truth of Jesus’ death on the cross
and resurrection from the dead. Furthermore, Jesus’ followers are wise
to invest their time, energy, and resources in helping and supporting
Christian groups that are seeking to
stem the tide of the attack on their
beliefs, values, and practices.
The battle has been raging ever
since the days of Paul. This is clear
from what he wrote in I Corinthians 1.
The apostle revealed that even though
the truth about Jesus’ atoning sacrifice has the power to save lives eternally, to unbelievers its content is
sheer folly. Moreover, as long as unbelievers reject the message of the
cross as absurd, they are doomed to
eternally perish (vs. 18). In contrast, to
those who are saved through their
faith in Christ, the good news is a
demonstration of God’s power (cf.
Rom. 1:16).
In I Corinthians 1:19, Paul quoted
the Septuagint version of Isaiah 29:14.
The context of the latter was prophecies describing Assyria’s siege of
Jerusalem and the Lord’s deliverance
of the city. Isaiah described how in former times, God’s people had witnessed His awesome wonders, particularly when He delivered them from
Egypt.
Now the Lord would astound the
current generation of hypocrites with
one unexpected judgment after another. In this way, God would disprove
the ideas of the so-called wise, who
supposed they knew better than Him
what they needed. Paul picked on this
latter thought to state that God used
the message of the cross to annihilate
the erudition of the worldly wise and to
thwart the understanding of those who
imagined themselves to be clever
(I Cor. 1:19).
Paul used a series of rhetorical
questions in I Corinthians 1:20 to reinforce his argument against those
who fancied themselves to be the
epitome of sagacity and prudence
(cf. Isa. 19:12; 33:18). It did not matter whether these individuals were
brilliant philosophers, scholarly exp e rt s i n t he M o s a i c l a w, o r t he
world’s most impressive debaters.
The Lord had shown that regardless
of the type of philosophical or ideological system favored by unbelievers to address humanity’s concerns,
all of it was foolish.
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For the Jewish religious elite of
Paul’s day, the foremost issue was the
advent of an end-time Messiah to deliver them from Rome’s oppressive
control. In contrast, the primary aim for
Greek sophists was using logic and
debate to answer their questions
about human existence. The apostle
essentially asked, “Of what use is
worldly wisdom in light of the saving
message of the cross?”
In their search for God, many people had errantly looked only to pagan
knowledge and understanding in the
hope of finding Him; but God did not
intend for worldly wisdom to be the
means of knowing Him. Rather, it
pleased the Father, in His infinite wisdom, to use the allegedly foolish message of the gospel, which Paul and
others proclaimed, to redeem those
who put their faith in the Son (I Cor.
1:21).
The good news of salvation represented both an exaggerated paradox and incomprehensible absurdity
to the lost. As a precondition to accepting the gospel, educated Jews
demanded miraculous signs (cf.
Matt. 12:38; 16:1, 4; Mark 8:11-12;
John 2:18; 6:30), while lear ned
Greeks insisted on worldly erudition
(I Cor. 1:22); but what was an intolerable offense to the Jews and utter
nonsense to the Gentiles—the Messiah’s atoning sacrifice at Calvary
(cf. Deut. 21:23; Gal. 3:13)—was the
only way for people to come to a
saving knowledge of God (I Cor.
1:23).
The phrase “Christ crucified” was a
startling contradiction in terms. To the
religious elite, a reference to the Messiah was closely associated with power and triumph, while remarks about
the cross were synonymous with
weakness and defeat. In contrast, to
those summoned by the Father to redemption—both Jews and Greeks—
the Son was the epitome, embodiment, and emissary of God’s power
and wisdom (I Cor. 1:24; cf. Rom. 1:4,
16; Col. 2:3).
Paul had good reason to emphasize
these truths. Apparently, the believers
in Corinth were drawn toward worldly
wisdom and away from what they perceived to be the folly of the cross. The
apostle explained that the supposed
“foolishness of God” (I Cor. 1:25; as
seen in Jesus’ crucifixion) was infinitely more profound and efficacious than
any human plan or course of action.
Similarly, what appeared to be God’s

“weakness” was immeasurably more
powerful than whatever people imagined to be their greatest display of human strength.
Paul’s statement was not intended
to minimize God’s wisdom or power.
The apostle certainly was not implying
that God ever does anything weak or
foolish. Instead, Paul used gentle sarcasm to show the vast discrepancy
between the infinite wisdom of God
and feeble wisdom of humanity.
Specifically, God chose a means of
salvation that overturned the world’s
greatest philosophers, namely, individuals who saw the cross as being ludicrous and pointless.
Allegedly, if the Father was all-powerful, He would never allow His Son to
perish at Calvary. Instead, the Father
would intervene to save His Son from
such an ignoble end. Supposedly, to
do otherwise would reveal weakness
(cf. Matt. 27:39-44; Mark 15:29-32;
Luke 23:35-37); yet the Father, by not
intervening, displayed wisdom and
strength far beyond any human understanding by raising the Son from the
dead (cf. Acts 2:24; Rom. 1:4). Also, in
this way, the Father opened wide the
door of salvation to all who would believe in the Son (cf. Heb. 2:9, 14-18;
I Pet. 1:3-5).
The believers in Corinth, who came
from the various echelons of society,
were a living example that established
the validity of Paul’s assertion concerning the power and wisdom of the
Father in the crucifixion and resurrection of His Son. The apostle asked his
readers to consider their circumstances when God called them to salvation through the proclamation of the
gospel. By any human standard, few
of them were intellectually impressive
or sophisticated.
Moreover, not many of Paul’s
readers were considered persons of
wealth, influence, and power. Also,
hardly any were noted for their high
social standing (I Cor. 1:26). Indeed,
most of them were less educated
people from the lower classes. Perhaps that is why some of the parishioners in Corinth were tempted to inc o r p o r a t e a s p e c t s o f G re e k
philosophy into their belief systems,
for doing so would secure for them a
privileged status within their community. Thankfully, Paul warned his
readers—and us—against pursuing
such worldly ambitions. ★
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In Memory of Me
BY

N 28 May 2012, America will take
the day off. With the exception of
essential service businesses, the last
Monday of May is a federal holiday
known as Memorial Day. Second only
to 4 July, Memorial Day is one of the
most patriotic days for America.
There are a myriad of ways to celebrate this day that unofficially marks
the first day of summer. Many folks will
go to the beach, perhaps have a picnic, or barbeque in the backyard. This
day is also a time for parades and longwinded political speeches. It is also the
day that scores of people will visit the
graves of departed family and friends
and decorate them with flowers and
wreaths. In general, it is a day to celebrate and remember the past.
Memorial Day has also gone by the
name of Decoration Day. Its roots go
back to the 1860s when people went
to local cemeteries to decorate the
graves of Civil War soldiers. Both a
community in the North and one in the
South claimed to start the observance. Gradually the idea took on
more and more local meaning, with
politicians and ministers using the occasion to recall the deeds of the past
around political themes.
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It was not until after the Second
World War that the day took on some
of the aspects we associate with it. In
1971 the day of observance was
moved from 30 May to the last Monday of May.
The idea of remembering and celebrating the past has its roots in Bible
times. Every Sunday millions of Christians will sit in church auditoriums
around the world and look up at the
pastor as he preaches God’s Word to
his congregation. Usually located directly below him will be the church’s
communion table. Etched into the front
of the table are these words “This do in
remembrance of me.” As with most
things that are seen too many times,
people tend to ignore them. Sadly,
these exciting words from the lips of Jesus Christ are hardly, if ever, processed.
The Lord has given all believers the
same assignment. We are to live one
day at a time for His glory (I Cor. 10:31).
Two great tools are provided for the
believer to carry out this task. One tool
is called memory and the other one is
called prophecy.
When they hear the word “prophecy,” most Christians immediately think
of some prediction of great cata-

strophic events in the future. Actually,
prediction is only a small part of biblical prophecy. The major purpose of
biblical prophecy is to inform the believer about the future so that he or she
will know how to live in the present.
For example, Peter told us that because the end of all things is near, we
are to live a life that is sober, prayerful,
and loving (I Pet. 4:7-8). The believer is
called upon to adjust his or her life in
light of what will happen in the future.
God intended that one’s past would
shape and inform one’s present, as
prophecy does.
The other tool for living in the present is memory, which is the subject of
this article. Our study of memory and
memorials begins in the Old Testament. The word “memorial” is found
twenty-nine times in the King James
Bible. “Memory” is found five times.
An examination of these references
will review the value that memories
and memorials have for God’s people.
The root word for “memorial” and
remembering is zakar. The word has a
deeper meaning than just thinking
about history and bringing it to mind.
It is a call for a person to identify with
the past event and let it shape his

present behavior. For example, the Israelites were commanded to put tassels (these tassels can still be seen on
the Jewish prayer shawl) on their garments to help them to remember all of
God’s commands so “that ye may look
upon it, and remember all the commandments of the Lord, and do them;
and that ye seek not after your own
heart and your own eyes” (Num.
15:39-40).
Another interesting physical memory that God gave Israel was the special
apron, called an ephod, which the high
priest was to wear when performing
his official duties. The ephod had two
straps attached to it that allowed it to
be worn over the shoulder of the high
priest.
On the ephod were two onyx stones
with the names of six of the twelve
tribes carved on each stone. The Lord
said, “Thou shalt put the two stones
upon the shoulders of the ephod for
stones of memorial unto the children
of Israel: and Aaron shall bear their
names before the Lord upon his two
shoulders for a memorial” (Exod.
28:12).
The priest represented God. With
the names of the twelve tribes on his
shoulders, he was continually reminded of his duty to represent them before
God. The repetition of the purpose of
the stones makes the point all the
more memorable.
God set up two key memorials for
Israel. They were designed to bring
back memories of the same event.
“And this day shall be unto you for a
memorial; and ye shall keep it as a
feast to the Lord throughout your generations; ye shall keep it a feast by an
ordinance for ever” (Exod. 12:14). In
direct obedience to this command,
Jews over the last nearly 3,500 years
have celebrated Passover as a memorial of what happened the night that Israel fled their taskmasters.
The ceremony is very serious and
quite solemn. The lamb is to be roasted. Bitter herbs and unleavened bread
are to be eaten as well. It is a time of
remembering that the Lord passed
over their homes.
This memorial has done its job
above and beyond its duty. It has kept
the meaning and excitement of the
original flight from Egypt before the
eyes of millions of Jews, even today.
Over the years, several elements have
been added by the Jewish people to
remember their rescue from Egypt.
Forty years after the Passover was
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instituted as an everlasting memorial,
the nation of Israel was on the banks
of the Jordan River ready to move over
the river and conquer the land promised to their forefathers years before.
After the entire nation had passed
through the dry riverbed, Joshua commanded that twelve men were to go
back into the bed and pick up twelve
big stones and put them on the riverbank. Twelve stones were also taken
from the bank and put in the middle of
the dry Jordan River (Josh. 4:1-7).
The Bible explains the reason for
this unusual activity. “This may be a
sign among you, that when your children ask their fathers in time to come,
saying, What mean ye by these
stones? Then ye shall answer them,
That the waters of Jordan were cut off
before the ark of the covenant of the
Lord; when it passed over Jordan, the
waters of Jordan were cut off: and
these stones shall be for a memorial
unto the children of Israel for ever”
(Josh. 4:6-7).
The piling up of stones was not
unique to this situation. Many times
special events were memorialized by
heaping up a group of stones. The purpose was clear—it was designed to
make people ask for what they stood.
This would always become a teaching
moment. Future generations would always remember that God has acted in
their past at this spot.
People have a tendency to forget
very quickly. To help Israel remember
how God had delivered them from
slavery and brought them to their new
home, God instituted two key memorials to keep the events correct in Israel’s thinking. Every year at Passover
they reviewed the details of their deliverance from Egypt. Every time a person walked past the twelve stones,
they were reminded of God’s deliverance to the new land.
In salvation terms, these two memorials had a single purpose—to remind every generation of God’s great
salvation activities on behalf of the nation.
About fifteen hundred years later Jesus Christ was standing before His
twelve disciples and giving His last remarks just before He went to His trial
and crucifixion. Luke recorded,“He
took bread, and gave thanks, and brake
it, and gave unto them, saying, This is
my body which is given for you: this do
in remembrance of me. Likewise also
the cup after supper, saying, This cup
is the new testament in my blood,

which is shed for you” (22:19-20; cf.
Matt. 26:26-29; Mark 14:22-25). The
key word here is “remembrance.” What
Christians have referred to as the Lord’s
Supper was instituted by Jesus as a remembrance of what He was about to
do.
When Christians partake of the
bread and fruit of the vine, it is to be a
solemn service of remembering the redemption that Jesus Christ provided
to all by His death and resurrection.
It is customary to remember dead
people. However, Jesus is alive. He is
to be remembered not as dead but
alive.
In this regard, then, the memorials of
both the Old and the New Testament
have a common purpose. They were
given by God as a visual reminder of
His great redeeming activities on behalf of believers. Because of the regular practice of the Lord’s Supper
through the centuries, Christians have
had a very visual reminder of God’s
great redemption.
As Jesus was getting ready to institute the Lord’s Supper, He made this
promise to His disciples: “I will not any
more eat thereof, until it be fulfilled in
the kingdom of God” (Luke 22:16; cf.
Matt. 26:29; Mark 14:25).
In the most famous communion
quotation (I Cor. 11:26), the Apostle
Paul picked up on this predictive element and stated it is as a comment regarding the institution of the Lord’s
supper. “For as often as ye eat this
bread, and drink this cup, ye do shew
the Lord’s death till he come.”
The Christian communion service
has both a backward and forward element to it. On the one hand, it is definitely a memorial service of something
that has happened in the past that has
present ramifications. However, it also
has a prophetic element. Every time a
believer partakes of the two elements
of the communion service, he or she is
forced to look into the future to the
time when Jesus will return.
Thus, the two key tools that the believer needs to maintain his/her life before God—the tool of remembrance
and the tool of prophecy—are merged
together in the communion service.
The next time you are at a Memorial Day parade and see an American
flag, remember those who died to provide our freedom. The next time you
partake of the communion elements
be sure to remember that One who
died so that you might have salvation
and freedom. ★
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Sea of Galilee: First-Century Fishing Boat Sails Again!
BY

LARRY V. CRUTCHFIELD, PH.D.

S 1986 began, Israel had suffered
through successive years of severe drought. Below average winter
rainfall placed a heavy burden upon Israel’s primary freshwater source, the
Sea of Galilee (also called Lake Kinneret). At the same time, however, the
vast areas of exposed lakebed shoreline presented an unexpected opportunity for two amateur archaeologist
brothers, Moshe and Yuval Lufan.
The Lufans reside with their families
at Kibbutz Ginnosar on the lake’s
northwest shore. The kibbutz is located three miles north of Tiberias and
about a mile southwest of the biblical
town of Magdala. Today, Mary Magdalene’s hometown (Matt. 15:39) is
known by its Arabic name “Mejdel.”

A

THE TREASURE WRAPPED IN MUD
The Lufan brothers routinely explored
the newly accessible Galilee lakebed for
anything of archaeological value. As
they searched an area south of their kibbutz on 24 February 1986, they spotted
a faint boat-shaped imprint in the mud.
At their father’s suggestion, the two men
showed the site to Mendel Nun, “widely known as Israel’s number one ‘Kinneretologist’ ” (Wachsmann, “The
Galilee Boat: 2,000-Year-Old Hull Recovered Intact,” Biblical Archaeology
Review, September/October 1988).
Until his recent death, Nun had lived
at Kibbutz Ein Gev on the Sea of
Galilee’s eastern shore for over fifty
years. Much of that time he was a fisherman. Reflecting on his half-century
of observation and experience, Nun
writes, “I am continually surprised at
how accurately the New Testament
writers reflect natural phenomena on
the lake” (“Cast Your Net Upon the
Waters: Fish and Fishermen in Jesus’
Time,” Biblical Archaeology Review,
November/December 1993).
Nun could suggest no time frame for
the buried boat’s active life upon the
Sea of Galilee. Therefore, he reported
the discovery to Yossi Stefanski, local
inspector for the Israel Department of
Antiquities and Museums. Stefanski in
turn notified his colleague, Shelley
Wachsmann, the Department’s Inspector of Underwater Antiquities.
Wachsmann and his colleague Kurt
Raveh drove to the Sea of Galilee to
12 (76)

meet with Mendel Nun and the Lufan
brothers. Wachsmann explained to the
four men that they would know the boat
was ancient if it was constructed using
the mortise-and-tenon technique. With
this method, boat planks are set edgeto-edge (not overlapped) and fastened
with several mortise-and-tenon joints.
The technique was used from the fourteenth to the thirteenth centuries B.C.
until the Byzantine period (beginning
about the fourth century A.D.).
Following Wachsmann’s description
of what they would be looking for, the
five men drove to the boat discovery
site. Wachsmann and Raveh quickly
excavated a small area in the mid section of the boat. Wachsmann recalls,
“As we carefully removed the mud,

‘mortise-and-tenon’ joints appeared.
They were locked with wooden pegs,
the round heads easily visible. The boat
was ancient! This was the first time an
ancient boat had been discovered in
the Kinneret [the Sea of Galilee].”
THE GREAT RACE AGAINST TIME
Following three days of initial probe
excavating, the boat was carefully reburied and camouflaged to protect it
from looters and treasure hunters (energized by an old tale of a gold-laden
Turkish ship sinking in the Sea of Galilee during World War I). The excavators’
precautions had been taken on Friday,
7 February. By Sunday, the “boat of Jesus” discovered in the Sea of Galilee
was front-page news. According to

Wachsmann, “The media hype was
soon overwhelming. . . . We knew that
if we did not excavate the boat soon,
there might be no boat to excavate. It
was only a matter of time until someone
would find and destroy the boat in
search of nonexistent treasure.”
Wachsmann moved quickly to assemble an impromptu archaeological
team locally for the excavation and
conservation of the boat. In addition to
Kurt Raveh, Wachsmann added Orna
Cohen of Hebrew University as conservator, archaeologist Edna Amos as
recorder, and Danny Friedman as photographer. But Wachsmann went outside of Israel to recruit J. Richard Steffy
of Texas A & M University’s Institute of
Nautical Archaeology to evaluate the
boat’s construction. Steffy is widely
recognized as the foremost authority
on ancient shipbuilding. The excavation was scheduled to begin on 16
February, just a little over three weeks
after its discovery.
The drought had broken about the
same time the boat was discovered.
Now the region was deluged with continual rain. Wachsmann recalls, “With
the lake rising steadily, we decided to
work around the clock. . . . we cut a narrow section down to the wooden hull at
midship. Lying on our stomachs [all
night] in the cold, wet mud, we excavated it by hand to avoid any possibility of damage to the boat from instruments. The wood slowly appeared; it
was beautifully intact.” Later on, to
avoid touching the fragile waterlogged
boat timbers while excavating, workers lay in a prone position on metal
ridges suspended above the vessel.
In the evening of the first day of excavation, members of the Kinneret Authority (the government agency responsible for the Sea of Galilee) arrived
at the site with a solution to the rising
lake problem. They promised to build a
big dike of sandbags and high earth
embankments around the site the next
morning, which they did. The lake continued to rise, but the dig site no longer
faced the threat of inundation by water.
MOVING THE FRAGILE PRIZE
The archaeological excavation of
the boat was completed by the eighth
day. All the craft’s parts were tagged
and numbered from top to bottom,
from stem to stern. Now it was time to
move the boat 550 yards to Kibbutz
Ginnosar’s Yigal Allon Museum. But
how could the boat be moved without
destroying it in the process?
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During the boat’s 2,000-year “burial”
in the Sea of Galilee, its wooden planks
and fittings had become totally waterlogged. According to team conservation expert Orna Cohen, the craft’s
wood cells were about 80 percent filled
with water. Thus the wood was as fragile as “wet cardboard” (Wachsmann).
The fragility of the boat was evident
throughout the excavation. But as Lionel Casson states in his assessment
of this archaeological project, “the
rescue of the [boat’s] remains [was]
made possible by unremitting effort
combined with ingenious improvisations” (“Books in Brief: The Excavation of an Ancient Boat in the Sea of
Galilee,” Biblical Archaeology Review,
March/April 1992). In this spirit, Cohen developed a totally new technique for moving the ancient boat.
As John McRay, professor of New
Testament and Archaeology at
Wheaton College, describes it, “The
excavators reinforced the fragile vessel
with fiberglass and polyester resin
frames, wrapped it in thin plastic
sheeting, and sprayed polyurethane
liquid to encase the wood in a protective shell” (Archaeology and the New
Testament, Baker). Thus cocooned,
the boat made its final 550-yard voyage along the shore of the Sea of
Galilee to a point just opposite the Yigal Allon Museum. The following day,
the boat was lifted ashore by crane and
ten days later placed in a specially built
conservation tank. The empty tank
could not be filled with water until the
long hard task of stripping away the
polyurethane casing had been completed. According to Wachsmann, the
task was “tantamount to re-excavating
the boat.”
The final stage of preservation involved a five-to seven-year process of
replacing the boat’s water-filled wood
cells with polyethylene glycol (PEG), a
synthetic wax. As the concentration of
PEG in the conservation pool was
slowly increased and the water temperature gradually raised, the boat became structurally sound. Thereafter,
the boat could be displayed and studied out of water (Wachsmann).
THE BOAT AND JESUS IN GALILEE
The general antiquity of the boat was
established early because of the mortise-and-tenon method evident in the
boat’s construction. More precise dating was done through pottery analysis
and carbon 14 testing. Wachsmann
concludes that “taken together, these

different dating techniques suggest a
date between the first century B.C. and
the late first century A.D.”
The Galilee boat measures 26.5 feet
long by 7.5 feet wide and is preserved
to a height of 4.5 feet. Steffy determined
that the boat originally had a mast block
for a sail, two oars on each side, and a
stern quarter rudder by which a helmsman steered the vessel. A first-century
A.D. mosaic found at Magdala, about a
mile from the excavation site, depicts a
vessel very much like the Galilee boat.
A five-man crew (four oarsmen and
a helmsman) was required to operate
the craft. This crew size is suggested
in Mark 1:19-20. When Jesus called
James and John to be disciples, they
were in a fishing boat with their father,
Zebedee, and hired servants. This indicates a probable crew of at least five
men. The first-century A.D. Jewish historian Flavius Josephus also describes a boat crew of at least four
men (Wars of the Jews 2.21.8).
Given the boat’s size and design,
Wachsmann believes it was primarily
used for fishing. But he also thinks it
could have doubled as a transport for
passengers or goods in peacetime. And
Josephus indicates that the type of boat
was employed as a troop transport in
times of war (Wars of the Jews 3.10.1).
Wachsmann and Steffy both believe
the Galilee boat is the same type of
vessel used by Jesus and the disciples
in the Gospels. It is estimated that the
vessel could have accommodated fifteen average-size Galilean men of Jesus’ day, including the five crewmen
(Wachsmann). Josephus indicates
probably a fifteen-person capacity as
well.
Mendel Nun describes boats of a
similar size and capacity in use on the
Sea of Galilee until the middle of the
twentieth century, when “motors replaced oars and sails.” He states also
that “for more than 5,000 years, fishing methods on the Sea of Galilee remained the same.”
Wachsmann closed his account of
this tremendous discovery by saying
that the boat gives us a better understanding of “seafaring on the Kinneret
nearly 2,000 years ago.” Viewed from
a very personal perspective and with
an obvious sense of pride, veteran
fisherman Mendel Nun notes that
“fishermen and sailors were Jesus’
earliest disciples and followers.” And it
was in their boats that He sailed “to
teach in the towns and villages of the
region [of Galilee].” ★
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A Trip Through History
BY

JEFFERY J. VANGOETHEM

A somber graveyard at Gettysburg Battlefield

Y the standards of much of the rest
of the world, the United States
does not have a long history. The Pilgrims came to these shores in the early part of the seventeenth century. This
eventually led to the struggle for American independence during the later
years of the eighteenth century. Consequently, the history of the United
States is more recent—it is not a nation with an ancient history.
However, that does not mean the history of the United States is without significance. One really great vacation,
family or otherwise, is a driving tour
through some of the significant sites
that relate to American history. Moreover, for the believer, there is much to
see that is of spiritual interest. Such a
tour can be spiritually profitable as well.
With the advent of the Internet, planning and executing a driving tour is infinitely easier than in the past. One can
check distances, weather, accommodations, and prices so easily. With the
activities of one day completed, one
can consult the Internet in the evening
and plan the next day’s schedule. This
allows travelers to be flexible and to
adjust to weather, driving, and other
conditions. Naturally, an elaborate
driving tour requires some planning,
but with the use of a laptop or smartphone one can make adjustments on
the fly. You can also use the Internet on
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a daily basis to read up on the sites you
are going to see, informing you and
yours on the people, places, and
events that transpired in American history in selected locations.
Our family took such a driving tour
some years ago and found it to be educationally and spiritually uplifting. We
took two weeks to do it. This allowed for
a fairly comfortable pace. If more or less
time is available, one can take in more
or less of what is suggested below. Certainly I have not included everything that
could be done—you can feel free to add
sites that you know of and desire to visit. It is a trip that can be adjusted to
tastes and interests. I will outline some
of the options we chose. Some selected reading prior to and during the trip
can also enhance the experience. For
example, on our way to Gettysburg, my
wife read the account of the great battle there to our family in the car from one
of the great civil war history books.
The eastern states are home to these
sites. You can take the tour from north to
south or from south to north. It is best to
decide at the outset which would fit your
traveling situation the best. We went
south to north, from Virginia to New England, so that is how I will lay it out. Bear
in mind that it could easily be done in the
opposite direction.
We began our tour at Colonial
Williamsburg in Virginia, which is the

re-creation of one of America’s most
important towns of the colonial era.
Williamsburg features broad walking
streets and numerous shops and stops
of historical interest, all tailored to fit
the colonial era. The locals are in costume and character so that the whole
setting is like stepping back in time.
For spiritual edification one can attend the reading of prayers at the Anglican Church right along the main street
(there are short, daily services at various
times). Many of the early colonialists,
like George Washington and Thomas
Jefferson, were members of the Church
of England. This will give you an idea of
how they worshipped. In fact, Thomas
Jefferson attended this very church.
The more primitive Jamestown site
is near to Williamsburg and also worth
a visit. This is a re-creation of the original Jamestown settlement of 1607,
the first successful English settlement
in the new world.
After finishing your visits, you could
drive up to Washington, D.C. and see
some of the sights there, perhaps
spending a day or two. Visiting such
places as the Capitol and Arlington National Cemetery or Mount Vernon is a
wonderful experience. However, I would
suggest that a trip to Washington, D.C.,
is more of a trip unto itself. Perhaps you
can save that trip for another time.
I would recommend going the other
way (west) to Monticello, the home of
Thomas Jefferson, near Charlottesville, Virginia. A tour of this extraordinary home will open the window
to the genius of Thomas Jefferson.
Jefferson’s tomb and remarkable epitaph are also on the grounds.
As you leave Monticello, you could
take a quick drive through the University of Virginia campus, the school that
Jefferson founded in nearby Charlottesville. It is impressive.
Drive to Interstate 81 and continue
northward through the Shenandoah
Valley. In Pennsylvania you can turn off
at the exit for the Gettysburg battlefield.
You will need the better part of a day to
take in this sacred national shrine. This
is the site of one of the decisive battles
of the Civil War. You can rent or buy a
recorded tour in the visitor’s center, and
it will lead you on a driving tour of the
site. It will take you through the whole

story and point you to the best places
to get out of the car and explore. A
highlight is the raised platform that one
can climb to gain a panoramic view of
the battlefields and surroundings.
If you are traveling with children or a
child at heart, the attractions in Hershey are a short drive from Gettysburg. The theme is wholesome and
unique and fun!
From Gettysburg I recommend driving across to New Jersey and stopping
at Princeton University. Here you can
stroll through the beautiful campus and
stop at the great statue of John Witherspoon, the only clergyman to sign
the Declaration of Independence.
Witherspoon was the president of
Princeton (then the College of New Jersey) in revolutionary days. You can take
a look at the Cathedral-like Princeton
University Chapel. Any cathedral is
worth visiting. They have a positive effect upon our souls. They make us feel
small and cause us to look up!
You can also view Nassau Hall,
completed in 1756. Nassau Hall was
the home of the Continental Congress
at one time. The old President’s House
(Maclean House) is nearby too, where
Jonathan Edwards lived briefly. Down
the road a bit you can also locate the
Princeton Cemetery and find Edwards’s tomb.
After this, you could head into New
York City. However, New York City is
much like Washington, D.C. There is so
much to see that perhaps you will want
to skirt around it on your way to New
England and leave it for another time.
First in New England you can stop at
New Haven, Connecticut, and visit the
campus of Yale. They have daily guided
tours that will fill you in on some of the
history of this early American university
and some of the notables who attended it, including Jonathan Edwards.
As you continue, for spiritual edification you can stop off not far from downtown Providence, Rhode Island, near
Brown University, and take a little tour of
the first Baptist church in America, established by Roger Williams in 1638. The
staff is on hand for visitors, and there is
literature available.
Your first stop in Massachusetts
should be Plymouth. The Plymouth
Plantation has re-created the early pilgrim settlement in a wonderful and elaborate way. You can walk along, much like
Colonial Williamsburg, and visit with the
“locals.” It will give you a sense of the
hardships our pilgrim fathers experienced. Also in the city of Plymouth you
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can find the old pilgrim graveyard near
the original site of their first church. Many
markers remain of the first American pilgrims, including that of William Bradford,
the leader of the pilgrim settlement.
Before heading to Boston you could
take a detour and drive the length of
Cape Cod. It is a beautiful drive. At the
tip of Cape Cod is Provincetown,
where you can climb up into the 250foot Pilgrim monument, which offers a
panoramic vista in all directions.
One site to consider before going right
into Boston is the home of John Adams
in Quincy. The U.S. Park Service has
done an exquisite job of preserving and
presenting his childhood and later
homes. The library of his son, the sixth
President of the U.S., John Quincy
Adams, is also presented. The family
church is nearby too. These men did
much for our country in the early days.
Whether or not you visit the Adams
sites, I recommend parking on the outskirts of Boston and taking a train into
the city. You can get off the train right
next to Boston Common, which was
first used as a cow pasture in 1634. Today, it marks the start of the Freedom
Trail. The Freedom Trail is a walking tour
that takes you through all the great sites
of the story of American Independence
from the Old South Church to Bunker
Hill. It is no doubt one of the most extraordinary walks a person can take in
our country, even the world. It takes a
few hours, depending on how much
you stop along the way.
On the well-marked trail are many

The USS Consitution

thrilling sites, including several interesting graveyards, the USS Constitution,
the oldest commissioned ship in the
United States Navy (1797), and the Old
North Church, connected with Paul Revere’s ride. Space does not permit me to
outline all that you will see on the FreedomTrail, but it is certainly one extraordinary walk for any patriotic American!
For spiritual edification, if your timing
is right, you can attend church at Park
Street Church, located right off the
Boston Common. This 200-year-old
church broke off from the Old South
Church when the latter drifted doctrinally. It has kept the biblical faith since
1809.
Outside of Boston, there are two additional (and wonderful) stops I suggest
making while in Massachusetts. You
can take them in whatever order you
prefer. They are both a little out of the
way. One is way up north along the
ocean in Newburyport, Massachusetts.
Here you will find the Old South (Presbyterian) Church, where the famed
evangelist George Whitefield preached
his final sermon. He preached into the
evening of 29 September 1770, fell ill,
and died the next morning. Whitefield is
buried in the lower recesses of the
church. The church is in nice condition
and welcomes visitors. All those who
love gospel preaching cannot help being stirred by the great preaching career
of George Whitefield.
The other stop to make is to the west
in Northampton, where Jonathan Edwards pastored for over twenty years. In
Northampton, you can go along the
edge of town and see the Connecticut
River and the woods where Edwards,
perhaps the greatest theologian in
American history, often walked and met
with God. Edwards has chronicled for us
in his wonderful writings how the Great
Awakening swept through this town.
Sadly, the remnants of the church he pastored have gone into liberalism.
You can visit the cemetery in Northampton and view the burial stone of
the great missionary to the Indians,
David Brainerd, who is buried right beside Jerusha Edwards, Jonathan Edwards’s godly young daughter who attended Brainerd on his deathbed.
Remarkably, she died not long after
him. The epitaph on Brainerd’s tomb is
inspiring, speaking of his “laborious”
efforts to evangelize Indians.
Our nation has been touched by
God over its short but momentous history. This trip made us long for Him to
do it again. ★
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Discipleship Still Works
BY

CINTILLATE, scintillate, diminutive
luminary.” It amazes me how we
make the simple so complex. Perhaps
you did not get that well-known saying. We know it as “Twinkle, twinkle, little star.”
The subject of discipleship can be
just as confusing. We often try to
make it too complex. Think of how
many books you have seen on the
subject. No one seems to understand and teach discipleship in the
same way. That is both good and
bad. New, creative thoughts and
methods can be helpful, but discipleship should always focus on the
foundational elements. For some,
discipleship centers around evangelism; for others, it is the issue of edification. Some teach what to do
while others emphasize who to be.
While some books promote what to
believe, others stress how to behave.
Each emphasis has merits of its own,
but discipleship in its most simple
sense is reduplication. It involves
reduplication of content and character. Let me explain.
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The word “disciple” is both a noun
and a verb. As a noun the word means
“learner,” and the verb means “to
teach.” Both forms of the word are
found in the Great Commission of
Matthew 28:19-20: “Go ye therefore,
and teach all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Ghost: teaching
them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you: and, lo, I am
with you alway, even unto the end of
the world. Amen.”
It is a trick question, I know, but I
will ask it anyway. What is the main
command of the Great Commission?
No, it is not the word “go,” although
nearly everyone usually answers that
way. The main verb in the original
language is “teach,” meaning “disciple.” Discipleship is not optional but
a command. If we do not do it, we
may as well call the Great Commission the Great Omission. We are to
reduplicate the teaching that we
have been given by the Saviour. That
is why I said earlier that discipleship
is basically reduplication, but it is

more than just multiplying lessons.
S a d l y, w e h a v e b e e n t e a c h i n g ,
teaching, teaching for nearly
two thousand years, and all we seem
to have for our effort are smart sinners!
Discipleship is information that
leads to transformation. It involves
helping men and women come to
terms with what Jesus said and helping them understand how to “flesh
out” those teachings in life. Here is
how the Apostle Paul described it in
II Timothy 2:2—“And the things that
thou hast heard of me among many
witnesses, the same commit thou to
faithful men, who shall be able to teach
others also.”
Every believer should be reduplicating himself or herself in the lives of others. Our Saviour commanded it, and
we must obey. There is nothing sacred
about the words I am using here, but
discipleship can be broken down into
two methods: mentioning and mentoring.
Mentioning is simply passing on the
truth that God has given to the church.

I know the word seems too passive,
too nonchalant for the task of the
Great Commission, but it describes
the one-way type of communication
most often used in passing on knowledge. Do not think of it as informal
teaching only. It can be both formal
and informal: teaching a class or talking with your family or friends. Jesus
commissioned His people to pass on
the body of truth He had spoken as
well as what had been written in the
Old Testament and would be revealed
to the apostles.
It is the same method described in
Deuteronomy 6:6-7. “These words,
which I command thee this day, shall
be in thine heart: and thou shalt teach
them diligently unto thy children, and
shalt talk of them when thou sittest in
thine house, and when thou walkest
by the way, and when thou liest down,
and when thou risest up.” Passing on
biblical truth should be as normal as
talking about our favorite team or discussing what political issues interest
us.
Mentioning is most effective when
you actually model the truth you are
trying to teach. Hebrews 13:7 instructs
to “remember them which have the
rule over you, who have spoken unto
you the word of God: whose faith follow, considering the end of their conversation.” Did you notice those words
“considering the end of their conversation”? It means to notice whether
the truth works for the person who
teaches it. Those whom you try to
teach the principles of the Word of
God will learn them so much more fully if you can demonstrate those truths
in your own life.
Mentioning usually involves a
shorter process than mentoring because the emphasis is on communicating a body of information. When
you teach a class or lead a Bible
study, mentioning is the common vehicle for the material being presented to your students. They hear what
you say, but they may not have the
up-close relationship to really see
the principles at work in your life.
Discipling in this context is good, but
it is not as beneficial as mentoring.
Swimming could be taught in a
classroom setting, but it would not
be nearly as effective as getting
everyone into the water. It is amazing how education is improved by
experience.
Mentoring is up close and personal. Mentoring involves an intentional
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relationship that allows those whom
you are teaching to observe biblical
principles in a real-life environment.
That is the way Mark described the
discipling ministry of Jesus: “And he
ordained twelve, that they should be
with him, and that he might send
them forth to preach” (Mark 3:14).
They were not only with Him to learn;
He also sent them out to use the very
truths He had taught them. That is
why Paul had Timothy with him. It is
why he instructed older women to
teach younger women about godly
virtues in the home (Titus 2:3-5).
Just because you cannot mentor
everyone does not mean you should
not be mentoring someone. Do not
leave it to those who are in vocational
Christian service. Yes, they should be
mentoring too, but to be honest, most
of their ministry falls under the category of mentioning—relaying information in a one-way type of communication. A lot of information can be
passed on to a lot of people by that
method. Effective discipleship, however, involves both mentioning and
mentoring. Our purpose must be to
pass on information for transformation.
Passing on information is relatively easy. Passing on transformation,
character, biblical values, motivation, and spiritual growth is difficult
because the results are determined
by the faithfulness of people. Take a
look again at those words Paul used
in II Timothy 2:2: “Commit thou to
faithful men, who shall be able to
teach others also.” It is helpful to remember that if you want to disciple
someone, look for a “FAT” person.
No, I am not promoting obesity, but
rather obedience. “FAT” stands for
faithful, available, and teachable.
A young man in my church wanted
me to disciple him. Although I regularly teach a men’s discipleship
class, I do not often have time for
one-on-one mentoring. Still, I could
see promise in this young man, so I
met with him. At our first meeting I
gave him an assignment: memorize
the books of the Bible. He was a little shocked when he showed up the
next week and I gave him a sheet of
paper and told him to write them
down. He explained that he did not
think I was all that serious about it,
but I informed him I was. I knew it
seemed like busywork, but I had a
purpose. The next week, I asked him
to list them again. He could not. I fi-

nally stopped meeting with him because he was not faithful. After not
meeting for over a year, he told me
one day, “I’ve memorized all of the
books of the Bible now. Can we meet
again?” We met the next day.
Available and teachable means
people are willing to spend time with
you and that they are willing to have
their assumptions challenged with
the truth of the Word of God. A favorite professor of mine used to say,
“D o n’t a ns w e r m o re q ue s t i o ns .
Question more answers.” Discipling
for transformation involves helping a
person think for himself biblically so
that he will be able to pass on what
he has learned when you are no
longer with him. The process can be
discouraging.
When you realize you are not being as successful as you would like,
remember that Jesus chose twelve
men. They all failed Him. Three of
them were close to Him, but they
could not even pray with Him for one
hour.
If you were trying to start an organization that would saturate the world
with spiritual truth, would you have
chosen them? Would you have chosen Peter, who always had one foot in
his mouth? Would you allow James
and John, the sons of thunder, to
head up your organization? They
would fire everyone the first day. How
about Thaddaeus, Nathanael, or Bartholomew? Yet, with all their foibles
and failures, these men, taught by Jesus and transformed by the Spirit of
God, turned the world upside down.
Look at what happened to Peter. Although he cowered at the question of
a slave girl, he stood up on the day of
Pentecost and preached powerfully
and bravely. God can still change
lives today.
Until the Lord returns, we are still
commissioned officers in His army.
We have an assignment to reach the
world with the gospel so that they
might respond and allow the transformation of God’s Spirit to work in
their lives. Then they will disciple
others, and the process will continue until God’s purposes are fulfilled
in this world. It is a privilege to be
part of what God is doing. Keep up
the good work. Even so, come, Lord
Jesus! ★
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What Might Have Been:
Dealing with Disappointment
BY

UCY’S wedding day was approaching. She had planned and
p re p a re d f o r t h i s d a y f o r m a n y
months. And now it was here. She
had a great wedding, and after that
came the beginnings of a great marriage. But soon her joy turned to disappointment as she found out that
Alan was having an affair. It was hard
for Lucy to hold herself together after that. She was hospitalized many
a time because of the stress and the
disappointment.
Disappointment comes to all of us
at some time. Someone lets us
down. We make some big mistakes
that really could have been avoided
if only we had used some caution.
We were too trusting. Often hindsight helps us put things in perspective. We begin to realize that some of
those things could have been avoided if only we had paid attention to
the warning signs that were right
there before us all the time. But now
it is too late. Our hopes and dreams
lie shattered before us in tiny pieces
that mock us. It really hurts.
We are not alone in such sad experiences. We all know someone who
has dealt with the sadness of disappointment. We know that our Lord Jesus dealt with the issue of disappointment Himself.
Remember Simon Peter, who told
Jesus that he would lay down his life
for his Master (John 13:37-38). Our
Lord told him that he would soon let
Him down and deny Him. That must
have deeply pierced devout Peter’s
heart to the very core. But Peter
thought he was invincible and that that
would never happen.
Judas Iscariot was another example of someone who let Jesus down.
Jesus let Judas be part of the group,
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but Judas betrayed Jesus with a deceitful kiss in the Garden of Gethsemane and sold Him for thirty pieces
o f s i l v e r. D i s a p p o i n t m e n t h u r t s
deeply. One feels cheated and let
down.
An experience in the life of Jacob is
another good example of disappointment in the Old Testament. Jacob
worked hard for Laban for seven years
and at the end of it got Leah. He
thought he was working for her beautiful sister Rachel, with whom he was
deeply in love. We are told that Jacob
took his disappointment in stride and
worked another seven years for
Rachel. He loved her so much. It was
worth the trouble.
Most of us think like well-meaning
and good-hearted Simon Peter. We
often think that it is the person next to
us that would do such things and that
we would never stoop so low as to
disappoint our Lord. But every time
we disobey God, we are letting our
Lord down. It hurts our Lord so much
because He feels all our pain and
knows our weaknesses (Heb. 4:15).
He has also provided what it takes to
set us back on the road to restoration.
He is faithful.
Disappointment comes to us in at
least three ways. First, it comes when
we lose trust. Second, it comes when
we do not fulfill our expectations.
Third, disappointment comes when
our personal goals are not being met.
We become sad and depressed as a
result of unreached goals.
When there is a loss of trust, the
bottom falls out of a relationship.
The individuals or parties involved
grow farther apart. The way to bridge
the gap is to acknowledge the mistake and thus repair the breach in the
relationship. One must remember

that it takes only a moment to break
one’s trust. It may take a lifetime to
restore it. But we still have to do our
part. Saying that one is wrong and
apologizing is the first step, whether
it is with our relationship with men or
with God.
One can be disappointed when personal expectations are not fulfilled.
Every time we watch a wedding ceremony, it is easy to wonder whether the
parties are committed to the relationship. Disappointment lurks in the
shadows, but it can be warded off by
making the right decisions.
I recently heard of one couple who
made the decision that they would
never get a divorce no matter how difficult things got; they would do what
they could to work things out. They
have certainly started off on the right
foot and are doing what they can to
ward off the demon of disappointment.
How do we deal with disappointment? First, we need to remember
that we live in a broken world with
broken people. Disappointments are
therefore going to come, no matter
what we do. People are people, and
we are all sinners living in a sinful
world. God gave Adam and Eve
everything they needed, yet they disobeyed Him. But we must also remember that God knows our frailties
even before we make those mistakes,
and He still chooses to love us and
use us.
Second, we have a God who does
all He can to rehabilitate us and restore
us. One only has to see how Jesus
dealt with Simon Peter to see how He
will also deal with us. Jesus knew that
Peter would deny Him (Luke 22:34),
but He had already made provision for
his restoration.

Look carefully at Jesus’ caring response. He said, “But I have prayed
for thee, that thy faith fail not: and
when thou art converted, strengthen
thy brethren” (Luke 22:32). Jesus dealt
with His personal disappointment by
restoring the person who disappointed Him. This involves forgiveness. Jesus did what we normally find so hard
to do. Jesus turned His own disappointment into an act of human
restoration.
When personal goals are not met,
disappointment sets in. In such situations, it is easy to take out our frustrations on the nearest targets and
blame it on them. The husband
blames the wife, the wife blames the
child, the child kicks the dog! Sound
familiar? We also say things like “If it
weren’t for you, I wouldn’t be in this
situation.” By doing this, we conveniently excuse ourselves from acknowledging our part in the disappointing situation.
One way to prevent disappointments in our relationships is to carry
realistic expectations of people we
meet and events in which we are involved. Maybe if we had lowered our
expectations, or at least adjusted
them a bit, we could have avoided a
measure of disappointment. Then
we would not have been so disappointed with the other persons or
events. Sometimes, no matter how
hard we work to prevent bad things,
they happen anyway.
The Bible encourages us to take
our disappointments to God. Isaiah
53:4 reminds us that “he hath borne
our griefs, and carried our sorrows”
for us. We are to lean on Him, for “he
is able to succour them that are
tempted” (Heb. 2:18). God weeps
with us when we weep. He is our
Shepherd and cares for us. It is important for us to go to our God who
heals us physically and spiritually
(cf. Exod. 15:26).
It has been said that time heals
all things. Sometimes even that
takes a long time. A better solution
would be to follow the advice in the
Bible. The Psalmist David advises
us, “Cast thy burden upon the Lord,
and he shall sustain thee” (Ps.
55:22). Our God specializes in healing broken hearts and gives us a new
sense of hope. Lucy and all of us
reading this can trust the One who
has promised never to leave our side
(John 14:16-18). He heals our broken hearts. ★
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What’s in a Word?
Earnest
BY

DARRELL W. MCKAY, M.A.

RECENTLY purchased a house.
When the bid for the house was
accepted, there was a need to deposit earnest money into escrow to
show my sincerity in following
through with the transaction. Had I
not consummated the deal, the
pledge money would have gone to
the seller who suffered the loss of a
sale, and I would have been out the
same amount.
All who have likewise purchased a
house or anything which required a
down payment are familiar with the
process. In some cases, a person’s
word and handshake are all that is
needed to seal a deal, but in many instances something more tangible is
required.
The concept of earnest money is
not new, for we find it in Scripture as
well, and as we follow the trail of the
word “earnest,” we discover something beautiful and heartwarming
that should lead us to praise and
worship.
The Greek word arrabo-n is found
three times in the New Testament and
is translated “earnest.” In the Septuagint, the Greek translation of the Old
Testament, the word is used in Genesis 38:17, 18, 20, where it is translated
“pledge.” Thus, in each use the meaning is the same.
In the Septuagint the giving and receiving of something as a pledge, or
promise, is between two persons, but
in the New Testament the pledge is always between God and believers. In
each instance it refers to something
God is giving to believers.
The first of the three uses of the
word is found in II Corinthians 1:22:
“Who hath also sealed us, and given
the earnest of the Spirit in our hearts.”
Clearly God has done something for
believers. Because of that, He felt it
necessary to give a token, or earnest,
to show His sincerity and integrity. The
context speaks of the promises of God
in Christ and that believers, the recipients of the promises, are given the
earnest of the Holy Spirit. The sealing
speaks of the safety and protection
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God has for His own, and the Spirit is
given as a pledge.
The second usage is found in
II Corinthians 5:5 where Paul wrote,
“Now he that hath wrought us for the
selfsame thing is God, who also hath
given unto us the earnest of the Spirit.” The context here is similar to the
previous one in that the Spirit is given as a guarantee of the promise of
God to His own that to be absent from
the body is to be present with the
Lord.
This leads us to the third and final
use of the word arrabo-n in the New
Testament. Again we find it from the
pen of Paul. This time it is found in
Ephesians 1:14. In a profoundly meaty
portion of the book, Paul wrote about
the things touching salvation and allocated to each member of the Godhead
a portion of the salvation process. The
Father has His responsibility in verses
3-6; the Son has His responsibility in
verses 7-12, and in verses 13-14 we
find part of the Spirit’s task.
In Ephesians 1:13 we find the word
“sealed.” We are sealed by the Spirit, who in verse 14 is further described as the “earnest,” or pledge,
of the believer’s inheritance. This
pledge holds true until the day of redemption. Just as the pledge money
I put into the house seller’s account
was there until I provided the remainder I had promised, so it is with
the Spirit of God.
Let us consider a contemporary
usage of the word. In modern Greek
the same word arrabona is used for
engagement ring. Generally speaking, when a woman says she agrees
to marry the man she loves, her husband to be gives her an engagement
ring as a promise of the wedding to
come.
Scripture speaks of believers (the
church) as being the bride of Christ
and Christ as the bridegroom. We
have said yes to Christ, and He has
given us the Spirit. Awaiting is the marriage supper and the marriage itself,
which will happen according to God’s
promise. We have the earnest. ★
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Sermon
Self-Denial
BY

HE rich young ruler in Matthew
19:16-22 is often presented as a
good man who just missed the kingdom by a whisker.
After all, he was a seeker. He was
trying to live a good life. He was interested in spiritual things.
It is noteworthy that many commentators on this passage have taken the
young man at his word when he said
that he kept all the commandments.

T

PARTIAL COMMITMENT
One thing is overlooked. Jesus often spoke to people in the terms they
picked themselves. For example, look
at the Pharisees who brought to Jesus
the woman caught in adultery. They
were trying to trap our Lord, of course,
but they made reference to the Mosaic law that taught that such a woman
be stoned. Jesus did not dispute the
law. Instead, He went directly to the
hearts of her accusers when He said,
“He that is without sin among you, let
him first cast a stone at her” (John 8:7).
In a similar way, Jesus did not dispute
the assertion of the young man that he
had kept all the commandments. Instead, Jesus went to the heart of His inquirer. “If thou wilt be perfect, go and sell
that thou hast, and give to the poor, and
thou shalt have treasure in heaven: and
come and follow me” (Matt. 19:21).
Why did the young man go away
sorrowing? Was it because Jesus had
just come forward with a new requirement of the law that was hard to keep?
No. Jesus had revealed that the man
who thought he kept every commandment, had, in fact, failed to keep the
first one: “Thou shalt have no other
gods before me” (Exod. 20:3). He worshipped the god of money.
However, some will argue that the
young man did not worship money. He
just wanted both: money and God.
But this is exactly what is impossible. Jesus said, “No man can serve
two masters: for either he will hate the
one, and love the other; or else he will
hold to the one, and despise the other” (Matt. 6:24). But is this issue really
that critical? Does everybody have to
make a choice as severe as this?
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Millions do not think you have to. It
is a common belief that all religions
lead to the same end. They converge
at a common point. As long as you are
sincere, goes another popular credo, it
does not make any difference if you
are Hindu, Muslim, Jewish, or Christian. Have you ever heard this lie?
Most of us would quickly reject such
a belief. We would say that we know
this to be false. We are convinced that
there is only one Saviour, one way to
God—the Lord Jesus Christ.
But I wonder whether we would be
in agreement about what constitutes a
practicing Christian. Today in many
churches, there is an easy salvation:
Accept Jesus as your Saviour, and all
will be well. Not only is a place in heaven guaranteed, but all problems of
earth will be solved. You will be happy
and enjoy a guaranteed prosperity.
And all you have to do for the rest of
your life is read the Bible, witness, and
try not to sin as much as you used to.
Aside from that, you can dress like the
world, talk like the world, and enjoy all
the world’s pleasures. If it is hard to
distinguish a Christian in this lifestyle,
it is understandable.
The Bible calls this carnality. There
were carnal churches in New Testament times also. The church at Corinth
was a carnal church. Read I and II Corinthians, and see what Paul had to say
to them. The church at Laodicea was a
carnal church. Read Revelation 3:16.
In Old Testament times, carnality
defeated the people of Israel in the
battle against Ai. God did not to give
victory to His people because Achan
had stolen and hidden some of the
treasure gained by Israel in a previous
battle (Josh. 7:2-26).
Why do we see so much carnality in
churches today? The spirit of the
world is all around us, and that spirit
teaches that there is no supreme standard of right and wrong. Everything is
relative. In fact, according to this
teaching, what is wrong today may be
regarded as right tomorrow!
Also important is how each person
feels. If it feels good, it is OK. And if you
think someone is living in an ungodly

lifestyle, be concerned about “judging”
rather than the Word of God. Increasingly, the world tolerates everything but
orthodox Christianity. The Bible is softened and denied until all that is left is
“God so loved.” I read somewhere recently that most people come to church
today to be consoled, not challenged.
Under this soft and comfortable version
of Christianity, we are not told that we
must put to death the deeds of the
body. We are not commanded to deny
ourselves and take up our cross and
follow Him. We are not taught to deny
ourselves. After all, we need more selfesteem, not self-denial.
This might seem to some to be
unimportant, but listen to the warlike
words of I Peter 2:11: “Dearly beloved,
I beseech you as strangers and pilgrims, abstain from fleshly lusts, which
war against the soul.”
Romans 8:5-8, 12-13 says, “For
they that are after the flesh do mind the
things of the flesh; but they that are after the Spirit, the things of the Spirit.
For to be carnally minded is death; but
to be spiritually minded is life and peace.
Because the carnal mind is enmity
against God: for it is not subject to the
law of God, neither indeed can be. So
then they that are in the flesh cannot
please God. . . Therefore, brethren, we
are debtors, not to the flesh, to live after the flesh. For if ye live after the
flesh, ye shall die: but if ye through the
Spirit do mortify the deeds of the body,
ye shall live.”
THE HOLY WAR
Probably the toughest battle you will
ever face will be against yourself.
Thomas á Kempis wrote, “No conflict
is so severe as his who labors to subdue himself.”
The rich young ruler would not deny
himself when it came right down to the
thing he loved most, wealth. We may
not be wealthy, but what do we love
most? Food? Money? Admiration? Always having the last word? Any cherished personal bad habit?
Oswald Chambers wrote, “We go
wrong because we stubbornly refuse
to discipline ourselves physically,

morally or mentally.”
Many of us have been saved. We
may remember that wonderful moment, maybe years ago, when our eyes
were first opened to the fact that Jesus
Christ had died on the cross and taken
upon Himself all our sins and we were
cleansed and forgiven. We experienced a new life. We knew we were
new creatures by a divine act of mercy.
But somehow, as the years slipped
by, the new life may have turned out to
be not quite as wonderful. Some old
habits lingered on, and they trouble us.
We yearn for a fellowship we knew
once before. Maybe we are a little baffled and discouraged.
If this is your case, may I suggest
something that may be the trouble? You
are not hard enough on yourself. It may
be the old, old problem of carnality.
When we are converted to Christ,
we receive a new life that is none other than the presence of Jesus Christ
come to live in us and make us be all
we need to be. So powerful is that new
life that in Romans 6:11, Paul says we
are to reckon ourselves “to be dead indeed unto sin, but alive unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord.”
But now comes the challenge of
carnality. We have a genuinely new life,
but it is in the same body. For years
beforehand we have been ruled by the
devil working through that body and
its lusts. Now the Lord Jesus within us
says, “You are to take command of
this body in My name and rule over it
and cause it to do the things that I
want it to do so that it will become not
a disgrace but a testimony to the mercy of My Father.”
Is this a challenge? It certainly is!
The body is fortified by years of habit
and may be as spoiled as any spoiled
child you can find who is not about to
surrender without a struggle!
Paul says in I Corinthians 9:27, “But
I keep under my body, and bring it into
subjection: lest that by any means,
when I have preached to others, I myself should be a castaway.”
Paul faced the same struggle you and
I do. And these words were not included in Scripture in order for us to simply
admire Paul! This is for our encouragement so that we might do likewise! We
must obtain this victory over our bodies
in order to advance in the Christian life!
Sir Ernest Shackleton, the famous
Antarctic explorer, knew the value of
disciplined men on his exploring team.
He placed this ad in a London newspaper: “WANTED: Men for a hazardous
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journey. Small wages. Bitter cold. Long
months of complete darkness, constant danger. Safe return doubtful.
Honor and recognition in case of success.” Thousands of men responded to
that ad! Should God’s children do less
than this when Jesus Christ calls us into
fellowship with Himself? He does not
promise an easy life, a life without problems and difficulties. But He does
promise to be with us every step of the
way and to guide us. Is it worth it?
Thousands of men and women have
responded to the call of communism.
Lenin, the founder of communism in
Russia, said this: “We will not accept into
membership anyone who has any reservations whatsoever.” Does this tell us
something about the power of communism that goes beyond tanks and guns?
Again, a word from Oswald Chambers: “Every saint can have his body
under absolute control for God. God
has made us to have government over
this temple of the Holy Spirit.”
WE BELONG TO GOD
Is this hard to believe? Listen to
I Corinthians 6:19-20: “What? know ye
not that your body is the temple of the
Holy Ghost which is in you, which ye
have of God, and ye are not your own?
For ye are bought with a price: therefore glorify God in your body, and in
your spirit, which are God’s.”
This is the heart of the matter. Do you
know that you were bought at a price?
What comes to mind is a slave market,
perhaps in the Middle East, where you
are facing a lifetime of servitude. But a
wonderful Person steps out of the crowd
and pays the price for you—and you are
then His, not just your spirit but your
whole being: body, soul, and spirit!
Is God speaking to you today, convincing you of the truth of these
things? Do you earnestly desire to glorify God by taking command of your
body, by denying its lusts and desires,
by telling it, “No, I am going to obey
God, and you are too.”
If you are facing this issue, I can
guess what the enemy is saying to you.
“Look at your history. You have tried
before, right? And you have failed,
right? So why try again? But do not
look at the situation that way. Remember Pilgrim’s Progress? You too are on
a pilgrimage to the celestial city, and
each day of your journey uncovers a
new challenge. The important question is not “How did I perform yesterday?” but “What is my choice today?”
And remember Romans 8:13: “If ye

live after the flesh, ye shall die: but if
ye through the Spirit do mortify the
deeds of the body, ye shall live.”
Many people are aware that there is
a conflict going on in the spirit but they
think it is between people: democrats
versus republicans, young people
against elders, abortionists against
pro-lifers, husbands against wives,
rich against poor, blacks against
whites.
But the Scriptures tell us a different
story. “We wrestle not against flesh
and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of
the darkness of this world, against
spiritual wickedness in high places”
(Eph. 6:12).
It is a spiritual conflict, and it must
be waged with all our dependence
upon God.
“Through the Spirit.” How glorious
to think that if we desire to control the
body so that it will honor God, we can
ask and receive assistance from the
Holy Spirit in order to do it!
Plenty of people in the world want
self control but for other reasons: popularity, fame, personal satisfaction,
beauty, even athletic excellence. The
Lord calls us to a different self-control.
A brilliant young concert pianist was
performing for the first time in public.
The audience sat enthralled as beautiful music flowed from his fingers. As
the final note faded, the crowd erupted in applause. Everyone was standing—except one old man who seemed
to be in deep thought.
The pianist seemed crestfallen. The
stage manager praised his performance and pointed out that everyone in
the theatre was standing, all but the
old man on the front row. “Not good
enough,” the youth said dejectedly,
“because that man is my teacher.”
At this point, the old man left his
seat and made his way to the platform
where he threw his arms around his
student. “Well done!” he whispered.
Do you have the same desire for
God’s approval as that pianist had for
his teacher’s blessing? If you do, then
I have some good news for you.
“For we have not an high priest
which cannot be touched with the feeling of our infirmities; but was in all
points tempted like as we are, yet without sin. Let us therefore come boldly
unto the throne of grace, that we may
obtain mercy, and find grace to help in
time of need” (Heb. 4:15-16).
“He giveth power to the faint; and to
(Continued on page 25)
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Biblical Snapshots of People Who Prayed
Paul Prays for Israel
BY

AUL’S heart’s desire and prayer to
God was for the salvation of the
Jewish people (Rom. 10:1). The word
for “prayer” means to make a plea
based upon a need. National Israel
needs to be saved. Paul knew that
God would ultimately save Israel
(11:26), but he prayed nonetheless.
God uses prayer to accomplish His
purpose.
Paul’s deep burden was very personal, for the Jews were his physical
kinsmen (Rom. 9:3; 11:1). They had
set about to establish a right standing
before God on their own terms, and,
as a result, they had stumbled over
Christ (9:32-33). They made law-keeping the means of salvation. When
Christ came, they rejected Him (John
1:11). They fell far short of the righteousness that is found only in Christ
(Rom. 3:24-26).
Paul could identify with Israel’s
problem (Rom. 10:2). He had considered himself to be righteous before
God based on his zealous law-keeping (Phil. 3:6). This was before he
found that true righteousness was in
Jesus Christ alone (vss. 7-9). Israel,
like Paul, had a zeal for God, but it was
not “according to knowledge” (Rom.
10:2). They should have known from
the Scriptures that God declares men
righteous by faith alone (Gen. 15:6; Ps.
32:1-2). It was willful ignorance on
their part.
Paul called on Christ as a witness
to his intense burden for Israel (Rom.
9:1). He affirmed, “I say the truth in
Christ.” He was not lying about his
anguish of heart. He asserted that he
did not lie to underscore his truthfulness (II Cor. 11:31; Gal. 1:20). Paul’s
conscience also bare witness in the
Holy Spirit to his concern (Rom. 9:1).
His conscience was continually informed by the indwelling Holy Spirit
(8:9, 14).
Paul experienced such intense distress and unceasing emotional anguish over his kinsmen that he could
wish that he was cut off from Christ for
them (Rom. 9:1-3). The word “accursed” is the term anathema in the
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Greek text (cf. I Cor. 16:22). The term
refers to those doomed to eternal destruction without hope of being redeemed.
Paul’s wish was impossible, and
he knew this. He had just affirmed
the impossibility of a believer ever
being severed from Christ’s love
(Rom. 8:35-39). Yet, it does indicate
the depth of his concern for his unsaved kinsmen. His words could be
paraphrased: “I could wish, if it were
possible to wish this.”
Paul clearly identified his kinsmen
by citing eight of their unique God-given privileges (Rom. 9:4-5). His kinsmen were the visible Israel of the Old
Testament period, Paul’s day, and today. Israel’s privileges make her unbelief so painful and perplexing. How
could a nation with such a heritage
miss God’s salvation?
First, God adopted Israel as His son
at the Exodus from Egypt (Exod. 4:22).
The word “adoption” means “to place
as a son” (cf. Rom. 9:4). They were a
special people (Deut. 7:6-7). Second,
Israel was given “the glory” (Rom. 9:4).
This was symbolized by the visible luminous cloud that led them out of
Egypt and through the wilderness to
the Promised Land. The invisible God
visibly manifested Himself to His people.
Third, God made special covenants
with Israel (Rom. 9:4), including the
Abrahamic, Mosaic, Davidic, and new.
Fourth, God gave Israel the “law.” The
Mosaic law revealed a way of life by
which they were to live. Fifth, Israel was
given the unique “service of God,”
which was the divinely appointed system of worship with the priesthood and
the offerings and sacrifices for sin.
Sixth, Israel was given the “promises,”
especially messianic, made through
the fathers, the covenants, the psalms,
and the prophets.
Seventh, Israel was given “the fathers” (Rom. 9:5). These were their ancestors to whom God revealed Himself and used as examples of faith. The
supreme privilege of Israel is Jesus
Christ’s physical descent from Jewish

stock. In His humanity He is an ethnic
Jew.
Though Israel has failed tragically,
she does have hope in God. Paul
asked the question: “Hath God cast
away his people?” (Rom. 11:1). Has
God disinherited His ancient people?
Paul’s emphatic response was “God
forbid,” meaning, “May it not even be
thought.”
Paul provided two proofs that God
has not cast off His ancient people
(Rom. 11:1-10). First, Paul was a physical descendant of Abraham by way of
the tribe of Benjamin. God’s grace to
him was proof positive that God had
not forsaken Israel during the present
time (cf. Phil. 3:4-9).
The second proof was the existence
of a believing remnant within Israel
(Rom. 11:2-10). As it was in Elijah’s
day of Israel’s spiritual and moral
apostasy (vss. 2-4), so God has a believing remnant in the present time
(vss. 5-6). While the majority of the nation is in spiritual blindness, the remnant has obtained righteousness by
faith (vss. 7-10).
Paul then asked the question: “Have
they stumbled that they should fall?”
(Rom. 11:11). Is Israel’s fall irrevocable? The apostle answers: “God forbid.”
There is hope for national Israel in
the future when Christ returns to establish His kingdom. The “Deliverer,”
who is the Messiah, will come and
“turn away ungodliness from Jacob”
(Rom. 11:26). The majority of the
Jews living at that time will be saved
and enter into the full blessings of
God’s covenant promises. God’s
promises are irrevocable (vs. 29).
Paul was confident of God’s faithfulness.
Believers should emulate Paul’s
example by praying for the salvation
of the Jewish people. We should follow his example as well in praying for
our own unsaved relatives. God
hears the prayers of His people. He
uses our prayers to accomplish His
purpose in our lives and in the lives
of others. ★

The Life and Times of Jesus
Am I Missing Jesus?
BY

ODAY there are different religious
groups such as Baptists, Lutherans, Presbyterians, United Church of
Christ, Evangelical Free, Catholics,
and a number of independent groups.
There are also many cults such as Jehovah’s Witnesses and Christian Science, just to name a few.
In Jesus’ day it was no different.
There were different religious groups
among the Jewish people.
There were the Pharisees. The Pharisees wielded the most clout of the
Jewish parties during the time of Jesus Christ. The name “Pharisee”
means “separated one.” This name
probably came from their enemies for
being nonconformists. It could also
have been given to them for observing
strict laws of purity.
The Pharisees were the descendants of the Jews who fought against
the Hellenistic Jews, those who had
adapted the thinking and ideas of
Greece that came from Alexander the
Great’s conquest of Palestine.
In theology the Pharisees were very
orthodox. They upheld the Mosaic law
while believing in the bodily resurrection and that God punished the wicked
and rewarded the righteous in the next
world. They also believed in the Messiah who would come to bring world
peace. They accepted the oral tradition
that was recorded in the Talmud.
Knowing the Old Testament Scriptures
(Matt. 23:2), the Pharisees tithed (Luke
18:12), fasted, and prayed (Mark
12:40). Their zeal for the law of Moses
and their strict interpretation of it, however, caused them to burden the people with strict regulations in which the
law itself was lost sight of (Matt. 12:113; Mark 3:1-6). Their man-made religiosity led them to a life of self-righteous pride and hypocrisy. They were
the ones who criticized and persecuted the Lord the most.
Jesus would not let the Pharisees get
away with their overt hypocrisy. Hear
His exposure of their zeal for knowledge
without any practice of it. “Woe unto
you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites!
for ye are like unto whited sepulchres,
which indeed appear beautiful outward,
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but are within full of dead men’s bones,
and of all uncleanness. Even so ye also
outwardly appear righteous unto men,
but within ye are full of hypocrisy and iniquity” (Matt. 23:27-28).
Then there were the Sadducees. The
Sadducees were more than likely
named after Zadok, the high priest appointed by Solomon (I Kings 2:35).
Those who were members of the Sadducean party came largely from the
priesthood and upper classes. They had
direct interest in the temple worship and
usually worked with the Romans. They
were also more a part of the Hellenistic
Jews, which the Pharisees opposed.
The Sadducees looked with suspicion on any information other than the
written law of Moses. They were therefore opposed to any of the oral tradition observed by the Pharisees. They
were the anti-supernaturalists of the
day, denying the doctrine of bodily
resurrection, of future punishment and
reward, and the existence of angels.
In Mark 12:18-27, Jesus confronted
some of the Sadducees who came to
Him asking a question about whose
wife in heaven a woman would be who
had seven husbands on earth. “Do ye
not therefore err, because ye know not
the scriptures, neither the power of
God? For when they shall rise from the
dead, they neither marry, nor are given
in marriage; but are as the angels which
are in heaven.” Jesus’ teaching confronted the Sadducees’ belief that there
was no bodily resurrection.
Then Jesus pointed the Sadducees
to the book of Moses which they believed in, saying, “And as touching the
dead, that they rise: have ye not read in
the book of Moses how in the bush God
spake unto him, saying, I am the God of
Abraham, and the God of Isaac, and the
God of Jacob? He is not the God of the
dead, but the God of the living: ye therefore do greatly err” (Mark 12:26-27).
Jesus was challenging the Sadducees to the reality that they did not
even accept the Scripture that they
said they held to. That is why Jesus
told the people to watch out for the
leaven of the Sadducees (Matt. 16:6).
In spite of their differences, the Phar-

isees and Sadducees served in the
Great Sanhedrin, which was like a Jewish Supreme Court made up of seventy-one members, whose responsibility
was to interpret civil and religious laws.
The Essenes were a community of
men who reacted to the outward religiosity of the Pharisees and the liberal
thinking of the Sadducees, who were
influenced by the Hellenistic culture.
The Essenes were very conservative
in their theology. In their worship, the
Scriptures were read and explained
along with prayer and ceremonial
cleansings. They believed in the immortality of the soul and angels. They
condemned sensual desires as sinful
and abstained from wedlock. Jesus
may have been referring to the Essenes in Matthew 19:11-12.
The Essenes had one purse for all,
with common expenses, common
clothes, and common food at common
meals. They were very involved in taking
care of the sick and aged. Agriculture
was their chief employment, and they
carried on crafts of different kinds. They
were against war and slavery.
The Essenes are best known for the
Dead Sea Scrolls, discovered in the
caves near the monastery of Qumran.
The scrolls give some evidence that
the Essenes had left the worldly influences of their communities to prepare
for the coming of the Messiah, whom
they believed would come for them.
The Bible speaks of a group of men
called scribes. The scribes were not a
party as such but provided great care of
the text of the Old Testament Scriptures
while giving the interpretation of what the
law of Moses said. They developed the
general principles of the law while teaching the law as they would give lectures
and exhortations in the synagogue.
The scribes’ theology was linked with
that of the Pharisees. This is clearly seen
as Jesus in condemning the Pharisees
also included the scribes. “But woe
unto you, scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites! for ye shut up the kingdom of
heaven against men: for ye neither go in
yourselves, neither suffer ye them that
are entering to go in” (Matt. 23:13).
(Continued on page 27)
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Meditations in Psalms
Psalm 11: A Psalm for All Times
BY

INTRODUCTION
This is a psalm written by David.
He was forced to flee for safety several times. He was not immune to injustice and hatred from others. This
psalm could have been written when
he was being hunted by Saul or perhaps during the days of the rebellion
led by his own son Absalom. However, David knew that God was in
control, so you could say that he
made a strategic retreat at these
times.
DAVID’S CONFIDENCE IN GOD
Psalm 11:1-3 contains evidence of
David’s stalwart trust in God. The
section begins with this confident
assertion: “In the Lord put I my
trust.” This trust manifests the true
core of believing faith. Even as David
found, we also can realize that faith
in God keeps us from losing hope
and enables us to resist fear and discouragement.
This trust is the expression of
David’s mind and heart, resting upon
God alone and upon the truth He gives
us in His Word, the Bible.
This confidence, or firm trust, can
be nourished in our minds and hearts
also as we ponder God’s Word, the
Bible, and keep central passages
clearly before us by memorizing them.
Psalm 119:11 states: “Thy word have
I hid in mine heart, that I might not sin
against thee.”
Psalm 11:2-3 unfolds the implications of evil plots against David. The
words of verse 2 graphically portray
the actions of those opposed to God
and His own people.
This is a kind of foreview of the opposition encountered by the apostles in
their ongoing ministries after Christ’s
return to heaven. Our Lord forewarned
His apostles about the animosity that
arose against them. Jesus said, “They
shall put you out of the synagogues:
yea, the time cometh, that whosoever
killeth you will think that he doeth God
service” (John 16:2).
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Psalm 11:3, at first glance, seems
somewhat out of focus, considering
the context of the passage. However,
let us put this into focus by relating it
to David’s time at this crucial point in
the nation’s history.
During the last years of Saul’s
reign, the very foundations, so to
speak, of the kingdom were shaken
to the core. Any quiet reflection upon
the record of Saul’s rise and fall, as
related in I Samuel 15 and 16, will
give credence to the statement in
Psalm 11:3: “If the foundations be
destroyed, what can the righteous
do?”
Great care must be taken here not to
remove these words from their historical context. The interpretation must
rest upon the facts of Israel’s life at that
time. However, there is also application of truth to other time frames in history. This application can be made to
the trends of Western civilization even
in our times.
Assuredly, the very foundations of
our culture and the trends of a rejection of traditional moral values suggest that the foundations are indeed
in danger of decay and deterioration.
The centrality of the family unit, with
strong foundational values of honesty
and integrity, is under extreme pressure, if not already collapsing. David’s
probing question: “What can the righteous do?” asks that serious answers
be given.
The righteous, those who have
been redeemed, can stand up for
what is right and can bear Christian
witness to the great needs of our
times. Matthew 5:16 is appropriate
here: “Let your light so shine before
men, that they may see your good
works, and glorify your Father which
is in heaven.”
DAVID’S CLARIFICATION OF
PERSPECTIVE
Psalm 11:4-6 shifts attention to God
and His overview of all the events taking place. The key point here is that

God rules supreme. Nothing can be
done in heaven or on earth that He
does not know about. Even as David
did, we also can trust our Lord and His
promises.
Furthermore, Psalm 11:4 indicates
that “his eyes behold, his eyelids try,
the children of men.” God sees each
person, and His evaluation of each
and every individual who has lived or
who will ever live is perfect, untainted by any lack of clarity or perspective.
We can take heart as citizens of
God’s kingdom that He will, as the
Judge of all the earth, “do right” (Gen.
18:25). Ephesians 1:11 states that
God “worketh all things after the counsel of his own will.”
Verses 5 and 6 of Psalm 11 state
further the reality of God’s judgment
of the wicked. The individuals described here are the ones who ultimately and with finality choose to
defy God.
God is long-suffering, however. As
II Peter 3:9 says, He is “not willing that
any should perish, but that all should
come to repentance.”
DAVID’S CONFIRMATION OF
TRUST
Psalm 11 ends on the positive
note of verse 7. When law and order
seem to subside and collapse, we
remember, as David said, “For the
righteous Lord loveth righteousness;
his countenance doth behold the upright.”
When you feel like running away, run
to God. As Proverbs 18:10 states,
“The name of the Lord is a strong tower: the righteous runneth into it, and is
safe.”
The positive affirmation stated in
Psalm 11:7 is a bulwark for renewed
trust and belief in the power of God.
This theme is reiterated in the New
Testament in Philippians 4:13: “I can
do all things through Christ which
strengtheneth me.” ★

Bible Bookmark
Days of Jesus’ Death and Resurrection
BY

Heaven
Poured Out
Down from the sky
Came One to die
For ev’ry sinner on earth.
Heaven contained
Love unrestrained—
Calvary showed us its worth.
If we believe
We may receive
Into our famishing soul
Heaven’s sweet Gift,
And He will lift
Us from the devil’s control.
Some blesséd day
Up then away
Into His glories above
We shall ascend
Ever to spend
Aeons with Him in His love.

★

—Mabel Glenn Haldeman.

Self-Denial
(Continued from page 21)

them that have no might he increaseth
strength. Even the youths shall faint
and be weary, and the young men shall
utterly fall: but they that wait upon the
Lord shall renew their strength; they
shall mount up with wings as eagles;
they shall run, and not be weary; and
they shall walk, and not faint” (Isa.
40:29-31). ★
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Q. If Jesus was in the tomb for three
days, why do some observe His death
to have been on a Friday and His resurrection on Sunday?
A. The biggest problem here appears to
come from Jesus’ own prophecy. He
said that as Jonah was in the belly of the
fish “three days and three nights” (Matt.
12:40), so would He be that long in the
earth. The enemies of Jesus also remembered that He said, “After three
days I will rise again” (27:63).
If we take these statements to mean
three twenty-four-hour days (how we
reckon time today), Jesus would have
died on Wednesday and not Friday.
Some, indeed, believe this is what happened. They take “the preparation”
(Matt. 27:62; John 19:31) to be the
preparation not for the weekly Sabbath
(Saturday) but for a special Passover
Sabbath, which that year fell on Thursday. Jesus thus would have died on the
day of preparation for it, which would
have been Wednesday (cf. Scroggie,
Guide to the Gospels, Kregel).
Advocates of this view allege that
the Friday view has other problems as
well. They maintain it does not allow
enough time for the recorded events
between the death of Jesus (3:00 P.M.)
and the end of the Jewish day (6:00
P.M.). Therefore, they place the wrapping of Jesus’ body by Nicodemus
and Joseph (John 19:38-40), as well
as the placing of the guard and sealing of the tomb (Matt. 27:62-66), on
the day after the Passover Sabbath.
Then Jesus arose after the regular
weekly Sabbath on Sunday morning.
Others maintain that Jesus died on
Thursday. These are not as particular
about the exact seventy-two hours but
still wish to account for three full
nights. But both of these views assume that our observances are based
too much on tradition and cannot be
reconciled with the facts in Scripture.
Adherents of a Friday crucifixion believe that Scripture can also be used to
support the Friday view. Several times
Jesus foretold that He would rise again
“the third day” (Matt. 16:21; cf. 17:23;
Luke 9:22; 18:33). The early church also
understood this to be what had hap-

pened (Acts 10:40; I Cor. 15:4). If Jesus
had remained in the tomb three full days,
He would have been raised on the fourth
day, not the third.
Can these differences be reconciled?
If not, we would have to admit that the
gospel accounts contain contradictions. But there is a solution, and it lies
in the Jewish method of reckoning time.
To Jews in Jesus’ day a time unit of a
day and a night meant either all or any
part of a twenty-four hour period. Even
if only a few hours of it had elapsed, it
was still counted as a full day-night unit.
Rabbis specifically confirmed this way
of reckoning (Morris, The Gospel According to Matthew, Eerdmans).
This is also confirmed in the book of
Esther. Queen Esther implored Mordecai to have all the Jews fast for her for
three days, during which time she also
would fast (Esther 4:16). Then Esther
dressed in her royal apparel and stood
before the king “on the third day” (5:1).
It is evident that the fasting did not last
for a full three days.
So it was also with Jesus’ entombment. Proponents of the Friday view
believe that Jesus was in the tomb the
latter part of Friday, all of Saturday,
and the first part of Sunday. This was
three days to the Jews. When Jesus
said on one occasion that He would
rise again the third day and on another after three days, He meant the same
thing in both cases.
Christ’s resurrection is celebrated on
“the first day of the week” (Matt. 28:1;
Mark 16:2; Luke 24:1; John 20:1). In all
the instances where a form of this
phrase occurs, Sunday is the day that is
meant. The Jews numbered their days
in accordance to the Sabbath, which
was their seventh day of the week (Saturday), the day they would rest and worship. Sunday was the beginning of their
new week, their first day of their week.
The church has celebrated Christ’s resurrection on Sunday for that reason.
Your question is an important one in
considering the accuracy of scriptural
statements, including those of Jesus
Himself. But we must not let the question of time obscure the supreme im(Continued on page 41)
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Testimonies of Faith
God Was Faithful When I Was Not
BY

Pastor Edsel Alexander, Jr.

HAT a joy it was to be entering
high school! It provided, at the
time, a good sense of a coming of age.
I had good intentions of being a good
student, following the path of my older siblings, who made good grades.
I managed to hold my own for the
first semester. But after I learned my
way around the school, with all of its
choices, I made bad decisions. I began to hang out with the wrong crowd
and was easily influenced because of
my desire to be among those accepted. Instead of pursuing college prep
classes and doing my work, I rebelled
by skipping classes. I was involving
myself in things that altered my level of
consciousness. It was not long before
I had yielded to the pull of abandoning
my principles for cheap thrills. I had
put on hold my upbringing in the
church for the captivating fascination
of overindulgences.
I eventually found myself not going
to classes, not eating properly, and not
sleeping very much. My mother was
extremely worried about what was
happening to me. I eventually became
worried about myself and decided that
if I did not do something, I would implode. The awareness of one’s potential and watching it wither away can be
disturbing. To abandon the right path
for the wrong path, in all instances,
does not make good sense.
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Having placed my faith in the corner,
I did not have the wisdom to call upon
the Lord. King Solomon warned about
forgetting the Lord, saying, “Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy
youth, while the evil days come not,
nor the years draw nigh, when thou
shalt say, I have no pleasure in them”
(Eccles. 12:1).
One day, I was called into the principal’s office with my mother. It was
astonishing to hear all the classes I
had missed. Though I put on a brave
face and clung to my “cool guy” image, I was inwardly ashamed of myself. In my rebellion, I shouted out, “I
want to go to the army.” The principal
told my mother she should let her seventeen-year-old son go.
Going to the army was challenging.
I believed, through basic training, I
could get my system cleaned out and
also get physically fit. Leaving for the
army by myself was interesting. It was
the beginning of the maturation of me.
I learned a lot as I grew up mentally.
When I was later stationed at Fort
Ord, California, it did not take long for
the goings on at the base to corrupt
me. In my ever-increasing madness, I
vowed to never stop my habits until I
had a bad experience.
One day, while exploring the limits of
my indulgences, my life fell apart. It
was as if sirens were wailing while my
inner man imploded. I had that bad experience. It was as if I had been approached by the evil one and sentenced to everlasting darkness. I was
horrified. I quit talking. I did a lot of
staring. I endured many sleepless
nights. Me, the extrovert, became the
introvert. All who knew me were perplexed.
I was honorably discharged from the
army while being terrorized from within.
Days turned into weeks; weeks turned
into months; months turned into numbers of years. Friends kept their distance. Girlfriends forsook me.
I wound up needing help, which
would come by way of a Veterans Administration psychiatrist. We talked,
and I answered her questions. I liked
her a lot, and because of that I would

open up to her.
I started attending church again. I
found my faith was coming back. I
promised the Lord if He would deliver
me from my inner turmoil, I would do
something for Him. He did just what I
asked, so I kept my word, which was
to read the Bible.
I started at Genesis and carried on
daily. I found the reading of the Word
fascinating. I had not completely given
up all my bad habits that I loved so
much, but the Lord was patient with
me. Paul stated in I Timothy, “Howbeit
for this cause I obtained mercy, that in
me first Jesus Christ might shew forth
all longsuffering, for a pattern to them
which should hereafter believe on him
to life everlasting” (1:16).
As I read the Bible, I noticed the Old
Testament showed the severity of
God; He punished sin. Amos records
the Lord saying, “You only have I
known of all the families of the earth:
therefore I will punish you for all your
iniquities” (3:2).
As I made the journey in my reading
from the Old to the New Testament, it
was as if the sun broke through the
clouds. The love of God on display
through Jesus was amazing. When
John the Baptist spoke, “Behold the
Lamb of God, which taketh away the
sin of the world” (John 1:29), my heart
rejoiced, and I was elated seeing the
soothing, compassionate nature of
Jesus erupt on the scene. I could feel
myself caught in the warmth of the
love of Christ.
My heart was gradually being persuaded to yield to Jesus as I grew
more and more in love with Him. I had
been a believer, but now I was thoroughly converted with a massive dose
of commitment to go along with it.
I yielded my life to Jesus. Jesus
gave me the Holy Spirit while I lay on
the bed reading the Word. It was wonderful to know I did not have to do a
whole ritual to become born again other than confess my sins, believe in the
Lord, and invite Him into my life. I did
this on my bed reading Scripture, and
I have been overwhelmed with joy ever
since. But the more I found favor with

the Lord, the further my friends distanced themselves.
Doors began to open right on time
for me. I told my psychiatrist I had a
job, and she, being happy for me, ended our sessions. My unemployment
was ended with a temporary job. My
temporary job was replaced with a
good job at a steel plant. When the
steel plant was threatening to shut
down, God provided me an opportunity to apply with the post office as a letter carrier. I studied and scored high
enough that I did not have to wait on a
list. I was hired immediately. A deacon
of our church passed out the test applications.
The Lord made a way and arranged
it so that I could retire some twentyeight years later as a letter carrier.
The Lord dramatically forgave me
and imparted His grace to me by calling me to preach the gospel. There are
certain segments of Paul’s writings I
can identify with, such as, “For I am
the least of the apostles, that am not
meet to be called an apostle, because
I persecuted the church of God. But by
the grace of God I am what I am: and
his grace which was bestowed upon
me was not in vain; but I labored more
abundantly than they all: yet not I, but
the grace of God which was with me”
(I Cor. 15:9-10). After Bible school, the
Lord carried me through many situations of life.
In the course of years, I married and
embarked upon the intricate challenges of balancing a spiritual life and
family life. Married life was not easy,
but my wife was a good woman. I was
the difficult one. I had to learn to love
my wife or else my prayers would be
hindered (“Likewise, ye husbands,
dwell with them according to knowledge, giving honour unto the wife, as
unto the weaker vessel, and as being
heirs together of the grace of life; that
your prayers be not hindered” [I Pet.
3:7]). Temperance (self-control) (Gal.
5:23), a fruit of the Spirit, has to be
present in the life of a man of God.
Time goes fast when you are having
fun. After the children were grown and
gone and we were empty nesters, God
had another chapter for me. My
church has a saying: “Sometimes up,
sometimes down; almost level to the
ground.” I also had a saying, and I cannot remember where I picked it up: “If
the Lord doesn’t help me, I can’t stand
the storm.” Situations in life in general
made me feel that way.
One day while lying down, I felt a
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strange sensation in my head. I chose to
call these sensations episodes. They felt
like currents of electricity running
through my head. I had never experienced anything like that before. I thought
I was healthy. I was running three and a
half miles every other day. I did not
smoke any longer. I did not drink or do
drugs any longer. I would have never believed there would be any cause for
alarm. As is all too common with men I
did not have myself checked out.
Every time these episodes occurred, I would smell a strange aroma.
It scared me. I decided to go to a doctor. The doctor first suspected it to be
nothing major, but to be safe, he
scheduled me for a MRI. After having
the MRI, the doctor called me a couple of days later at work wanting to see
me. I wondered what on earth this
could mean. It turned out the MRI
scans showed a brain tumor. I was
shocked. My mother had died from a
brain tumor.
I was referred to a brain surgeon. My
sister did all the research on the doctor I was to see, since she was in the
medical field. The doctor’s credentials
gave me more consolation. After my
initial shock and encroaching fright, I
settled down, knowing it was all in
God’s hands. No matter how much
fretting I did, I could not change one
thing. I was afraid to pray for a healing
for fear of asking for something outside of the will of God. I remembered
Hezekiah asking for more days (20:3),
and in those granted days Manasseh
was born (II Kings 21:1-2), who did evil
in the sight of God.
On the day of surgery, the operating
room MRI was not functioning properly. They did do a biopsy, which
showed the tumor was malignant. I
was set up for six weeks of radiation.
I could not drive for a couple of
months because of seizures. My father would drive me to church, and my
wife would drive me to work and radiation treatments. My supervisors
would drive me to the apartment
buildings I delivered mail to. I had
many appointments between the radiologists and the oncologist.
One day, some four years later, God
allowed the tumor to disappear. Oh,
how I praised the Lord verbally! The
checkups continued for precaution’s
sake. Talk about a testimony; I had
one. Talk about the grace of God; He
did something for me. I had been
treacherous and rebellious, yet God in
His mercy allowed me the privilege of

handling His Word and telling His story as I trained His people in the faith.
I marvel that such an insignificant
one as myself could be pulled from the
dung heaps of life and allowed to minister for the Lord as a pastor.
Each day I live, it is clear I have been
redeemed; I have been transformed
from what I used to be. I have been
washed in the blood of Jesus, and I
have been made whole.
How humbled I am to serve the Lord
whom I love so much through ministry!
I desire to convince others to trust the
Lord Jesus Christ. Some will yield to
Him as well. Life is great with Jesus
leading us daily. ★

Am I Missing Jesus?
(Continued from page 23)

The Herodians were a party that
came into existence when Herod the
Great was in power. They believed that
the best interest of the Jews was to
pay homage to Herod and hence to
cooperate with Rome. The Herodians
wanted peace at any price.
Although more a political party than a
religious group, their influence was felt
in Jesus’ day. They opposed Jesus
Christ and joined with the Pharisees
(Matt. 22:16) in trying to trap the Lord
with the question “Tell us therefore,
What thinkest thou? Is it lawful to give
tribute unto Caesar, or not?” (vs. 17).
Jesus responded by saying that
they were hypocrites. Using a coin
with the image and inscription of Caesar, He told them to render to Caesar
the things that are Caesar’s, and to
God the things that are God’s (Matt.
22:19-21). Hearing what Jesus had to
say, they marveled and went their way.
It must be noted here that the two
most prominent religious groups, the
Pharisees and the Sadducees, along
with the scribes, missed who Jesus
was. The Herodians rejected Jesus
because He was introducing a new
kingdom that was not Herodian. It
seems that the Essenes in their closed
community missed who Jesus was, although they looked for the Messiah to
come for them.
What do these different religious
groups in Jesus’ day tell us about having a personal relationship with God?
(Continued on page 33)
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Testimonies of Faith
Adoniram Judson:
His Conversion, Ministry, and Legacy
BY

ATHER AND MOTHER, I don’t believe in God anymore. He does not
exist, and I’m going to move out west
to learn the ways of the world.” Words
similar to these were the ones that
young Adoniram Judson spoke to his
God-fearing parents.
Born in 1788, Adoniram was taught
the gospel by example and precept
from parents who believed the Bible.
When his minister father realized that a
son was to be born, he was sure this
child was destined to be great. His
mother also had great hopes, for while
her husband was away on a trip she
taught him to read. Adoniram was only
three years old at the time. When his
father returned, he anxiously read a
chapter of the Bible to him (Wayland,
“A Memoir of the Life and Labors of the
Rev. Adoniram Judson, vol. 1”).
As a youth, Adoniram excelled in
school and expressed great promise that
he would amount to something in life.
When he went to Brown University, he
became friends with a young man
named Jacob Eames. They talked many
hours and debated about their future careers, politics, and philosophy. The problem with this friend was that he was an
atheist. At first Adoniram stood and held
firm in his belief in God, but soon he was
convinced that God could not exist.
As Adoniram and his friend talked,
Jacob boasted that life is short and
needs to be lived in pleasure. He was
not afraid to die. Why should he since
there was no God? As graduation
came, the friends parted their ways.
When Adoniram told his parents
that he no longer believed, they were
heartbroken. His father tried to persuade him of the reality of God in every
way possible. His mother was so
heartbroken she wept constantly. The
memory of those tears followed him.
As night came on, Adoniram made
his way to an inn. When requesting a
room, the clerk told him there was only
one room left. A young man in the next
room was very sick, and possibly dy-
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ing. Adoniram told the man he was
tired enough to sleep anywhere.
Sleep did not come easy to
Adoniram, for he heard muffled voices
and constant movement on the floor.
He could tell the man must be dying. If
he was dying, was he ready? What
would happen to him after his heart
stopped? He knew what his father
would think. He also knew his good
friend Jacob would laugh at him for
thinking this way. His friend had an intellectual answer for everything.
As Adoniram checked out the next
morning, he asked the clerk how the
man was doing. He was informed that
he had died and was surprised he did
not hear when he was removed from the
room. The real surprise was when the
clerk told him the man’s name. It was his
atheist friend Jacob Eames. The friend
who had all the answers! The friend who
now knew that all his answers were
wrong and who had led Adoniram down
the wrong path of atheism. He wondered whether he would die like him—
lost and without God. Death had finally
awakened Adoniram. The sinful life with
its hypocrisy, dishonesty, and shameful
living lost its appeal to him. With this he
made his way back home to his startled
yet relieved parents.
Soon Adoniram decided to enter a
new seminary in Andover, Massachusetts. He wanted to learn all he could
about God. It was here he discovered a
number of things. He learned that the
Bible, with its history, miracles, and sermons, was more dramatic than anything
the New York stage could produce. He
learned that the great doctrines of the
Bible were more satisfying than any
philosopher could think about. Most important, he came to know Jesus Christ
as his Saviour. Now his whole life was
turned around. He was truly a new creature, judging life in a new way (Bailey,
ed., Adoniram Judson: America’s First
Foreign Missionary, Moody).
Shortly after his conversion he was
given a book to read called “The Star of

the East.” It spoke about what the gospel
had done for the heathen of India. He felt
that surely the Lord would have him go
to India. After graduation he prepared to
go, but God had other plans.
Adoniram married Ann Hasseltine in
February 1812, just before they sailed
to India. They could not stay there, but
the door was open to go to Burma.
They went, and under extreme hardships, a thriving church was established. In fact, accomplishment did
not come swiftly, but great faith
abounded within the missionaries’
hearts. Mr. Judson wrote, “The outlook is as bright as the promises of
God.” After seven years of hard work,
their faith was rewarded with their first
convert to Christ (McLeister, Men and
Women of Deep Piety, Allegheny).
The sufferings of Adoniram and his
family were extensive. His wife died in
1826 due to severe sickness, and six
months later a baby was also buried.
Seven years later he married a widow
missionary, who later died at sea. He
then returned to the United States after
a thirty-three year absence. While here
he married a younger woman who gladly joined the work. After Adoniram’s
death, she returned to the States.
The greatest accomplishment of
Adoniram Judson was the translation
of the Bible into the Burmese language. This in itself was a miracle considering his dedication and what it cost
him. At the time, England and Burma
were at war and all white foreigners
were considered spies. For seventeen
months he suffered horrible imprisonment. While here, his wife was able to
smuggle his Bible translation into a
lumpy pillow. Since it was of no value
to the guards, he was allowed to keep
it. Thus God preserved His Word.
Mr. Judson said, “I used to think that
if I should live to see the Bible translated
and printed in some new language, and
a church of a hundred members raised
on heathen ground, I should anticipate
(Continued on page 47)

The K.I.S.S. Principle
BY

POPULAR acronym used in problem solving and design projects
is the K.I.S.S. principle—“Keep It Simple, Stupid!” This principle declares
that the secret of effectiveness is simplicity, a rule that is often overlooked.
This principle also is valid in the spiritual realm. Biblical teaching that can
be distilled into simple, basic concepts will transform people’s lives.
Many of the psalms consist of simple concepts that need to be applied
to people’s lives. One of those psalms
is Psalm 125. It contains two simple
principles for living an effective life for
the Lord.
The first simple principle is to always maintain a trusting heart. Psalm
125:1 says, “They that trust in the Lord
shall be as mount Zion, which cannot
be removed, but abideth for ever.”
There is no way to effectively live for
God apart from simply trusting Him.
We must always trust His love and wisdom in the way He directs the circumstances of our lives.
Sometimes marriages crumble because the husband or wife refuses to
trust God concerning circumstances.
Remember Job’s wife’s advice for her
hurting husband, “Curse God, and
die” (Job 2:9). Be certain that a marriage divided over whether to trust
God or not will lack unity and strength.
However, when a husband and wife
trust God together, they cannot be
moved.
The psalmist emphasized God’s
protection of His trusting people. We
read, “As the mountains are round
about Jerusalem, so the Lord is round
about his people from henceforth even
for ever” (Ps. 125:2). Just as the mountains surrounded Jerusalem, the Lord
surrounds His people with His protecting presence.
Jerusalem sits on Mount Zion, but it
is surrounded by a cluster of other
mountains, which are all larger than
Zion. These larger mountains powerfully communicated a sense of protection to God’s people. In comparing
Himself to these protecting mountains, God was promising His trusting
people that He would protect them
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from all danger and harm.
Believers need to continually trust
God to protect them from danger. Daily we need to rely on the Lord to keep
us safe. All believers can testify of
countless occasions when God
shielded them from calamity.
That God protects His people from
harm, however, does not mean that we
will never have to face painful, adverse
circumstances. There are times when
God knows that painful circumstances
will do us good, not harm. Therefore,
He will not protect us from them.
The psalmist prayed, “Do good, O
Lord, unto those that be good” (Ps.
125:4). We can be sure that God will always answer that prayer. He will only
permit us to experience things that do
us good, for He is a good God.
Early in our marriage, my wife and I
struggled with infertility. After hearing
this diagnosis from the doctor, we
were very upset. I recall phoning my
wife’s parents and telling them about
our problem. My wife’s mother quickly responded, “It’s of the Lord!” These
words brought immediate comfort to
our hearts, because they reminded us
that God was in our infertility. It was
part of His perfect plan to do us good.
We were challenged to completely
trust God with this problem. In time
God honored our simple trust in Him,
and my wife became pregnant with
our firstborn. All together, God gave us
three wonderful children.
Going through this experience was
truly good for us. God was right in not
protecting us from this pain, because
it helped us to strongly believe that our
children were a gift from God. The only
things that can slip through the majestic mountains of God’s presence that
surround us are things that will ultimately do us good, not harm.
An effective way to live for God is to
always trust Him to protect you from
harm. There may be times when our
circumstances appear evil and against
us, but that is when we need to trust in
His protection. If He has not chosen to
protect us from a particular form of
pain, then we can be confident that
our wonderful God knows that the

pain is for our good.
How wise God was in not protecting
the Apostle Paul from the thorn in the
flesh, because when he was weak due
to his thorn, he was strong (II Cor.
12:7-10). The thorn kept him humble,
driving him to deep reliance upon the
Lord, which was the fountain of his
amazing fruitfulness for God.
The second simple principle for living an effective life for the Lord is
maintaining an upright heart. According to Psalm 125:4, the Lord’s people
are to have upright hearts. They are
warned not to turn onto crooked
paths, because it is impossible to follow a righteous God while you are
walking down a crooked path.
We will always reap what we sow.
This is an unalterable law that will always prove true (Gal. 6:7-8). Corruption in some form will be the reward of
those who carelessly choose the
crooked path.
On 29 March 1848, Niagara Falls
stopped flowing for thirty hours because of an ice jam. When sin creeps
into a believer’s life, it blocks the flow
of the Spirit. The crooked path may
provide sinful pleasure, but joy, power, and spiritual fruitfulness will be
lost.
The crooked path consists of deeds
of not only disobedience but also impure motivation. Why we do something is as important as the deed itself.
Take for example a pastor who
would never think of encouraging a
parishioner to attend a church other
than the one he pastors, even though
another church might be much closer,
enabling the person to become much
more involved in ministry and relationships with others.
One has to wonder about a pastor
who clings to members at the expense
of their spiritual growth. Is he building
the kingdom, or is he building his kingdom?
If you want to live an effective life for
God, then keep it simple. Maintain a
trusting heart and an upright heart at
all times—two simple but life-shaping
principles. ★
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Missions
Reaching Our Jerusalem:
The Grace Bible Mission
in the Heart of America
BY

LYLE P. MURPHY, D.D.

The Kansas-Missouri border was a
very unhealthy place in the years leading up to the Civil War. John Brown
and the Kansas “jay hawkers” faced
off against Missouri’s Southern sentiment with William Quantrill and other
guerillas. There were also, of course,
fine, godly people on both sides of the
border. Some political hostility remains to this day.

Lyle P. Murphy, D.D.
in front of Grace Bible Mission

HOULD anyone hear the gospel
twice before everyone has heard it
once?” This had been the heart cry of
foreign missionaries for years. It is probable that 15 to 25 percent of the world’s
population has not heard the gospel in
a meaningful way, even though it is almost 2,000 years after Christ commanded, “Go ye into all the world, and
preach the gospel” (Mark 16:15).
God has sovereignly allowed a few
areas of the world to have a gospel tradition that makes the salvation message readily available, sometimes in a
multitude of ways. That would be true
in America’s heartland, our own metropolitan Kansas City.
Our mission began right here in
Kansas City, popularly called a “cow
town.” Plunging down from the north,
the Missouri River makes a left turn
here and then rushes on to join the
Mississippi just north of Saint Louis.
Kansas City beckoned settlers to
the Oregon, California, and Santa Fe
trails. We are mere miles from the old
Chisholm trail. The Pony Express
opened a few miles north.
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THE MISSION’S SIMPLE
BEGINNINGS
Our history began in the spring of
1943. The world reeled with the shocking news that a segment of the cultured, German people were systematically shooting, gassing, and burning
millions of Jewish people in devilishly
efficient murder factories.
Jewish people and Gentile Christians
rarely met in Kansas City. What could local Christians do to express sorrow for
the wholesale destruction of European
Jews? Could events a world away have
a bearing on evangelizing the 25,000
Jews of Kansas City? The Spirit was
moving upon the hearts of godly men in
the heart of America.
Walter L. Wilson, a medical doctor,
evangelist, and world traveler, was
also a pastor, businessman, and a college president! He had a burden for
Jews that had led him into a local Jewish outreach as early as 1932. Oran
Smith, the first graduate of Dr. Wilson’s
Kansas City Bible College, was
teamed up with Ruth Selders, a young
Christian, who later married the doctor
after the death of Wilson’s wife.
Wilson’s work was called the
“Kansas City Hebrew Mission.” The
fate of this evangelistic outreach is lost
to history. Oran Smith became the general director of the Los Angeles Hebrew
Mission. Ruth Selders remained a very
effective witness to the Jews.
The urgency of reaching out once
again moved upon the doctor’s heart.
He enlisted the aid of George Christian

Weiss, the president of the Gospel
Missionary Union (GMU), a reputable
foreign mission society that headquartered on Kansas City’s Seventh Street.
The Gospel Missionary Union began
under the preaching of Britain’s H.
Grattan Guinness, a Christian leader,
converted out of the famous brewing
family.
Weiss was a veteran of the GMU
Morocco field. There were many Jews
in Morocco at that time. Some had
been there for generations, unmolested by the Muslim majority in the Moroccan kingdom. He was a valuable
addition to Wilson’s evangelistic team.
With leaders like Wilson and Weiss, it
was not difficult to involve other men of
God. Pastor R. Fuller Jaudon of the Tabernacle Baptist Church, Professor Wade
Ramsey, Wilson’s son-in-law and a
teacher in the Kansas City Bible College
(now Calvary Bible College), were added.
Harvey Martin, a well-equipped Christian
layman who had studied for years under
the writings of David L. Cooper, a scholar devoted to Jewish evangelism, consented to join the movement.
These were five good and true men;
but how would they go about reaching
the Jews of Kansas City? Would the
Jews be open to Gentile Christians,
whom they had never trusted? Knowing the men involved in the start of this
new work, they probably never blinked
at difficulties involved in proclaiming
God’s truth.
One thing Wilson and Weiss had in
common was a wealth of contacts nationwide. They got in contact with Lyle
Hoover, a full-time missionary to the
Jews of Denver, who offered advice and
support for the new society. Hoover had
the unique ministry of picking up Jewish businessmen at bus stops and driving them to downtown Denver. The only
charge for the trip was listening to the
message of the Messiah.
For a time, the new effort in Kansas
City functioned under the code name,

“Bible Counselors of America,”
Hoover’s ministry.
Wilson and Weiss rented an office in
downtown Kansas City, the same location as Dr. Wilson’s Bible classes, an
outreach of his Central Bible Church.
From the very beginning, the mission was committed to one-on-one
proclamation of the Word of God to
the unsaved. Dr. Wilson’s soul-winning
ministry was spoken about in a number of books like The Doctor’s Case
Book and The Doctor Goes Fishing.
He went forth every day expecting the
Holy Spirit to bring some spiritually
needy soul to his attention.
A mission staff of committed people
was needed. The Holy Spirit provided
a very capable young woman with a
doctor’s degree in theology. Miss Lucille Smith carried on personal evangelism with Jewish women for more
than twenty years.
John Swanson, a Baptist missionary to North Africa, came home to die
of cancer. He volunteered to be used
by the Lord in reaching Jewish men. It
was a great beginning. As Paul wrote,
the gospel is “to the Jew first, and also
to the Greek (Gentile)” (Rom. 1:16).
A NEW NAME, A NEW BEGINNING
The weight of his years forced Dr.
Wilson to give up his position on the
board of the mission. G. Christian
Weiss left the presidency of the Gospel
Missionary Union and our board to become the missionary voice of Theodore
Epp’s Back to the Bible broadcast.
Local pastors were added to the mission board of directors to pray, guide,
and support the work. The mission for
the next forty years would be known as
the “Messianic Witness of Kansas City.”
Former pastor Albert Palmer took
the position of superintendent in 1959.
Palmer located a three-story stone
building in the Marlboro district of
south Kansas City. He asked the Lord
for the property. It was not for sale—
until Palmer prayed for it. The massive
structure consumed Palmer and his
sons for several years, bringing it up to
an acceptable place for evangelistic
meetings and the conduct of mission
affairs.
In 1961, two students at Calvary
Bible College volunteered for evangelizing Jews. Vesta Rehkugler, a young
sophomore from Pennsylvania, felt
called to Papua, New Guinea, after
completion of the college mission’s
course. A Christian friend at home was
praying for her to be called to the
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Jews. Lyle Murphy, a college junior,
was a natural for the Messianic Witness since he and his wife felt a definite call to Jewish evangelism.
Lyle became a supported worker on
1 November 1962. Vesta formally
joined the mission on Labor Day, 1964.
A member of Dr. Wilson’s church, Vesta has rendered faithful, unbroken
service for forty-eight years.
Murphy followed Albert Palmer as
superintendent. Jews at the time were
living in close communities. Door-todoor visitation touched many with the
Messiah’s message. Younger Jewish
families began spreading westward
over the state line into more desirable
housing in Johnson County, Kansas.
Jews were moving into subdivisions
once closed to them. The board of the
mission thought it was time to join the
move west.
Under board direction, Jane Murphy
picked out a new residence for the
mission in 1971. The purchase called
for a $15,000 loan for fifteen years.
How would the Lord ever pay off that
sum? It appeared we had run ahead of
the Lord and missed His will.
The Lord’s answer to that question
was provided in the person of Pastor Bill
Burkholder. The Lord called Bill to replace the Murphys, who were going to
minister in Colorado. The Murphys also
served for a time with Jews for Jesus.
Bill Burkholder had a new approach
for the work. He never lost sight of the
goal of reaching one Jewish person at
a time. But Bill felt led to minister to the
lame, the chronically ill, and the shutins by helping them to get to doctors’
appointments and the grocery store.
Bill’s van was equipped with wheelchairs and walkers. The travel conversations were always laced with Jewish
Bible references (the Old Testament),
the Messiah, and Yiddish, the Jews’
own language that Bill knew so well.
Overpowering love and the gospel of
grace led to the salvation of a number
of Jewish people.
Bill stayed thirty years in the mission
and retired to Texas. He left the mission debt-free and worth an estimated
quarter of a million dollars.
CHANGE AND A CHANGELESS
MESSAGE
In 2004, the Murphys came back to
the mission, and Lyle Murphy made a
five-year commitment as the general
director. The society adopted the
name “Grace Bible Mission.” God’s
simple plan of salvation would remain

our reason for being. The mission
added the vision of reaching cultists
and people of no particular religious
affiliation. In March 2008, the society
became the only Kansas City ministry
to specifically name Muslims as a goal
for outreach.
Vesta continues a varied ministry,
including a Monday night Bible study
that is now in its twenty-second year.
Vesta has outlived many of her Jewish
women contacts. Her area of deepest
challenge is an ultra-orthodox community just west of the mission home.
Walt Croxton and his late wife, Donna, were saved in a Billy Graham crusade in 1967. A lifelong photographer
and camera equipment salesman,
Walt was forced out of business by foreign competition.
He joined Lyle in home-to-home visitation evangelism thirteen years ago.
They have shared the blessing many
times of having someone at the door
invite Christ to save him.
UNPROFITABLE SERVANTS
Christ called His disciples “unprofitable servants” (Luke 17:10). We describe ourselves in the same terms. Our
latest Jewish convert was in May 2005.
Our first Muslim convert, a young Iranian woman, was in August 2008.
Occasionally, we have encounters
that border on the miraculous. I called
on the Rossis one afternoon. It was a
pleasant visit, but I was anxious to turn
it to spiritual things. I asked whether I
could read some Scripture. They agreed
and gave their rapt attention to John 3.
I began to read John 3:1 out loud.
By verse 2, I was aware that Joe Rossi
was reciting the passage from memory. I paused to ask how he knew John
3. He explained that he lived for a time
in the McCune home for boys in
Kansas City. Every Sunday, our
founder, Dr. Wilson, sent a bus to bring
the boys to Sunday school. They offered a Bible to any boy who memorized the entire third chapter of John.
“Go and get the Bible, Josie,” Joe
said to his wife. She returned to show
me a tattered, well-worn Bible. Joe had
memorized the passage but never received an interpretation, for he had to
return to Chicago to live with an uncle.
“Would you like to understand the
message God has for you here?” I
asked.
“Yes,” Joe said; Josie simply nodded.
What a blessing it was to relate God’s
simple plan of salvation. Both knelt with
me to ask God to save them. ★
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Fur Coats in Bangladesh
BY

HEN Bob Nusca and his wife,
Jimmie Lea, went out to speak
about their work at Memorial Christian
Hospital in Bangladesh, Jimmie often
took with her a mink teddy bear with
jointed arms and legs. She used it as an
example of a truth vividly portrayed during her second career as a missionary.
“The Lord will reveal to you what to do
with fur coats in Bangladesh,” she told
listeners. The seeming contradiction of
fur coats being a blessing in a tropical
country started many years before.
Jimmie was saved when she was
seven. “I’ve always had, and I don’t
know why, a deep, deep love for the
Lord,” she said. “I think of His goodness and who He is.
“My father and mother separated
when I was a year old. I never equated my earthly father with my heavenly Father, so maybe my love grew because I was dependent on my
heavenly Father so much.”
Jimmie had left high school to be
married. She later went back to
school, taking classes while her two
children were in school. She was
working part-time in a bakery when
her husband developed a malignant
cancer that he battled for two years.
Eventually, Jimmie stopped work to
care for her husband until he died.
A salesman named Bob Nusca
called at the business every three
weeks to sell paper products. Bob had
left the sales route to work in management of the paper company. One day,
Jimmie ran into Bob on the street.
“Of course, he had questions,” Jimmie said. “He asked me whether I’d
have a cup of coffee with him, and I
told him the happenings of the last
couple of years.
“The next time he was in town, he
wanted to go out for dinner. I thought,
I know how to deal with him. I told him,
in essence, ‘I don’t drink, dance, or
smoke and don’t go with men who do.’
He said, ‘You eat, don’t you?’ I had to
agree with that.”
Jimmie knew Bob was not a believer in Christ at that time. “I had dinner
with him, and I invited him to come to
church with us. He started coming
with us to Bethel Baptist Church.”

CATHERINE RUNYON
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Jimmie Nusca

Their time together was in church and
often Sunday dinner. “He attended for
about a year, and then he was saved.”
They were married in August 1965. He
was thirty-nine; Jimmy was thirty.
Bob could not seem to get enough of
the Word. He studied constantly and
“grew by leaps and bounds,” Jimmie
said. He took correspondence classes
and classes offered at church through
Moody Bible Institute, tackling Bible
book studies and doctrine. He became
a deacon and a Sunday school teacher.
Jimmie had studied speech correction and special education at Western
Michigan University. However, when she
sought work that would express her own
talents, she turned to skills learned in a
youth club and developed over the
years. She began a professional sewing,
dressmaking, and tailoring business.
“I taught sewing in a fabric store and
sold sewing machines,” Jimmie said.
She made winter coats and men’s
suits, swimsuits, and women’s undergarments. She had customers who
wanted the latest fashions, and she
made her own clothing. Unknown to
her, God was preparing her for a special calling later in life.
Despite having a good life together,
Bob and Jimmie began to feel restless.
“We just felt more and more drawn
to missions,” she said. “We had a very
large, lovely home. The children were
in college. Missionaries would come in

and take the upstairs when they needed a place. As a junior high student at
summer camp, I had told the Lord I
would be a missionary if that was what
He wanted. I was very involved helping equip missionaries with supplies to
go to the field.”
Bob felt more and more uneasy in
his job and wanted to serve God more.
“We were just looking for a place.
We would go to meetings where
younger people were, just to see what
the Lord would open up for us, but
nothing seemed to come.”
Then one Sunday they heard a presentation by a doctor working in a
Christian hospital in Bangladesh.
“We told him what we were thinking.
We were looking for a place where
they could use an office person,” said
Jimmie. He told them there was an urgent need for an administrator at the
hospital. Could they come?
Financially, the couple had all they
needed, and when they recognized
God’s call, they were in a position to go.
Bob and Jimmie went to Bangladesh
late in May 1975, at ages forty-nine and
forty, expecting to stay two years.
Bob was to do the administrative
work at Memorial Christian Hospital,
which opened in 1967, freeing the current administrator to do evangelism
and teaching. Jimmie was to manage
the guesthouse, a kind of bed-andbreakfast or inn, necessary for housing

guests in the hospital’s rural situation.
It was another work, however, that
captured Jimmie’s emotions and led
to great satisfaction.
“Because of my skills, I naturally migrated to the Heart House, a self-help
project for indigent women, started
shortly after the end of the war for independence.” It offered shelter and
sustenance to widows and abandoned and handicapped women.
There were many who fit into the
categories. In 1969, civil unrest in what
was then East Pakistan began. East
Pakistan declared independence from
West Pakistan, becoming Bangladesh
in 1971. The conflict was often brutal,
with civilian men being killed along
with soldiers. There were many widows left with no means of support and
many who were injured.
“The war was just over in 1975 when
we got there. The women are the poorest of the poor. If they didn’t have a
family to take them in, their only option
would probably be prostitution,” Jimmie said.
Heart House was a place where the
gospel was presented daily in word
and by examples. The women learned
to read and were taught life skills.
“One of the first women there was
one whose husband was taken off the
bus and shot during the war,” Jimmie
said. “She had nothing. She had four
small children and no way to feed
them. The Heart House director found
the local women could do beautiful
embroidery, and this woman was a
true artist. She was sent to the city of
Dhaka for training in handcrafting dolls
and clothing them in native dress.”
By selling the dolls and other gift
items, like embroidered fans, in the city
markets, the women gained a measure
of financial independence. A Christian
day school was built on the hospital
campus for children of staff and Heart
House women. The hospital then
bought a large tract of land and began
building a Christian village, homes built
in the local style where people, including
Heart House women, could live independently with their children.
“Because I could teach sewing skills,
I taught the Heart House women to
make pants and shirts,” Jimmie said.
“They made all the pants and shirts for
the hospital male employees,” reducing the cost of purchasing them.
One day, an unexpected shipment
arrived at the hospital.
Jimmie said, “We received two huge
containers of winter clothing that had
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come from Canada, filled with fur
coats and thick sweaters. They had
been sent by a Christian organization
to the Kurdish people, high in the
mountains where it’s cold, but the
shipment was not allowed through
customs. They were diverted to us, in
the tropical country of Bangladesh.
“Here were all these winter
clothes—snowpants, heavy coats
with zipped-in plush lining, snowmobile suits. We said, ‘What are we going
to do with these?’ Bangladesh is on
the same latitude as Cuba but on the
opposite side of the earth.”
At that time, Jimmie had just developed a teddy bear pattern and made
some samples. While there are no bears
in Bangladesh, she knew it was an item
tourists would buy. Another woman, a
short-term worker, looked at the coats,
many of them made of genuine fur, and
said, “These would make wonderful teddy bears.” She also had a pattern for
bears with jointed arms and legs.
“We used the fur coats,” said Jimmie. “We used the zip-out linings. We
used the fur. We used the fiberfill from
the snowmobile suits to stuff them.
What we couldn’t use, we made into
quilts.” The sweaters were distributed
to families to use when the nights were
cold. (The temperature sometimes
went down as low as 50 degrees.) It
was an amazing gift, unasked for but
used by God because talented people
were willing to serve Him.
What started out as a two-year
commitment turned into a long-term
association for Bob and Jimmie. The
Nuscas continued with the hospital for
seventeen years, about fifteen years
actually spent in the country, until their
retirement in 1992.
Back in the United States, the Nuscas
became active in their home church in
Grand Rapids and continued to promote
the work in Bangladesh, with Jimmie often sharing the story of God’s remarkable provision, illustrated by the fur
coats that were made into teddy bears
to help the women of Heart House.
Ten years after retirement, Bob was
diagnosed with idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis. He died in 2005.
Jimmie was able to return to Bangladesh in 2007 for about three
months. She was seventy-two years
old and was blessed to see the improved living conditions of the local
people and the ongoing Christian testimony among Hindus, animists, and
Muslim people. Best of all, she could
reconnect with people with whom she

shared deep emotional ties. She saw
many of the Heart House children
grown up and serving God.
Their time overseas was a second
career for the Nuscas. “The Lord just
opened things for us,” Jimmie said. “It
was the most fulfilling part of our lives,
ministering, working with people,
meeting needs, presenting Christ. We
wouldn’t trade it for anything—not that
it was easy.
“It’s never too late to consider missionary service,” Jimmie said. “Take a
skill inventory—and look around. Business people are used all over the world.
These skills are desperately needed to
free up people with Bible training to do
what they were trained to do.”
With English spoken all over the
world, language training is not nearly
as hard as it once was.
Jimmie’s favorite verse is Galatians
2:20: “I am crucified with Christ: nevertheless I live; yet not I, but Christ liveth in
me: and the life which I now live in the
flesh I live by the faith of the Son of God,
who loved me, and gave himself for me.”
The women of Heart House still make
teddy bears, though not out of fur. The
special keepsake fur bears Jimmie has
will always be a reminder to her that God
uses what is available to Him—whether
raw materials or willing people. ★

Am I Missing Jesus?
(Continued from page 27)

It is possible to know a lot of facts
about the Bible, even have a zeal for
God, and miss who Jesus Christ really is. To think that people from these
various groups saw Jesus Christ in action but rejected Him.
Jesus’ words were a challenge to
the groups in His day and still are a
challenge to us today. He quoted from
Isaiah 29:13: “This people draweth
nigh unto me with their mouth, and honoureth me with their lips; but their
heart is far from me” (Matt. 15:8).
An individual, then, can attend a
church where Christ is proclaimed and
miss out on knowing Jesus Christ as
his Saviour. Is He your Saviour? If not,
read Romans 10:9-13. If Jesus is your
Saviour, may your life in the power of
the Holy Spirit give evidence that you
are enthusiastically serving Him (Col.
3:23-24). Then it will be known that
you are a true follower of Him! ★
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Spending Wisely
BY

JOHN ALVA OWSTON, D.MIN.

Q. I have let my spending get completely out of hand, and I do not think
I will ever be able to pay off my credit
cards. What should I do? Is bankruptcy an option?
A. That you recognize that you have got
yourself into a serious debt problem is
the first step in getting out of it. Many
who have excessive debt often feel that
bankruptcy is the only viable option for
them to start over financially. I would
only recommend bankruptcy when
there is absolutely no other choice.
When bankruptcy is taken, this means
your creditors will not get paid what you
owe them. That is rarely a Christian
choice (cf. Ps. 37:21; Eccl. 5:4-5).
If you are married, this will have to be
a joint effort, even if you are mainly to
blame for the situation. Depending on
how much you owe and who you owe,
you may need specialized counseling to
work through this. There are ministries
that focus on helping people in these situations. If you do not feel you need faceto-face counseling, there are many
books available that give insight into
dealing with financial problems.
To begin with, you will have to seriously assess your spending habits. Too
often we see things as necessities that
are actually luxuries. Obviously, you
need housing, water, electricity, food,
and clothing. Even here, however, you
can make some sacrifices. Most people already have enough clothing, so
determine to buy no new clothes right
now. Eating at home usually costs
about one-third the price of eating out,
so pack a lunch for work instead of buying one. If you are purchasing a home,
talk to the bank about refinancing. This,
however, can create more problems
down the road if you are not careful.
What might seem like radical decisions may also have to be made to
save money. This might include only
having one phone, finding a part-time
job, canceling cable and Internet service, along with newspaper and magazine subscriptions, selling the newer
car for a good used one, and canceling vacation plans.
You will be surprised how quickly
you will have some extra cash when
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the above decisions are made. Of
course, the money saved is to be used
to pay off credit cards and other bills.
While one credit card might be kept for
emergencies, all others should be destroyed. Determine to spend only what
you actually have. The danger of credit is that it gives people a false sense
of security.
Examining past spending habits
and formulating a budget are also vital
in this process. To be sure, not every
husband and wife will agree on what is
considered a necessity versus a luxury, but agreeing to do something more
than just making the minimum payment is a starting point. Most experts
suggest paying off the credit card with
the highest interest rate first. Once
that debt is satisfied, start on another
card.
Some creditors are willing to work
out a better payment plan if you contact them, but they will have little sympathy for you if you ignore their bills
and refuse to answer their calls. A
credit counseling service may be able
to negotiate a lower interest rate for
you, but make sure it is a reputable organization.
It is also important that you keep
giving to the Lord’s work. God promises to meet our needs (Matt. 6:24-34),
and we have an obligation to support
the church’s ministries (Mal. 3:8-10). In
short, we cannot afford not to give!
Those who give as they should know
that God provides blessings beyond
description.
While some people may end up with
excessive debt because of medical
bills or a job layoff, most people find
themselves in this situation because of
poor choices, indeed, sinful choices!
Was it not the “love of money” (I Tim.
6:10) and what money could buy that
got you into this mess? Repent of
worldliness (I John 2:15), and ask God
for the wisdom (Jas. 1:5) to make better choices in the future. ★
Do you have a question you would
like answered? Send it to: Counseling Corner, Union Gospel Press,
P.O. Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio
44101.

Dunlap, David. The Glory of the Ages. Port
Colborne, Ontario, Canada: Gospel Folio
Press, 2008.

N this book the author explains theological issues in language that is
understandable. Four topics are emphasized: God’s plan for mankind with
Christ at the center; the interpretation
of prophecy in the Bible and dispensationalism; how dispensationalism
views the biblical commands to evangelize the world; and the relation of the
church and Israel in God’s plan.
There are two major parts in this
timely work. The first sets forth such
things as the importance of a dispensational theology, the history of dispensationalism, and its contrast with
reformed theology.
In part two Dunlap deals with some
contemporary viewpoints that are opposed to classic, or normative, dispensationalism, such as preterism and
progressive dispensationalism.
This book is recommended for all
who want to know the differences between reformed theology and dispensationalism.

I

Couch, Mal. The New Covenant Blessings for
the Church. Clifton, Texas: Scofield Ministries, 2010.

The title of this volume may at first
shock some people. However, one
does not need to read far to discover
the author does not believe the church
is fulfilling Israel’s new covenant. The
author does believe, however, the
church shares in the blessings of the
new covenant of Jeremiah 31.
Throughout this volume Couch
summarizes the contents of the new
covenant given to Israel. He shows
how in it God made specific promises
to Israel that He will fulfill to Israel. He
deals with the new covenant’s promise of the coming of the Holy Spirit and
how Christ ratified the new covenant
with His blood. The new covenant will
be fulfilled in Christ’s millennial reign
on earth.
The author’s primary goal in writing
this book was to show how Israel’s new
covenant provides wonderful blessings
for the church today. This is a needed
reminder for all who stress—rightly—
that the new covenant is Israel’s. All
who are concerned about God’s program for Israel and the church will benefit from this volume. ★
—Robert P. Lightner.

Timely Tips for Working with Youths
Youth Ministry:
Teens and the Digital Revolution
BY

S anyone in teen ministry knows,
we are in the midst of one of the
greatest communication revolutions in
human history—the digital revolution.
There is now considerable evidence
about the threats this revolution poses, but it also has enormous opportunities. The key is balancing the two.
First, let us place this revolution in
historical context. There have been
three great communication revolutions
in the last 600 years: (1) The printing
revolution, ignited by Johannes Gutenberg, who developed moveable type in
the mid-1450s. (2) Radio, television,
and movies, which transformed the
communication of information and entertainment. (3) The digital revolution:
the Internet, digital appliances, and
new modes of communication and
technologies that are transforming
how we live and how we communicate.
Digital networks, social networks, and
Internet blogs are not only communicating information; they are also shaping public opinion. Theologian Albert
Mohler argues that “the digital world
flattens hierarchies. A teenager might
be writing that blog that scoops a major network on a major story. The great
challenge for most of us is not access
(the challenge of the old media) but adequate filtering. The digital world is all
about open communication—the
gatekeepers of old media are no longer
in control” (Tabletalk, June 2010).
One of the most astonishing developments of this Digital Revolution is the
new social media. There are over 350
million registered users of the social
media, a population larger than most
nations on earth. Another site is a microblogging phenomenon and is now a
major platform for instant news and
analysis. Such aspects of the digital
revolution are transforming how teens
communicate and get information,
changing daily routines, habits of living,
and revolutionizing each aspect of life.
Second, scientists are beginning to
document the effects of the digital revolution on the brain, especially the
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ability of the brain to concentrate and
focus. Theologian Albert Mohler notes
that “they have identified a physiological reward for digital stimulation—a
‘dopamine squirt.’ That little squirt of
dopamine in the brain serves as a
physiological pay-off for digital stimulation, and it can be habit-forming”
(blog, 17 June 2010).
For teens, digital games, video
games, and digital gadgets become
habit-forming and create what is in effect an unhealthy dependency. Indeed,
a research study by Richtel (cited by
Mohler) reports that Americans in 2008
consumed three times more daily information than in 1960. Those who use
computers at work change windows or
screens an average of thirty-seven
times an hour. Mohler cites another
Richtel study, which found that multitasking actually takes quite a toll on the
brain’s ability to concentrate on anything, including personal, one-on-one
conversation. Mohler argues that “the
research indicates that people who are
highly invested in digital involvements
are less empathetic, less attentive, less
patient, and less able to remember
something as basic as a conversation.”
In short, there is a need for balance
in teens’ lives when it comes to managing personally the digital revolution.
It is not an evil! Digital gadgets can be
wonderful tools to manage time more
wisely and make us more efficient and
effective. Effective teen ministry should
challenge teens to be good stewards of
these tools by setting clear, discernible
boundaries for themselves.
Third, are there opportunities for effective teen ministry in this digital revolution? Dr. Ed Stetzer of LifeWay Research sees four potential positives for
the church when it comes to the social
media: (1) Social media can assist in
community. While social media cannot
replace real-life relationships, they can
assist in building real community by
connecting people in ways that allow
them to share both the big and small
things of life. Web services permit

people who might see one another
only during church on Sunday or midweek in smaller community groups to
continue to share aspects of life they
would not otherwise share. A network
could actually enhance encouragement or exhortation!
(2) Social media can assist in communication. E-mail blasts or even texting can enhance a teen ministry’s
ability to communicate effectively and
efficiently. Prayer requests can be almost instantly passed on and then
easily forwarded to others.
(3) Social media can assist in inspiration. They can further enhance personal devotion time or even deeper
theological investigation. Such mediums can serve as a means of introducing participants to theologians,
pastors, writers, musicians, books,
conferences, events, and so on. Social
networks at first seem to promote superficiality but can actually be a vehicle for theological depth and insight.
(4) Social networking can actually promote more transparent introductions of
people. For example, we can learn much
about the work of the gospel in a person’s life and how it has influenced
his/her thinking, family, or work. For all
these reasons, Stetzer writes this piercing conclusion: “As I consider social media in the 21st century, I cannot help but
think of the spread of the gospel and the
church’s growth in the first century.
Communication was greatly aided then
by the common language of Koine
Greek. Since the New Testament was
written in a language accessible to so
many, the Word of God was able to penetrate different cultures rapidly. Perhaps
today the new media will be the ‘common language’ for the masses to hear
the gospel (Tabletalk, June 2010).”
The digital revolution can either be a
distraction or a blessing for teens. It depends on whether we can help teens
achieve a God-honoring balance in
their lives personally and whether the
church can view it as a tool for building
the kingdom of God. It is up to us! ★
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Teenagers
Defending the Faith
BY

NE high school junior does not
apologize for apologetics. In
fact, at the end of his freshman year,
an apologetics meeting greatly impacted Elliot Neff.
“I just can’t get enough of apologetics! Three years ago, I heard a speaker, Brett Kunkle, from the Stand to
Reason organization. He does apologetics and spoke about moral relativism—morality as relative to your
opinion. He was so interesting because those were arguments others
had given me, and I had no answer. I
thought that was just the way it was—
to say it’s a step of faith. I was amazed
to find that I didn’t have to say that;
God can reveal Himself through science and historical research.
“I bought his book, read it three or
four times, and underlined things on
every page. From then on, knowing
why and what we believe has been
great! I’ve bought books and listened
to others, like Ravi Zacharias. Dr.
William Lane Craig is a genius.
“I didn’t feel it was possible to think
on your feet to combat arguments
when talking to an atheist. I’ve been
blown away by how simple and yet
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powerful the arguments are.
“I’ve really grown with that, talked
with students, and made an impact.
I’m so passionate about it because of
the statistics on how many high school
graduates leave the church after they
go to college and move away from
their parents. Most do that because of
an intellectual belief that Christianity
cannot be confirmed and is only based
on blind faith, with no reasons for belief. They instead believe that atheism
has logical reasons for belief.
“But it (atheism) can be destroyed. I
believe God is calling me to tell people
the truth and let them know why anything other than Christianity does not
add up. I love to watch debates and
read books.”
Elliot also reads books and listens to
debates by atheists. He shares
thoughts and ideas with others in a
computer blog and a network site on
which he has initiated a critical thinking group.
“At school I see people who say or
write on their homepage that they are
Christians but don’t know anything
about their faith. No wonder others get
frustrated with Christians who don’t

know why they believe what they do. I
want to give a different perspective—
that it is not and shouldn’t be the case
that Christians lack knowledge.”
Attending public school gives him
opportunities to talk with other students about important issues such as
the origins of life and morality.
Elliot did not always attend public
school. He was homeschooled until
sixth grade. But when his family
moved from Florida to Pennsylvania,
he switched to public school.
“It was a big step and a responsibility to take. I came here a little ahead of
my family so that I could start the
school year at Lampeter Strasburg, in
Martin Meylin Middle School.”
How did he adjust? Elliot was both
challenged and nervous about the
transition. He wanted the discipline of
deadlines and knew he would get that
in a classroom where the teacher
would not accept excuses for unfinished homework. But then he was apprehensive about how he would fit in
and make friends.
“I thought it would be hard. In Florida the public school systems were
hard, so I expected a shock. I ran into
roadblocks, but I had a peace about
being there.”
Elliot says, “I wore clothes for hot
weather. I was ignorant about the
rules. But I still made friends.” Not a
problem in Apopka County, Florida,
where he did not even always wear
shoes, but this northern middle school
had a dress code.
“Kids at school asked me about my
clothes. I didn’t know the rules. They
said, ‘Come sit with us at lunch,’ so I
got accepted fairly easily. Maybe God
set that up because I had prayed
about making the change.”
What about large classes? Elliot
says, “I really wanted to be in a classroom and have the teacher tell me to
meet deadlines.”
While Elliot wanted deadlines, he
did not always meet them. He received
a lunchtime detention for not having
an assignment done. So he learned
that the school system was not as lenient as his mother, who would let un-

finished homework slide to a later
date.
His parents left it up to Elliot whether
or not to go to public school. He realized he had to get his work done on
time. He said, “The lunchtime detention scared me.”
Elliot is the second of five Neff children and the only boy. His parents, Bill
and Luanne, gave them all names that
begin with E—Emily, Elizabeth, Erin,
and Ericka.
Elliot recalls “My parents named me
after the martyred missionary, Jim Elliot. They just really loved him.”
When Elliot says his name, he says,
“A lot of people think I’m joking. Ordering stuff for my father online, the order taker said, OK, enough fooling
around; what’s your real name?”
Elliot “grew up around the northern
side of Orlando. Originally my parents
lived in Pennsylvania, and attended
Lancaster Bible College. Mom is from
Massachusetts. Then Dad planned to
continue studies in South Carolina,
but ended up in Florida.”
While Elliot comes from at least
three generations of Christians, he remembers the day when he trusted in
Jesus as his Saviour.
“In a Christian family, I was taught to
put my faith in God. But I remember
when I accepted Christ. I was about
four years old, at home in the rec room
on the day of Princess Diana’s funeral.
I watched TV and thought, Wow, she
actually died, and someday I’m going
to die! I was scared. I wondered how I
would know I’m going to heaven. So I
started talking to Mom and asked her
to pray with me. She did, and I accepted Christ as Saviour. I probably
didn’t know a lot at that age, but over
the years what I’ve learned has reaffirmed what started that day.”
When asked how he has grown spiritually, he said, “In First Baptist
Church, Sweetwater (Florida), I did the
same things other kids did with choir
and weekday programs.
“I always loved the messages, and
when we moved here, we looked for a
church for about a year. Then I got involved with MPACT groups at Calvary
Church.
“Over the past year or two, I connected with wonderful friends. I was
shocked, since I didn’t know these
kinds of people existed. I expected all
teenagers would think differently from
me. But these teens love and have a
passion for the Lord. It’s not just about
Sunday mornings.
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“Two friends started this meeting in
which ten to fifteen people get together at someone’s house. We sing
and pray for one another for about
two hours. It’s amazing to be part of
that.
“In the past year, I’ve got to know
other guys in MPACT so much better.
We really opened up to things we hadn’t shared before and laid it all out
there. I have an accountability partner,
and we encourage each other and
pray for each other. They have such a
powerful interest in God.”
What is his biggest challenge in living for the Lord? “Although there are
many, the biggest is pride—looks,
abilities, talents—seeing myself incorrectly as better than others. I don’t
want to deceive myself with false
pride.”
When asked what his favorite Bible
verse is, he said, “There are so many
that I love, but one that always inspires
me is Matthew 5:14: ‘Ye are the light of
the world. A city that is set on a hill
cannot be hid.’
“And I feel like that completely describes me. I recall making a craft in
third-grade Sunday school. It’s still on
my shelf—made from craft sticks. It
has my fingerprints and says, ‘God
made me. I am special to Him.’
“God made me, and I’m here on this
earth for a special purpose. A city on a
hill—no matter how dark it gets, I’m
going to shine brighter and do more
and more. The God of the universe
lives inside of me. When evil gets darker, I am going to shine brighter.”
Perhaps that desire helps explain
Elliot’s interest in a youth leadership
conference sponsored by Pennsylvania Family Institute called “City on the
Hill.”
“A weeklong program that talks
about God and government, and how
they interact, has made an impact on
my life.
“You do public speaking, research,
attend lectures, and (hear) really great
speakers. You live in dorms with other
teens who have similar interests from
all over the state.
“On a professional level, it was
much better than I imagined before I
went there. You are given three bills
(legislative) to pass to become law,
one to support and two to attack.
“Then you go up to the capital and
into the state building in committee
rooms debating bills. If they pass
committee, then they go to the senate.
The last day, you’re actually on the

senate floor—sitting and debating at
senators’ desks.
“We learned about government
processes, about God and government and what should be going on between them. By the end, you feel
you’ve doubled your knowledge.
“What surprised and impressed me
most, even the next year, was that I
was going to this with teenagers. People expect teens to be destructive and
unruly. But it was professional that
they trusted us, knew our character,
and let us lead. Everything went unbelievably well.”
Was there a screening process?
“We had to raise support to go and write
a bunch of essays so that the school
knows where you are coming from. It is
a real privilege to go there.”
What are his school activities? “For
three years, I’ve helped with TV news
systems in each room. Morning announcements go on that system, so
I’m a regular news anchor, or else I can
help with technology.
“I play tennis on the school’s team;
I want to work hard to improve and
push to get accepted on varsity.
“I’m involved with a new Asian culture club. I’m the opposite of anything
Asian,” Elliot said, referring to his fair
skin and light brown hair. “I really excel in Mandarin Chinese. I decided to
try it and loved it. I’m on the fourth level now. God gave me a gift for this language.
“My teacher actually lived and
taught in China. Mr. Fisher wanted to
start an Asian culture club, and I find
the culture intriguing.”
What about church activities? “I’ve
been involved with MPACT groups
since seventh grade. Every Wednesday night there is a student planning
meeting for Sunday morning in student ministries. We plan how to best
communicate the message. I contribute to that.
“Sometimes I do announcements
and was asked to speak once for seven to ten minutes, telling how God is
working in my life. I love public speaking.”
When asked where he thinks God is
leading him, he says, “I’m uncertain
about the future. I have so many interests that I’m not sure what I’ll do. I
want to go to college, but I’m not sure
which one.
“I’m not sure what the Lord has in
mind for my life—language, missions,
China—but I’m looking for something
amazing!” ★
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For Teens Only

A Thinker
BY

HAVE neither been to Paris, France,
nor do I have a great interest in
sculpture, but I easily recognize The
Thinker, both by name and sight. This
marble and bronze statue, which is located in the Musèe Rodin, shows a
man deep in thought. His chin rests on
his right hand with the elbow on his left
knee. Have you seen pictures of it?
The viewer readily recognizes that
the man is deep in thought. He is not
just thinking; a battle is waging in his
mind. The brooding presence suggests inner feelings and deep longings. What is his puzzling question?
What truth is he contemplating?
The general worldview today is that
truth is relative; it can change based on
opinion, personal beliefs, or circumstances. In other words, what is wrong
for you might not be wrong for me.
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acceptable standard. Rebellion to authority might be acceptable behavior in
man’s thinking, but it is sin in God’s eyes.
Ephesians 6:1, Colossians 3:20, and
the book of Proverbs are some of the
Scriptures clearly instructing young
people to obey authority. That is your
Creator’s norm. Think this through
carefully! Sow willing, happy obedience and enjoy the fruit (Gal. 6:7).

CAN TRUTH CHANGE?
The thinking Christian teenager will
avoid this falsehood. Truth does not
change.
Jesus is the truth (John 14:6). He is
“the same yesterday, and to day, and
for ever” (Heb. 13:8). God tells sinful
man to quit following his own thoughts
and to seek God’s thoughts and ways
(Isa. 55:6-12).
Jesus told those who believed, “If ye
continue in my word, then are ye my
disciples indeed; and ye shall know
the truth, and the truth shall make you
free” (John 8:31-32).
Have you heard the illustration of
how bank tellers learn to detect counterfeit bills? Curiously, the skill is not
learned by studying counterfeit bills;
rather, daily handling of genuine money is the best teacher. When money
does not feel or look like genuine money, the teller is alerted to its falsehood.
So it is with truth! Believers who
know and think upon truth will recognize lies. As a Christian learns and
obeys the Word of God, he becomes
skillful in discerning between good
and evil (Heb. 5:13-14).

DOES TRUTH DIVIDE?
Recently I asked a teen about her involvement in the high school swing
choir. God gifted her with musical abilities. She faithfully serves in musical
opportunities at church.
“What exactly is the swing choir?” I
questioned, hoping my understanding
of the group might be incorrect. “What
do they do?”
As the teen explained to me, I was
disappointed. Dance is an important
element in the choral singing group’s
performance.
“Do you think a Christian should be
involved with dancing?”
“Oh, I don’t dance,” she quickly defended. “I just play the piano.”
What faulty thinking! She might not
be dancing, but the pianist is part of
the group. The Bible says, “Have no
fellowship with the unfruitful works of
darkness, but rather reprove them”
(Eph. 5:11).
As a teenager I inscribed the following on the front flyleaf of my Bible. Often this thought helped me focus my
thoughts on godly choices: This Book
will keep me from sin. Sin will keep me
from this Book.
Discover what God thinks! Center
your thoughts on God’s Word. Brood
deeply over Psalm 119:9-11. “Wherewithal shall a young man cleanse his
way? by taking heed thereto according to thy word. With my whole heart
have I sought thee: O let me not wander from thy commandments. Thy
word have I hid in mine heart, that I
might not sin against thee.”

WHAT IS NORMAL?
How often have you heard an adult
explain a youth’s actions by exclaiming,
“Teens are supposed to be rebellious!”
What is normal? It is conforming to an

WHY DO I HAVE TO BE
DIFFERENT?
It is difficult to separate from the
world; the pull to be approved and
liked by peers is very strong. Choices
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become even more difficult when the
decision involves being different from
other believers.
One afternoon I spent a long time
talking with my fourteen-year-old son
concerning this. Friends from the
Christian school were planning an activity that did not meet with the choices our family makes.
“Some choices are not clearly right
or wrong,” I told Scott. “It is not a matter of sin to do this activity, but Dad
and I do not think it is wise. Other families might make a different decision,
but you are part of our family.”
The thought occurred to me that he
was probably wishing he were not part
of our family right then!
“We love you!” I reminded my son.
“Have Dad and I ever tried to keep you
from something that is good for you?
Or made a decision that would harm
you?”
As Scott thought about these
things, he made a choice that day—he
would trust his parents. Even though
he did not always understand the reasoning, that day marked the beginning
of Scott’s determination to trust and
follow the advice of his authority
throughout his teen years, no matter
what others did.
God loves you! Think about it! He is
not keeping good things from you. He
has given you everything—the sacrifice of His Son, forgiveness of sin, eternal life, daily guidance through the
Holy Spirit, the written Word, and victory over sin. You can trust Him! He will
choose only good!
Of course, Scott’s decision was not
a one-time choice. As he grew older,
he was faced with that same thought
process many times, but he stayed
true.
The life of the believer is the same
way. Although salvation is a one-time
decision, Christlike living involves recurring decisions. Each day we are
faced with ordinary choices, desires of
our own hearts, challenges from
peers, invitations to join in an activity,
and temptations to sin. Think carefully! Meditate on God’s Word. Be willing
to be different so that you can be like
the Son of God.

HOW LONG IS LIFE?
As a student, I thought I would forever be running to classes, studying,
and taking tests. When my children
were young, it seemed like the diaper
stage would never end.
Vanity is God’s comment about the
length of life, even for a person who
lives to old age. God’s thoughts are that
life is empty (Eccles. 12:7-8), a mere
breath (Ps. 146:4) and a shadow
(144:4). It is here today and gone tomorrow—or maybe even gone today!
A story is told about a young pastor
in Africa who was martyred for his faith
in Jesus. A note found on his body
gives evidence of the deep thoughts
that gave birth to the author’s decision
to truly love and serve God, whatever
the cost.
“I’m part of the fellowship of the
unashamed. I have the Holy Spirit’s
power. The die has been cast. I have
stepped over the line. The decision
has been made—I’m a disciple of His.
I won’t look back, let up, slow down,
back away, or be still.
“My face is set, my gait is fast, my
goal is heaven, my road is narrow, my
way rough, my companions are few, my
Guide reliable, my mission clear. I cannot be bought, compromised, detoured, lured away, turned back, deluded, or delayed. I will not flinch in the
face of sacrifice, hesitate in the presence of the enemy, pander at the pool
of popularity, or meander in the maze of
mediocrity” (The Antioch Bethel Blog;
Fellowship of Unashamed, 2007).
The man who wrote those words
was a thinker! He had counted the
cost, set his face toward his Saviour,
and did not look back (Luke 9:62).
AM I A THINKER?
The Thinker, based on Dante’s The
Divine Comedy, was commissioned as
part of a portal for a French museum.
The statue pictures Dante musing on
the fate of people in hell below him. No
wonder the brooding presence is so
real!
Every day a person makes many decisions. Even people who think they
just drift along with the flow make decisions. They decide to let others decide! Ultimately, you decide, of
course; but the question is “What is influencing your thoughts?”
“Let . . . the meditation of my heart,
be acceptable in thy sight, O Lord, my
strength, and my redeemer” (Ps.
19:14). ★
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Teen Scene
Why Read the Bible?
BY

JED N. SNYDER

Q. My parents and our pastor keep
telling me to read my Bible every day
and encourage me to read it all. Some
of it I find very boring. Why must I read
it so much, and do I have to read all the
boring parts?
A. Excellent question! The Old Testament genealogies are hard to read for
most excepting real Bible scholars.
They have their place in Scripture, but
do not let the fact that they seem boring stop you from reading the rest of
the Bible. You can skim over them or
even skip them and go back to them
when you are ready for a challenge.
One advantage that most Englishspeaking people have is that there are
now numerous translations of the
Bible. You can ask your pastor or your
parents about a modern version to get
some guidance. I like to read from a
particular modern translation and
compare it with the King James Version. For your devotional reading you
may want to stay with whatever version you and your advisers find the
most acceptable. Many people who
get into real study want to check others. One exciting thing about the Internet is that you can check many versions online at no actual financial cost.
Daily (and even more than once a
day) reading is good for you. Your spirit needs to be nurtured. Like your body,
it needs food to stay well. The Bible is
God’s food for your spirit. Psalm 119 is
a great source of help regarding the value of the Bible. The person who spends
daily time reading the Word is more likely to avoid sinning. Repentance and
cleansing from sin is more likely for the
person who wants to “hear” what God
has to say about all issues. One of my
favorite verses that explains why reading the Bible daily is so very important
is “The entrance of thy words giveth
light; it giveth understanding unto the
simple” (Ps. 119:130).
Without light, you are in the dark,
and when you walk in darkness you
get lost, bruised, and become afraid.
The light of God’s Word makes it less
likely that these dangers will hurt you.
The final reason you should get into
the habit of reading daily and more of-

ten is that God has chosen the Bible
as the primary means of revealing
Himself to you. You will get to know
Him through His Word. Happy reading!
Q. Some of my friends are in homeschools. I go to public school. Is it
wrong for me to stay in public school?
A. Public schools are not ruled out by
the Bible. What the Bible does teach is
that parents are responsible to guide
their children. In turn, children are to
be submissive (obedient) to their parents. So if your parents think it is best
for you to be in a public school, then
that is the place you should be.
It is important to understand why so
many are seeking homeschooling instead of public schools. So if your parents want you in public school, you will
know what you may encounter and be
better prepared to not become
trapped in anti-Christian thinking.
In recent years many public schools
have insisted upon teaching only evolutionary theory when dealing with the
origins of human life. Many schools
are clearly in favor of those who are
supportive of and/or practicing homosexuality. Many schools teach directly
or by implication that abortion is an
acceptable way to stop a pregnancy.
These three concerns show a philosophy of life that is truly anti-Christian.
The student who is taught this side of
these issues and cannot hear the alternative is in danger of accepting an
anti-biblical way of thinking (worldview).
If your parents talk with you about
what you are learning and what the
thinking is behind what you are hearing, then being in a public school can
be a good challenge. It can also give
you opportunites to let others know
just what you believe and why you believe it during class discussions.
If you pray each day for God to help
you and regularly read your Bible, you
should do well wherever you attend, at
home or in public school. ★
If you have a question you want
answered, send it to: Teen Scene,
Union Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059,
Cleveland, Ohio 44101.
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Boys and Girls

Our Guiding Light
BY

AURIE and her friends entered their
Sunday school classroom. The previous week they had received their study
outline for the weeks ahead from Miss
Bell, their teacher. They were going to
study the Gospel of John. Miss Bell had
cautioned them not to confuse John the
Baptist with the Apostle John, who
wrote the Gospel of John. She also told
them that the Gospel of John was often
called the “Gospel of Love,” because
this Gospel illustrates the love that God
has as He sent His only begotten Son,
Jesus Christ, into the world.
After taking attendance, Miss Bell
asked whether anyone had questions
concerning the assignment. Laurie
raised her hand.
“Yes, Laurie?” Miss Bell asked.
“Well, I was confused about the words
‘apostle’ and ‘disciple.’ I learned that
Christians are called disciples but that
the word ‘apostle’ was given to the chosen Twelve who followed Jesus. However, the Bible also refers to the twelve
apostles as disciples.
“Very good, Laurie. Does anyone
else have a question or comment
about our lesson?” asked Miss Bell.
George raised his hand. “I learned
that Jesus called Himself the Light of
the world and that we, as Christians,
must follow that Light.”
“Excellent, George. That was very well
thought out,” said Miss Bell, smiling.
Sarah raised her hand. “Let’s hear
your question or comment, Sarah,”
suggested Miss Bell.
“Well, Jesus said He is the good
Shepherd and we are His sheep. Jesus also said that He is the true Vine
and that we are the branches.”
“Yes, Sarah. Jesus made it very
clear that He was sent into the world
by God, who was demonstrating His
love for us through His Son.”
Roger could not wait and said,
“When I began to read the Gospel of
John, I was somewhat puzzled by the
use of the words ‘signs’ and ‘works,’
but after reading further, I learned that
those two words meant the same as
the word ‘miracle.’”
“Very good, Roger,” commented
Miss Bell.
Brian raised his hand and said, “I no-
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ticed that in the New Testament there are
four Gospels—Matthew, Mark, Luke,
and John. However, in the Old Testament there are no gospels. I also wondered what the word ‘gospel’ means.”
“Do you know its meaning now, Brian?” Miss Bell asked.
“Yes,” Brian answered. “It means
‘good news’; the Gospels are the good
news about Jesus.”
After a while the bell rang. “I’ll look forward to hearing what other questions or
comments you may have next week,”
said Miss Bell.
As Laurie and her father and mother drove home from church, Laurie
mentioned the Gospel of John. Her father interrupted and said that the
Gospel of John describes Jesus quite
differently than the other three
Gospels. Laurie’s mother agreed with
her father.
“Please tell me what you think the
difference is, Dad,” suggested Laurie.
“Well, the Apostle John tells how Jesus, God’s only begotten Son, came to
earth to show us how much God loves
us. Jesus, by healing the sick and forgiving sinners, showed that He was
doing His Father’s work. Jesus died on
the cross for our sins, giving us the gift
of eternal life.”
Laurie interrupted her father and
said, “Miss Bell told us that the Gospel
of John was often called the ‘Gospel
of Love.’ ”
“That’s true,” Laurie’s mother

agreed.
Laurie’s father turned into their
driveway. After they entered the
house, Laurie’s mother said dinner
would be ready in about an hour. “I’ll
set the table, Mom,” offered Laurie.
“That will be a big help. You and
your father can read the Sunday paper
while I prepare dinner.”
“That is a good idea, Alice,” added
Laurie’s father.
After dinner, Laurie helped clear the
table and then excused herself and
went to her room. The week passed
quickly. When she and her family went
to church, Laurie was eager to attend
her class, for she had several questions
to ask Miss Bell. Laurie and her friends
had talked during the week, and they
had questions to ask Miss Bell as well.
That Sunday Miss Bell took attendance, and then she began the class
by having an open discussion.
Sarah raised her hand and said,
“Miss Bell, I wondered what the word
‘Messiah’ means.”
“Were you able to learn its meaning?”
“Yes,” Sarah replied. “It means
‘anointed one.’ ‘Christ’ is the Greek
equivalent of ‘Messiah.’”
“Very good,” said Miss Bell.
Becky quickly raised her hand and
said, “I learned that Jesus never hurried. He always had time to heal the
sick and preach to the poor. He loved
little children and blessed them. Jesus said that we must be born again

and become like little children in order to enter the kingdom of God.”
“That was quite a lot for you to learn,
Becky. You did very well,” said Miss Bell.
Soon the bell rang. Everyone picked
up all their things and left to find their
parents.
The following week Miss Bell said
she would ask questions about their
lesson. Her first question was “Where
was Jesus born?” Then she asked,
“Where was He raised?”
Robert was eager to answer. “He
was born in Bethlehem, but He was
raised in Nazareth. That was where
Joseph taught Him to be a carpenter.”
“Very good, Robert,” said Miss Bell,
smiling. “I have another question,” she
said. “What age was Jesus when He
began His ministry?”
George stood up and said, “He left
Nazareth at the age of thirty; and as He
traveled from place to place, He performed many miracles and preached
to crowds of people. He also preached
in the synagogues, making enemies of
the Pharisees and the Sadducees.”
“Excellent, George.” At the end of
the class Miss Bell asked, “When John
the Baptist declared that Jesus was
the Lamb of God and that he had seen
the Holy Spirit enter Jesus, which two
disciples left him to follow Jesus?”
Before anyone could answer, the
bell rang. “We’ll begin with this question next week,” said Miss Bell. They
said good-bye and left.
As Laurie and her parents were driving home, Laurie asked about the sermon. Her father said that the pastor
had preached from the Gospel of John
and mainly talked about several of the
apostles.
“For example, Dad?” asked Laurie.
“Well, Pastor John mentioned that
the first two disciples who left John the
Baptist to follow Jesus were Andrew
and Simon; Jesus renamed Simon
“Peter,” meaning rock. The next two
disciples who followed Jesus were
Philip and Nathaniel, but it was not until Jesus told Nathaniel about the fig
tree that Nathaniel believed that Jesus
was who He claimed to be.
“Thanks, Dad,” said Laurie. “You
just gave me the answers to next
week’s first question.”
“How is that, Laurie?” asked her father.
As Laurie started to explain what
she meant, her father pulled into the
driveway. “I don’t want to say anything
else about Pastor John’s sermon. I’ll
let you find the answers to your lesson
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the hard way—study, Laurie!” chuckled her father.
Laurie laughed. “Thanks for your
help, Dad!”
“Don’t mention it, Laurie,” replied
her father with a smile.
The next week when Laurie and her
friends went to class, Miss Bell was
ready to ask last week’s unanswered
question. Before Laurie could raise her
hand, Becky raised her hand and said,
“Miss Bell, I know the answer to last
week’s question.”
“Tell us the answer, Becky,” Miss
Bell said.
“The first two disciples who followed
Jesus were Andrew and Simon Peter.”
“Excellent, Becky. Let’s all remember
that Jesus said that He is the Light of the
world and that we, as Christians, must
follow that Light!” remarked Miss Bell.
“Are you ready for the next question?” Miss Bell asked.
“I am,” said Brian.
“Were there twelve or thirteen apostles, Brian?”
“I know the answer, Miss Bell. There
were only twelve, not thirteen.”
Sarah said, “I know who the two
apostles were who went to the tomb
on Easter morning.”
“That’s easy,” interrupted George.
“It was John and Peter.”
“That is correct, George.”
Sarah raised her hand and said, “Jesus also said that He is the way, the
truth, and the life.”
“Very good, Sarah.”
After the bell rang, Miss Bell told her
class to spread the light of Jesus by
sharing His love with their families,
friends, and neighbors.” ★

Days of Jesus’ Death and
Resurrection
(Continued from page 25)

portance of the facts of the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
These historical events are the cornerstone of our Christian faith (I Cor. 15:34). They really happened, and they
brought us eternal life! ★
If you have a Bible question that
you would like us to answer, please
send it to: Bible Bookmark, Union
Gospel Press, P.O. Box 6059, Cleveland, Ohio 44101.

Noah’s Ark

The Giraffe
BY

WANDA ERBSE

IRAFFES are one of the largest,
strongest, and most peaceful
animals on earth. They are also the
world’s tallest mammals. They can
thrive in many climates, but they do
not live in deserts or rain forests. Their
habitat extends throughout central
and southern Africa. Most giraffes live
in the areas far south of the Sahara
Desert.
Because of its heavy human population, northern Africa no longer
has the acacia trees on which the giraffes graze. Therefore, they thrive
where these trees are most abundant.
God designed their lanky bodies
perfectly for life on the hot African
savanna. A giraffe seldom lies down.
It has one of the shortest sleep requirements of any mammal: between ten minutes and two hours in
a twenty-four hour period. They
sleep as well as give birth while
standing.
A newborn may be as tall as six feet,
taller than many humans. Within a few
hours of being born, newborns can run
around and are hard to distinguish
from week-old calves. However, for
the first two weeks they spend most of
their time lying down, guarded by the
mother. The calves are easy prey for
their many predators—lions, leopards,
spotted hyenas, and wild dogs. Only
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You and Your Bible
BY

MARY LYNN BUSHONG

Jesus Arose!
Matthew 28:1-10 shows us what happened on that first Easter.

1
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8
9

10
11

Across
3. “It began to __________ toward the first day.”
4. “Ye seek Jesus, which was ______.”
5. “The angel . . . rolled back the ______ from the door.”
6. “They departed quickly from the ______.”
7. “He is ______.”
9. “And the ______ answered.”
10. The angel . . . said unto the ______, Fear not.”
11. “He goeth before you into ______.”
Down
1. “There was a great ______.”
2. “His countenance was like ______.”
8. “I know that ye seek ______.”

Answers:
★ Jesus Arose!: Across: 3. dawn; 4. crucified; 5. stone; 6. sepulchre; 7. risen;
9. angel; 10. women; 11. Galilee. Down: 1. earthquake; 2. lightning; 8. Jesus.

25 to 50 percent of giraffe calves reach
adulthood.
The giraffe’s height and great eyesight helps it to keep a sharp lookout
for predators across the wide expanse
of the African savanna. A lion can die
if kicked by a giraffe.
G o d d e s i g n e d t h e g i r a ff e f o r
speed, and their long legs and neck
enable them to reach the tall trees.
He also gave them a very long
tongue (seventeen to eighteen inches), which they use to reach the
choicest leaves and twigs. They can
eat sixty-five pounds of leaves and
twigs daily but can survive on just fifteen pounds. They require less food
than typical grazing animals because the foliage they eat has more
concentrated nutrition and they have
a more efficient digestive system.
Giraffes can also survive for long periods without drinking water because the foliage they eat is an excellent source of water.
Giraffes are generally quiet animals, but they do make various
sounds. Courting males will emit
loud coughs, while females call their
young by whistling or bellowing. The
calves bleat, or make mooing
sounds. In addition, giraffes grunt,
snort, hiss, or make strange flutelike sounds. The giraffe’s size and
unique shape make it one of the
most recognizable animals on the
planet. They typically have buff-colored bodies with darker brown spots
of various shapes, sizes, and patterns. The spots’ sizes and patterns
depend on where they live. They
rarely travel very far, so they mate
with other giraffes in their area,
passing along the jagged or leafy
spot patterns to their young. This
keeps like-spotted animals in the
same general areas.
The giraffe population is shrinking
in West Africa. However, the populations in eastern and southern Africa
are stable. Habitat destruction hurts
the giraffe population. Also, they are
hunted for their tails, hides, and
meat. In addition, people have greatly reduced the number of giraffes by
changing lands once occupied by giraffes into farms.
Like all creatures in the wild, God
provides the giraffes with what they
need to live. They do not make their
food or store up food they need. God
provides for them (cf. Matt. 6:26). You
are more important to God than giraffes
are. Trust Him to take care of you. ★

Wit and Wisdom Cartoons

Quote-ables
New Life
William Cowper: “Spring hangs her
infant blossoms on the trees, rocked in
the cradle of the western breeze.”

“There is no point in worrying about
forgetting things as you grow older because you’ll soon forget what you forgot.”

***
Amy Carmichael: “Leaves and flowers—down to the least bud—are nourished by the living sap within. . . . They
do not understand its mysterious
power. But as it flows through them, it
revives them. Renews them. . . . We
know that we must depend on something that is not of ourselves to keep
us fresh and green.”

***
“A little boy wrote this letter to his
grandmother: ‘Dear Grandmother, I’m
very sorry that I forgot your birthday
last week. It would serve me right if
you forgot mine next Tuesday.’ ”
***
“He who forgets the language of gratitude can never be on speaking terms
with happiness.”

***
“The dial-a-prayer number isn’t working. Have
you tried praying direct?”

***

***

“Sign on an office bulletin board: ‘In
case of fire, don’t panic. Simply flee
the building with the same reckless
abandon that occurs each day at quitting time.’”

William R. Newell: “Sins borne, pardoned, gone—and more! A welcome
in Heaven,—and more! Life granted to
a lost soul dead in sins,—and more!
Eternal life,—to last as long as God its
giver. But more,—life in Christ Jesus
our Lord Himself! Sharing His life, . . .
Life, eternal life, in Christ Jesus,—
God’s grace gift!”

***
“The university student slept more often than he was awake in class. One
day he was nudged by a professor. ‘I
don’t mind your going to sleep,’ the
professor said, ‘but it sure hurts when
you don’t say goodnight.’”

***
R. W. Dale: “The man who has received this great deliverance is no
longer a convict, painfully observing
all prison rules with the hope of shortening his sentence, but a child in the
home of God.”

***
Wife: “Honey, I can’t get the car started. I think maybe it’s flooded.”
Husband: “Where is the car?”
Wife: “In the swimming pool.”

***
William Penn: “He that lives to live forever, never fears dying.”

***

***
A. W. Tozer: “God salvages the individual by liquidating him and then raising him again to newness of life.” ★

Thomas Fuller: “Birds are entangled
by their feet, and men by their
tongues.” ★
—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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Alice Meynell: “Public was Death; but
Power, but Might, / But Life again, but
Victory, / Were hushed within the dead
of night, / The shuttered dark, the secrecy. / And all alone, alone, alone / He
rose again behind the stone.”

“It’s OK, but a luxury cruiser it’s not.”

—Compiled by Donna Poole.
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Dad’s Den
Paul: a Fatherly Example
BY

HILE vacationing on a Mother’s
Day weekend, my wife and I decided to attend two different churches
on a Lord’s Day morning. At the first
church the only mention of mothers
was in the pastoral prayer. At the other
church, however, the entire service revolved around Mother’s Day. Not only
was the minister’s sermon about mothers, but other members made various
contributions to this general theme.
Concerning special days on the calendar, religious or otherwise, pastors
debate how much emphasis should
be devoted to these themes. A glance
at the calendar reveals many days that
could be recognized in a special way,
should a church choose to do so.
From my wife’s perspective, she
was disappointed that nothing much
was said at the first church about
mothers. Being a mother of four herself and still grieving the loss of her
own mother, she was looking forward
to a Mother’s Day message.
But consider Father’s Day. Unlike the
accolades mothers receive on Mother’s Day, fathers are usually castigated
for failing to be spiritual leaders in their
homes and for not treating the mothers
of their children with love and respect.
As a preacher I must admit that I have
delivered more than a few sermons on
“Bad Dads” and “Fathers Who Failed.”
To some degree this can be justified, as
we have numerous examples of delinquent fathers in the Bible.
It must be acknowledged that most
people have fond memories of their
mothers, but this is not necessarily
true of their fathers. Many have been
abused or abandoned by their fathers.
Even if a father is present in the home,
he may be very critical of his children
or just ignore them.
Statistics indicate that the role of the
father is critical in the home. Coming
from a fatherless home means that a
child is twenty times more likely to end
up in prison. While there are exceptions to the above, good fathers generally produce children who are productive, law-abiding citizens. In fact, if
a father is a Christian, it greatly increases the likelihood of the children
themselves becoming believers.
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One study revealed that if neither
parent is an active church member,
only about ten percent of their children
will be. If the mother is an active parishioner, only fifteen percent will follow her
example. On the other hand, if only the
father actively participates in church
life, fifty-five percent of his children will
too. And if both parents are active in
serving the Lord, seventy-five percent
of their children will follow suit.
Now what does the Apostle Paul say
about this subject? As you may know,
Paul was not married (I Cor. 7:8),
though some think he may have been
widowed. Though he was unmarried
and probably had no natural children
(cf. I Tim. 1:2; Titus 1:4), Paul did have
a father and a mother, as we all do.
While knowing little about Paul’s father, some things can be assumed.
Since Paul was a tentmaker by trade
(Acts 18:3), he likely learned this from
his father. This meant that early on he
learned about making a living with his
hands and being in business for himself, skills that would be useful in the
years ahead (Acts 20:34; I Thess. 2:9;
II Thess. 3:8).
Paul was a Pharisee and affirmed
that he was “the son of a Pharisee”
(Acts 23:6). This meant that he had a
strict religious upbringing as a child.
Being sent to Jerusalem to study under the famed Gamaliel (22:3) indicates that Paul came from a rather
well-to-do family where money was
willingly spent on education.
Since Paul was a Roman citizen (Acts
22:25), this meant that his family had
standing afforded to only a few. While
there were various ways people could
become citizens (vs. 28), it was often bestowed upon a family for some meritorious deed performed for the benefit of
the empire. This being so, Paul perhaps
came from a home that was not only
law-abiding but rewarded for patriotism.
Putting all of the above together indicates that Paul had a good father,
and whether Paul was ever a father
himself, he knew what a good father
was. With such in his own background,
he could easily apply this to being a
spiritual father to his converts. It should
be pointed out, however, that “father”

is not a title to be sought out for distinction by religious leaders (Matt.
23:9). Even so, the concept of being a
spiritual father, or mentor, to our own
children, or to “babes in Christ” (I Cor.
3:1), is certainly affirmed in Scripture.
As you likely know, the church in
Corinth was riddled with problems. That
being so, Paul had to write at least two
letters to them in order to correct these
problems. Hence, he said, “I write not
these things to shame you, but as my
beloved sons I warn you” (I Cor. 4:14).
Similarly, Christian dads need to be
careful not to shame their kids. Fathers need to avoid embarrassing their
children in public, especially in front of
their peers. Concerned fathers, however, want to “warn” (I Cor. 4:14), or
admonish, their offspring about life’s
potential pitfalls.
As long as Paul followed the Lord
(I Cor. 11:1), he could be a good role
model for the Corinthians. When Paul
said, “Be ye followers of me” (4:16), he
was asking them to imitate him. The
Greek word translated “followers” is
where we get the English word “mimic” from.
Have you ever noticed how little
children mimic their fathers, whether
pretending to smoke a cigarette or
drink a can of beer? This is why fathers
must provide the best role models
possible for their children.
Just as children have a choice in
how they respond to instruction—and
how they respond to discipline—so it
was with Paul’s relationship to the
Corinthian brethren. Paul asked,
“What will ye? shall I come unto you
with a rod, or in love, and in the spirit
of meekness?” (I Cor. 4:21).
Children need to know that their parents love them, but love should not be
confused with indulging them. Love is
best shown within the confines of
parental limits. When transgressions are
committed, children need to know that
there are consequences. To be sure, balancing love with discipline can be tricky.
Even so, love without discipline is really
not love at all. “For whom the Lord loveth
he chasteneth, and scourgeth every son
whom he receiveth” (Heb. 12:6). A fail(Continued on page 47)

One Mother to Another
Your Family Tree
BY

OW well do you know your family
tree? How many of their dozens
of cousins do your children recognize
at annual reunions?
When I was a young mother of four,
it bothered me that our children did not
know many of their distant relatives, or
on which side of the family those relatives belonged. There was no written
history of either my side of the family
or of my husband’s family. Therefore, I
took it upon myself to do research
needed to teach my children their family genealogy.
Yet, the mere thought of spending
hours at the county courthouse researching family data or combing
cemeteries was overwhelming. What
could I do? Our large family, in addition
to a part-time care-giving ministry,
made for a packed schedule with no
quick solution in sight. I considered the
fact that our friends were not concerned
about their family history. Should I be
concerned about it at this point in time?

H

DOES IT MATTER?
Where are you on your family tree?
If you met a distant relative on the
street, could you explain to him on
which branch you fit and how the two
of you are related?
Scripture shows us that genealogy
matters to our heavenly Father. Bible
study sometimes includes a genealogy of names, which we are sometimes
tempted to ignore because there is too
much information that is seemingly
not important to our spiritual lives.
However, in God’s eyes there are no
unimportant family members (cf. I Tim.
2:4). Designed by God, each one is in
perfect sequence to the others; and
your place on the tree determines your
personal mission field. Each point of
contact with others on the branches is
an opportunity to advance our Father’s kingdom.
Carefully placed among a host of
difficult-to-pronounce biblical names
is “Jabez” (I Chron. 4:9-10). “And
Jabez was more honourable than his
brethren: . . . And Jabez called on the
God of Israel, saying, Oh that thou
wouldest bless me indeed, and enlarge my coast, and that thine hand
SPRING QUARTER 2012
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might be with me, and that thou
wouldest keep me from evil, that it
may not grieve me! And God granted
him that which he requested.”
Imagine the impact on the generations that followed as they studied the
honorable lifestyle of this spiritual giant! Bible students today still study
Jabez’s prayer and are blessed. Personally, I have learned to pray, “Lord,
enlarge my field of opportunity of service for You.” In my research, He has
given me much opportunity to witness
among all four sides of our family.
Like Jabez, we too can make an
eternal difference. Is there a Jabez on
your family tree?
This brings to mind another interesting aspect of genealogical research. Perhaps you come from a long
line of Christians. It might be possible
to trace back to how deep your Christian roots go. Maybe one of your ancestors accepted Christ while hearing
the preaching of a world-famous
evangelist or pastor.
WHERE TO BEGIN
The beginning point for me in my genealogical research was when my father-in-law expressed his desire to
have a written history of his family. Immediately, I began writing down family data that he remembered from his
childhood. He talked about places
they lived as cotton farmers and memorable events with his parents and siblings. I jotted it all down in my notebook labeled “McDaniel Family
History.” I listed our children’s names
and birth dates; then I moved on to my
husband’s three siblings’ families.
At that same time, I began collecting information from my mother’s side
of the family, my father’s side, and last,
my mother-in-law’s side, which was
made up of twenty-two children. I
used a separate notebook and picture
album for each.
My interest in writing inspired me to
include each person’s color of eyes
and hair, height (adults), hobbies, and
place of residence and burial. This was
before computers, software programs, or genealogical societies. At
night after the family was in bed, I

hammered away on my manual typewriter. Once completed, I made copies
on the school copier where I worked.
Separate photo albums make it simpler to organize on which branch each
relative fits. At reunions, I ask individuals
if I can snap a photo of their family. I say
to them, “If you will let me take your picture, I will send a copy to you, along with
a picture of our family.” It works. The
same people who once were strangers
to me are now close-knit. We exchange
Christmas greetings, cards, and letters.
BIBLICAL EXAMPLES
The beginning step in compiling a
family history was the most difficult for
me. Once I was past the “giant” of procrastination, I discovered it was doable
and exciting. You do not have to be a
professional genealogist to record family data. It is your family; you can record
it however you choose. To me the most
interesting parts are the members—
their talents, skills, and character traits.
God, in His genealogy, chronicles
nuggets of encouragement for His followers. In the book of Genesis, we
read about the importance of family.
On his deathbed, Jacob charged his
son Joseph to carry his bones to the
family burying place. He said, “Bury
me with my fathers” (Gen. 49:29).
We read about a Moabite woman
who exhibited undying love and loyalty to her mother-in-law in the book of
Ruth. “Intreat me not to leave thee, or
to return from following after thee: for
whither thou goest, I will go; and
where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy
people shall be my people, and thy
God my God: where thou diest, will I
die, and there will I be buried: the Lord
do so to me, and more also, if ought
but death part thee and me” (1:16-17).
Faith and courage are recorded in the
book of Esther, as Queen Esther risked
her life to save her people, the Jews.
She said, “Fast ye for me, and neither
eat nor drink three days, night or day: I
also and my maidens will fast likewise;
and so will I go in unto the king, . . . and
if I perish, I perish” (4:16). Do you have
a Jacob, Ruth, or Esther on your tree?
Men and women of the Bible recog(Continued on page 47)
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Family Life
Food for Thought
BY

OT too long ago I watched a rather
disturbing television program. A
chef from England came to the United
States to start a food revolution in
West Virginia, cited as having one
of the most unhealthy cities in the
United States.
What was most disturbing to me
was the realization of what is served to
children in their school cafeteria,
which is most likely the case in
schools (and homes) across America.
The food is mainly processed and
frozen and full of fat and sugar. No
wonder that one in three children in the
United States is overweight or obese.
The flavored milk alone is cause for
concern with its high sugar content.
I was horrified by the demonstration
of how chicken nuggets are made. The
chef ground up chicken bones and fat,
explaining to the children that this is
what their favorite food is made of.
However, they were so used to not caring what they ate as long as it looked
good in the frying pan that they all
raised their hands when he asked
them who still wanted to eat it. The
children preferred junk food to salads
or vegetables when given a choice
and hardly knew a tomato from a potato when the chef quizzed them on
the names of fruits and vegetables.
The chef determinedly attempted to
change the kitchen staff’s idea on food
preparation. He tried to introduce
cooking from scratch and serving vegetables and salads. He encountered
much opposition, of course, because
it is much easier to prepare packaged
foods than fresh.
This program showed me just how
extremely careless and unknowledgeable the general population is about
food and its effects on the human
body. Many people are naïve enough
to believe that products would not be
on the grocery store shelves if they
were dangerous to our health. This,
sadly, is not the case. I believe that it
is our responsibility to know what the
ingredients are in the food we feed our
families and in the products we use
every day. It is up to us to discover the
truth for ourselves.
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CHECK THE LABELS
It is time-consuming, but crucial, to
read the list of ingredients on every label, from cereal to toothpaste.
I recently bought a box of cereal without checking the ingredients. I found it
to be overly sweet and checked the label to find that it contained aspartame,
a dangerous health hazard to those who
have a certain genetic predisposition.
According to my research, aspartame is
in over 5,000 food products, including
diet soft drinks and other low-cal and
diet foods. Recent studies in Europe
show that aspartame use can result in
an accumulation of formaldehyde in the
brain, which can damage the central
nervous system and immune system
and cause genetic trauma.
In most cases, the damage caused by
excitotoxin food additives such as aspartame is not dramatic. In most instances the effects are subtle and cumulative and develop over a prolonged
period of time. Aspartame is 150 times
sweeter than sugar and is addictive. Of
approximately 100 independent studies
conducted on aspartame, over 90 percent have purported to demonstrate
significant health risks, including brain
cancer, memory loss, and birth defects.
Many toothpastes contain sodium
saccharin, an artificial sweetener in
the aspartame family. It is a potential
carcinogenic if ingested. Sodium lauryl sulfate is another ingredient in commercial toothpaste and is also found in
engine degreaser and garage floor
cleaners. It penetrates the eyes, brain,
and liver and remains there long-term.
MSG is a flavor enhancer most
commonly found in Chinese food but
in many other processed foods as
well, such as hot dogs. MSG has also
been labeled as an excitotoxin, which,
according to Dr. Russell Blaylock, an
author and neurosurgeon, makes up a
group of excitatory amino acids that
can cause sensitive neurons to die.
Eating a lot of processed meats like
hot dogs has been linked to an increased risk of cancer.
Recombinant bovine growth hormone, or rBGH, is a genetically engineered, potent variant of the natural

growth hormone produced by cows.
Injection of this hormone forces cows
to increase their milk production by 10
to 25 percent. Also called BGH, BST,
or rBST, it has about twenty toxic effects. rBGH milk can be contaminated
by pus from the mastitis commonly induced by rBGH and antibiotics used
to treat the mastitis. This milk is supercharged with high levels of a natural growth factor (IGF-1) that is readily
absorbed through the gut. Excess levels of IGF-1 have been pointed to as a
cause of breast, colon, and prostate
cancers. Several countries, including
Australia, Canada, Japan have
banned rBGH because of its impact
on human and animal health.
Processed foods that have trans
fats, or hydrogenated, or partially hydrogenated oils, are unsafe for human
consumption. They clog arteries, raising bad cholesterol and lowering good
cholesterol, and put the consumer at
risk for heart disease. Although trans
fats have been replaced in many products, some still are used in processed
foods to keep the food fresher for a
longer period of time.
These are just a few of the many unsafe ingredients in the products available in our stores today.
WHAT WE CAN DO
Research, research, research! Computers provide us with a wealth of information at our fingertips. It only
takes a minute to discover what those
ingredients that we cannot even pronounce really are. A good rule of
thumb is that if we cannot pronounce
it, it is most likely a synthetic chemical
and we should tread carefully.
Write to the companies! We may think
that our voice will not matter, but it does.
One company got so many letters and
e-mails from concerned consumers that
they no longer use milk with rBST. When
I discovered that aspartame was in the
cereal I bought, I wrote to the company
to let them know I would no longer buy
their products as long as they continued
to put dangerous ingredients in them. If
enough people show concern, companies are likely to do something.

Buying organic foods when possible
reduces our intake of pesticides and
genetically modified foods. It will cost
more, but if we are not buying
processed foods, our grocery carts
will not be as full, and it most likely will
even out. Ask your grocery store to
stock more organics. If they do not
know there is a demand for it, they
probably will not supply it. Visit the
farmers’ markets and applaud their efforts to grow organic produce.
When eating out, check the menu for
MSG-free options. Chinese restaurants
often offer a selection of meals made
without it. Ask what that iced tea is
sweetened with before you buy it at the
drive-through. Consider using toothpastes and other health and beauty
products that use natural ingredients
rather than man-made chemicals.
Attend school meetings, and find
out what is being served in the cafeteria. Ask for healthy options. It Never
Hurts to Ask is my motto. If we do not
speak out about things that concern
us, there will be no change.
Read books and Web sites for ideas
on meal planning without processed
foods. Discover new ways of eating
rather than staying in the rut of the
standard American diet. Eat to live instead of living to eat. Most of us can
afford to lose a few pounds, and it will
come off easily when we change our
eating habits.
OUR BODY, GOD’S TEMPLE
Why bother with all this? It is much
easier to just go with the flow and not
think too much, to fill our shopping
carts with anything and everything
that looks and tastes good. But
I Corinthians 6:19 tells us that our
body is the temple of the Holy Spirit
who lives in us and was given to us by
God. Therefore, we should be careful
about what we put into these bodies.
When the Israelites constructed the
tabernacle in the Old Testament, they
did so with care. The Lord told the
people of Israel to build Him a sacred
residence where He could live among
them (cf. Exod. 25:8). The most beautiful and best materials were to be
used, including gold and fine linen
decorated with blue, purple, and scarlet yarn. First Kings 6 and 7 describe
the building of God’s temple by
Solomon. Once again, only the best
materials went into God’s abiding
place. Since our bodies are the temples of God’s Holy Spirit, only the best
foods should be put into them; in my
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view that means foods without manmade chemicals, grown naturally,
without harmful pesticides.
Some believe that in Genesis 1:29
God gave Adam and Eve and all of
mankind who would follow the ideal
way to nourish their bodies, with seedbearing plants and fruits. It is interesting
to note that in Daniel 1 it is recorded that
Daniel chose not to defile himself with
the rich foods of the king’s table. Instead, he and the other three young Hebrew men were granted permission to
eat only vegetables for a ten-day trial
period. After that time, the four young
men were stronger and healthier than
the ones who had eaten the rich food.
Today, Americans consume 150 to
170 pounds of refined sugar per person
per year. This is in the form of sucrose
(table sugar), dextrose (corn sugar),
high-fructose corn syrup, and many incarnations, which are processed into
many foods such as bread, breakfast
cereal, mayonnaise, peanut butter,
ketchup, spaghetti sauce, and many
microwave meals. Sugar depresses the
immune system, causing sickness and
disease. The Bible talks about not eating too much honey or it will make you
sick (Prov. 25:16, 27).
Sugar is an immune system suppressant. We consume so many nutrient-devoid foods that cause our bodies to break down. God tells us in
I Corinthians 6:20 that we are to glorify God with our bodies. How can we
glorify God in a body that is sick and
less than its best because we have
failed to maintain it the way God intended?
As Christian parents, I believe we
have a responsibility not only to feed
our children healthy spiritual food but
also healthy physical food. Sometimes
I think we get so concerned with providing for the mind and spirit that we
neglect the physical body. Yes, it takes
planning and a different way of shopping. It takes extra time and effort to
provide meals that will nourish and not
just fill. Start small. Replace one unhealthy food or product with something better each shopping trip. Soon
it will become a habit to avoid
processed foods and not even want
things you know are not good for you.
Ask God for wisdom, for help in making wise decisions. He promises to
give wisdom to us if we ask for it (Jas.
1:5). I have found that cutting out unhealthy foods has not only made us
feel better, but it has simplified life as
well.

We are “fearfully and wonderfully
made” (Ps. 139:14). Let us not neglect
our duty to care for what God has
given. ★

Adoniram Judson:
His Conversion, Ministry,
and Legacy
(Continued from page 28)

death.” Before his death, he was
pleased to see both of these desires satisfied (Miller, Ten Boys Who Became Famous Missionaries, Zondervan).
In 1850 he became very sick and
was advised to take a sea voyage in
hopes that he could recuperate. It was
not to be. He died on 12 April and was
buried at sea.
God used a man who was once an
atheist to leave a work that would last.
Today there are more than two million
believers that are a result of his initial
labors (Rusten, One Year Christian
History, Tyndale). ★

Paul: a Fatherly Example
(Continued from page 44)

ure to receive discipline from the Lord
only affirms that we are not really His
children (vs. 8).
Just as Paul was a good father to his
spiritual children, let all fathers follow
his example of being an admonisher, a
role model, and, when necessary, a
disciplinarian. ★

Your Family Tree
(Continued from page 45)

nized that their family tree tied them to
their heavenly Father, who is the Giver
of all blessings (cf. Gen. 48:15).
Will you begin searching your family tree? Your family is God’s gift to you
and the beginning point of your mission field (cf. Acts 1:8). ★
(111) 47

Missions Impact the Whole Family
BY

Dr. Earl and Alda Parvin

HE decision to become a missionary has far-ranging consequences
and touches the lives of many people,
especially family members; therefore, it
is not one to be made lightly and without effective, prayerful preparation. In
my life, the decision to become a missionary came gradually as I was preparing for the gospel ministry during college years. I had not been exposed to
missionaries in my youth, for the denomination in which I grew up did not
require missionaries to do deputation to
raise their support. Therefore, prayer
bands in college exposed me to a whole
world full of spiritually needy peoples
about whom I knew virtually nothing.
I grew up in a small town. There was
only one church, denominationally affiliated, to which my mother faithfully
took us whenever there was a service.
Godly Sunday school teachers carefully sought to channel the endless energy of their classes to understand
biblical truth and how to apply it to the
context of the rural community.
Mother, a dedicated Bible student
and Sunday school teacher, insisted
that it was important to go to college;
therefore, I followed my best friend to
a Christian college. It was godly college teachers who helped me realize
that God had a plan for my life, for I did
not have a clue. Their experience in
missions, which had been effective
and fully satisfying, captured my mind
and heart. They helped me realize that
God’s plan might include missionary
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service. He would have me involved in
sharing the gospel in the larger world
out there about which I was becoming
more aware.
Then God brought into my life a
lovely young lady who had already determined that God wanted her in His
missionary service. Together we
planned a life in a foreign country that
God would lead us to. We wanted to
serve God together. The quest was
most gratifying and mind-stretching.
Our understanding and commitment
at that time, and still today, was that
whatever God asked of us, we were
bound to each other for the larger purpose of doing His will, wherever that
might lead. Thus, our commitment to
world missions caused us to mature
spiritually and bind ourselves irrevocably close to Him. Our life verse became, “O the depth of the riches both
of the wisdom and knowledge of God!
how unsearchable are his judgments,
and his ways past finding out!” (Rom.
11:33). It continues to be a most wonderful walk in His footsteps as we seek
to follow His leadership.
However, our personal determination to leave family, friends, and country also had far-reaching implications
for both families. Both families were
deeply involved in their local churches, but neither had any personal experience with world missions. Their
offspring becoming foreign missionaries was a new and threatening concept with which to come to terms. That
was a stretch for them, especially
when they discovered that they would
not see their granddaughter for four
years. They would miss all those marvelous baby-firsts. In those years
communication by computer had not
yet been developed, nor had personal
computers become popular or affordable.
My maternal grandfather went
through a soul-searching and gutwrenching experience. He had become very negative and vocal in his local church about foreign missions. He
was convinced that missionaries were
not wanted in the countries overseas
and that there was tremendous need
right here at home. Now, of all things,
his grandson was becoming one of
them. His dream was that one of his

grandsons would become a dentist,
but that was not to be. He mellowed,
however, and matured in his thinking
about foreign missions as he and his
wife bid us bon voyage for overseas.
The missionary commitment of the
parents also impacts the lives of their
children. They grow up bilingual,
which is mind-stretching and usually a
very positive experience. They also
learn to live biculturally and recognize
the value of other ways of living life
that do not violate Scriptural mores.
They witness by personal experience
what it means to “live by faith” as their
parents grapple with the financial
faithfulness of supporters back home,
gyrating money markets, and fluctuating exchange rates. They learn what it
really means to establish a realistic
budget for those lean times and to
trust a faithful God who never fails.
Education for missionary kids is another matter to be carefully determined. Will there be those long separations caused by sending the children
off to a faraway boarding school, or,
will the local school system be a possibility? Today homeschooling is the
popular method.
Furlough travel through various
countries, visiting exotic, history-filled
places, implants indelible experiences
in youthful minds and hearts. People
living back home are as unaware as I
was about the big world out there, with
all of the good and the not so good.
Statistically speaking, a good number
of MKs return to the field of service to
pick up the mantle of their parents.
Very few missionary candidates, it
seems, really enjoy the procedure of
deputation. It is a tiring, expensive, and
humbling experience, to say the least.
However, it is most rewarding to discover those churches and especially
the individuals who regularly pray and
sacrificially obey the Lord financially.
They are the real heroes of the faith. The
missionary is their proxy on the field of
service. They are most critical in the fulfilling of the Great Commission. Financially, they make it possible to be on the
field, but more important, their faithful,
urgent prayers are used by God to bring
down the strongholds of Satan and liberate the slaves to sin. They are the en(Continued on page 49)

The Kingdom of God
BY

N my early Christian life, I was most
eager to serve the Lord through the
church; however, whenever I got too
involved, I became disappointed with
the politics in churches we had attended. This disappointment deeply
disturbed me and made me determined to seek the Lord for an answer.
In searching the Scriptures, I noticed
Jesus’ emphasis on the kingdom. Getting deeper into that subject, I found an
inner peace based on the fact that as a
kingdom agent, I could serve directly
under my Lord and not be affected by
what I saw in the church.
Later, I came across the words of
Howard Snyder and saw that his conclusions were the same. “I am bound
to be loyal to the church, to the degree
that it is loyal to the Kingdom . . . and
when these loyalties conflict, then I
must bow the knee to the Kingdom.
Any church that seeks the place of the
Kingdom destroys itself” (A Kingdom
Manifesto, InterVarsity Press).
Jesus describes the kingdom of God
in several parables in Matthew 13. For
example, He says that it is like a “mustard seed” (vs. 31), insignificant in appearance but vital in the believer’s life.
He then describes the kingdom as “leaven” (vs. 33), explaining that unless we
have that ingredient within us, serving
Him will be difficult. Besides other comparisons, He also describes the kingdom as a “pearl of great price” (vs. 46).
This image means that one must pay the
cost of total commitment to Him in order
to enter fully into a kingdom relationship.
The kingdom of God is presented in
the Bible in three forms. First, we see Israel as a kingdom nation, but their rejection of the Messiah caused the kingdom
privilege to be taken away from them
and given to those who would wholeheartedly follow Jesus (Matt. 21:43).
Second, many people believe the
church and the kingdom are the same.
The truth is that not all who are in the
earthly church are kingdom heirs—only
those saved by faith. For this reason, the
Apostle Paul wrote that flesh and blood
cannot enter God’s kingdom (I Cor.
15:50). Later, we read again that those
who refuse to live by the Spirit will not
enter the heavenly kingdom (Gal. 5:21;
Eph. 5:5). These verses support the fact
that Christ’s kingdom is for today!
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Those who confuse the kingdom
with the church must remember that
the kingdom is eternal, the church
temporal. The kingdom is perfect; the
church is not. The kingdom we are to
seek; the church we are to form. The
kingdom has laws; the church has a
mandate not to seek its own but to see
God’s kingdom grow.
Third, the time of a future kingdom
will come when Jesus returns in
majesty and power (cf. Mic. 4) and rules
this earth with righteousness and justice until He has put all things under His
feet. At that time, He will turn the kingdom over to His Father (I Cor. 15:28).
The concept of the kingdom of God
involves, in a real sense, the total message of the Bible. To grasp what is
meant by the kingdom of God is to understand the heart of the gospel and
to know a full salvation. Jesus exemplified the kingdom throughout His
ministry.
His Message: “Seek ye first the
kingdom of God” (Matt. 6:33).
His Mandate: “I must preach the
kingdom of God” (Luke 4:43).
His Command: Proclaim the good
news of the kingdom (Luke 8:1).
His Prayer: “Thy kingdom come.Thy
will be done” (Matt. 6:10).
His Last Wish: To proclaim this
throughout the earth (Acts 1:8).
His Return Date: When the message
of the kingdom is fully proclaimed
(Matt. 24:14).
The challenge of the kingdom before us today is to be radically committed to Jesus and His reign. This
challenge is only possible by a total
commitment to Jesus and a dying to
one’s own desires. Christians must
understand and experience the reality
that, in every church, those who belong to Christ’s kingdom are members
and coworkers with one another.
This commitment begins when the
church fully realizes that Jesus is in
control (Matt. 16:18). The church was
meant to be Christ-controlled; therefore, the church cannot be governed
by carnal men but by godly elders of
whom Jesus said, “My sheep hear my
voice” (John 10:27).
The centrality of Jesus comes when
Jesus is lifted up and His message is
proclaimed. He promised that by His

being lifted up He would be in our midst
and draw people to Himself (John 3:1415). A church, therefore, must be
formed by Christ’s design and led by
elders who meet biblical requirements.
Those who neglect this requirement will
no longer experience His presence. Jesus said that they would scatter, and
this is why we see so many divided
churches today (Matt. 12:30).
In my book Church on the Rock(s), I
have brought out sixteen church requirements and explained what it
means to be under Christ’s control and
to be extenders of the kingdom of God.
Can you imagine a truly kingdomfocused biblical church?
• a church bursting with people who
are involved
• a church continually preparing
people for service
• a church not worrying about itself
but doing Christ’s work faithfully
• a church fully based on ministries
of the Spirit
• a church spiritually equipping and
developing its people
• a church spending most of its
funds on outreach
• a church filled with care and love
for one another
This is what the New Testament
church as a true kingdom agency was
like, and when seeking His kingdom
first, this is what the church still could
be today! ★

Missions Impact the Whole
Family
(Continued from page 48)

couragers when the dark clouds of discouragement descend like an avalanche. They rejoice when one soul escapes the clutches of the evil one and
begins a new life of victory in Christ.
The commitment to serve the Lord as
a missionary does impact many lives
and continues to do so even in retirement years. The best part is yet to come,
rejoicing together in heaven! ★
(113) 49

It’s Me, O Lord!
BY

Y name is Elizabeth, but my
friends call me Betty. My mother only called me Elizabeth when I had
done something she did not approve
of!
But now, all my writing is signed
Elizabeth Whitney Crisci. So, like it or
not, I am Elizabeth. I consider you
readers as friends. So please excuse
the formal name of Elizabeth!
I will begin with the truth of the Bible.
It says, “But we are all as an unclean
thing, and all our righteousnesses are
as filthy rags; and we all do fade as a
leaf; and our iniquities, like the wind,
have taken us away” (Isa. 64:6).
After learning that bad report, I
learned a new (even though it is old)
hymn they sang at my new church:
“Naught have I gotten but what I received,
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/ Grace hath bestowed it since I have believed; / Boasting excluded, pride I abase /
I’m only a sinner saved by grace!
Only a sinner saved by grace! Only a sinner saved by grace! This is my story, To
God be the glory / I’m only a sinner saved
by grace!” (Gray, “Only a Sinner”).

I was the first in my family to become a believer. Praise God; they all
have turned to the Lord! I had been
attending a very liberal church at the
time. There was no message of salvation, but Shakespeare was quoted
often! My neighbor (I thought she was
old—I was seventeen and she was
fifty) took me to the church she attended. It was the complete opposite. The minister constantly quoted
from the Bible. And as he preached
and mentioned, “You must be born
again,” it hit me. I was too bashful to
go forward, but, instead, after an
evening service, I stood on my porch
and prayed the prayer the pastor suggested: “Lord, I am a sinner. I need
You to be my Saviour. Forgive my
sin.”
That is all I said, but it changed my
life. I was born again, even though I did
not yet know that term. One of the
young people was going to a Christian
college (Gordon College) in the fall, so
I applied and was accepted. With
courses in the Bible (I took all of them),
I grew in my faith and in the knowledge
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of our Lord Jesus Christ.
In my sophomore year, I met my future husband. Interestingly, my mother wanted me to go to a liberal church
and I felt I should obey her. But God
knew all about that! At their youth
meeting a young man from the church
had come to know Jesus in the army.
He volunteered to work with the young
people and brought in a guest speaker from a city mission. That man
brought with him my future husband.
We met and began having dates every
Saturday night by going to Youth for
Christ together.
By springtime we were engaged
and planned a wedding for June the
following year when he graduated
from Boston University. I had another
year at Gordon, and Gordon-Conwell
Theological Seminary lay ahead of
him.
And now we have been married
many years. We have two children and
three grandchildren.
I have been a pastor’s wife for all
those years in a local church. After retirement, I am still a part of a great ministry in our mobile park in Florida for
six months each year.
I love the role God has given to me.
I taught kindergarten for lots of years,
but when I turned forty, I began writing. I sent my first Christian article to
a publisher. It sold the first time out.
That whet my appetite, and I began
writing every morning while my husband studied for his sermons. I praise
God that I have had twenty-one books
published, plus over 390 articles in
different magazines (mostly Christian
publishers). I am not bragging, because it is only the Lord and His wisdom that enables me to write and get
published. I have slowed down some
since my husband retired from the
church ministry, but I still write every
morning.
I feel so sorry for retired ministers
who need to take out a mortgage in retirement because they always lived in
a parsonage like we did. But God burdened us to buy a small parcel of land
on Cape Cod before prices skyrocketed in this lovely area in Massachu-

setts. We are three miles from the
ocean on a dirt road: “I always say our
location is the quietest place on Cape
Cod,” yet we are only three miles from
stores and beaches, although a few
more from church.
I trust the Lord does not get tired of
hearing my praise. I truly praise Him
for this place. God knew what we
needed twenty years before we retired
(we were in a small church with a great
fellowship of nearly one hundred), but
He more than met our needs. We used
our cottage for vacation before retirement and rented it for six weeks before
our vacation (to pay the taxes and improvements). We also used it for retreats for our women, our men, and
our young people. We loaned it to pastors off-season. Now it is our legal residence.
I have learned that blessing upon
blessing is heaped up for us in this
world and that we have a mansion
waiting for us in heaven! I often wonder, Who am I? I know I am His child,
and I am held in the hollow of His
hand. For the Bible says in Isaiah
41:13; “For I the Lord thy God will hold
thy right hand, saying unto thee, Fear
not; I will help thee.”
We are blessed beyond measure.
“God is so good,” as the song says. “I
am happy in the service of the King.”
Truly I am content!
Do not think my life is easy. At times
it is difficult. My husband became
blind before he turned thirty. I do all the
driving. A man often reads commentaries to him for his sermon preparation. I also read to him from Christian
books, newspapers, and other commentaries. He never complains and is
an inspiration to me.
Remember the comforting hymn:
“He giveth more grace When the burden
grows greater; / He sendeth more strength
When the labors increase. / To added affliction He addeth His mercy; / To multiplied
trials, His multiplied peace. / His love has
no limit; His grace has no measure; His
power has no boundary known to men, For
out of His infinite riches in Jesus, He giveth,
and giveth, and giveth again. (Flint, “He
Giveth More Grace”).

Praise the Lord!

★

God’s Standards Never Change
BY

“Jesus Christ the same yesterday,
and to day, and for ever” (Heb. 13:8).
AN is always changing; He
changes in many different ways,
and probably most notably we see this
in his physical appearance as age
takes control of his body. Also as he
matures his values change, and what
was once high in priority may now take
on a new level of importance where his
vision is more to the future and not just
to immediate pleasures. In early life, an
ice-cream cone may have been the
most important goal for the moment,
but this period does not last too long,
and complex values soon take over as
one moves up the ladder of age.
Time seems to be the factor for
change in human experience; what
happens does not always rest on our
will or what we would design for ourselves. God made humans, Adam and
Eve, perfect in every way so that there
would be no need for improvement,
being created in God’s image and likeness. Having made man to live forever in the fellowship of His presence,
there was an intimacy between God
and mankind that was unique and very
personal.
We catch a glimpse of the fellowship
that was broken when Adam and Eve
sinned. “They heard the voice of the
Lord God walking in the garden in the
cool of the day: and Adam and his wife
hid themselves from the presence of
the Lord God amongst the trees of the
garden” (Gen. 3:8). We see the personal visit from God, as friend to
friend, but now the perfection of their
relationship with God was lost because of the infection of sin. We can
see that after sin entered the scene
there was a definite alienation between God and man.
Man had changed because of sin,
and change would continue to rule.
And he would no longer enjoy the perfect image of God in his life.
However, even though man
changed, God would never change.
We can also see that since God never
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changes, His love for mankind would
remain unchanged forever. “We have
known and believed the love that God
hath to us. God is love; and he that
dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and
God in him” (I John 4:16).
Man has a tendency to try to understand God by what he sees in human
behavior. Since he has no concept regarding God by personal experience, he
looks for something that he believes
would be like God. And so man begins
to replace God with substitutes.
God is not like created beings and
cannot be understood as such. We
need to understand Him by the evidence of what He does. “God is a Spirit: and they that worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth” (John
4:24).
There is no way that humanity can
ever know God. Only by illustration
can we catch a glimpse of what God
may be like. Read what God said to
Moses: “Thou canst not see my face:
for there shall no man see me, and
live” (Exod. 33:20).
God, in all respects, is totally outside of the mind of man. Any attempt
at limiting God to our concepts would
only reduce God to human understanding.
We must see God in what He is doing in love, reaching out to the lost that
they might be saved. “For God so
loved the world, that he gave his only
begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but
have everlasting life” (John 3:16).
Since God is love, we need to base
our concept of God on seeing all that
He does as an expression of that love.
God has never stopped loving His
people, and He has been speaking
through the language of love ever
since sin entered the heart of man.
The story of the prodigal son is
where we see God in the richness of
His love. When the son, who wasted
his heritage, came back to his father,
his father still loved him. “And he
arose, and came to his father. But
when he was yet a great way off, his

father saw him, and had compassion,
and ran, and fell on his neck, and
kissed him” (Luke 15:20). It is evident
that his father was searching the horizon for any signs of his son’s return.
He did not wait for him but ran to meet
him. This is how it is with God’s love;
He is looking for the sinner to come
home to where He is waiting.
Just as the prodigal’s father’s love
was always there, so we also need to
know that God’s love will never
change. He will always be there for all
who will seek Him, even as Jeremiah
writes: “And ye shall seek me, and find
me, when ye shall search for me with
all your heart” (Jer. 29:13).
We see our world continually changing every day; values that once were
the standard of family life are no more
to be found. Our children are seeking
the pleasures of the world, abandoning the teaching of God’s Word and
spending all that they have on a moment of acceptance with their peers.
The home has become just a place to
sleep, access the computer, and chat
with friends on the cell phone. Even
the authority in the home is not constant. To avoid conflict, parents will
give in to the desires of immature reasoning, and the standards are subject
to change on any given issue.
It is rewarding to know that in this
changing world, God never changes!
His promises from the beginning of
time still hold true today. His authority
over all that He created is the same as
it ever was and ever will be. The heavenly bodies all continue as they were
created. David, looking at the heavens, declared: “When I consider thy
heavens, the work of thy fingers, the
moon and the stars, which thou hast
ordained; what is man, that thou art
mindful of him? and the son of man,
that thou visitest him?” (Ps. 8:3-4).
Because God never changes, we
have perfect assurance in all He has
promised. Human values continue to
change in many ways, yet God remains
the same. What He was yesterday, He
is today, and will be forever. ★
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Holy Matrimony: Idol-Free Marriages
BY

ODAY, more than ever, marriages
need the necessary elements to
represent a true institution designed
by God. Our God is love (I John 4:8),
and in Him our love is made perfect
because we are a reflection of Him to
the world in which we exist (cf. vs.17).
Love should begin at home and
should spread abroad instead of being
sought after in every other endeavor outside of God’s design. Jesus reiterated
Genesis 2:24 in Mark 10:5-12, declaring
the importance of unity in marriage regardless of the world’s standards.
Dating services make use of various
categories of compatibility and other
common factors to place couples together in an effort to produce more reliable unions. Yet, in reality, when trials
and tribulations come (and they will
come, cf. John 16:33), money, careers, vacations, parties, or words are
not adequate enough to sustain the
turbulences of life.
A marriage must have love, faith,
communication, loyalty, and unselfishness, accompanied by all the other
aspects of the fruit of the Holy Spirit
(Gal. 5:22-23), in order to be lasting. A
stable marriage will remain intact despite all the imperfections of life, peo-
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ple, and circumstances bombarding
and eating away at the fabric of a couple’s union and commitment. Financial
difficulties, deception, betrayals, honest mistakes, and sin of any sort can
rend significant tears in a couple’s
bond, but God’s design causes us to
overcome and to become more than
conquerors through Christ.
Born-again believers, both married
and single, should understand and be
able to demonstrate the inerrancy of
the Word of God when it speaks of
principles of marriage and commitment. “God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and
of a sound mind” (II Tim. 1:7). Many are
afraid to commit to marriage out of the
fear of being hurt due to the fact that
some are “without understanding,
covenantbreakers, without natural affection, implacable (showing no kindness), unmerciful” (Rom. 1:31), as well
as followers of the flesh instead of
seekers of the Spirit (cf. vss. 20-32).
The Apostle Paul explains why young
and old alike often find it impossible to
honor God through marriage. These
verses explain why a marriage may end
in divorce because of a wife leaving her
husband for another man or vice versa

after only a few months, after thousands
of dollars have been spent on a ceremony in which God was barely mentioned. Romans 1:29 speaks of being
full of “malignity,” which means thinking
the worst about each other. Therein
lives the explanation as to why children
are victimized by having one parent instead of the two necessary to fulfill and
honor God’s design (except in cases of
death). Therein lives the truth about why
people choose and are swallowed up
by alternative lifestyles that they themselves harbored as children.
When God is not honored as the
head of the marriage, that marriage is
subject to failure as a consequence of
idolatry (serving the creature more
than the Creator, as well as being obsessed with any person, place, or
thing outside of God’s will and design).
It is vital that we understand the importance of I John 5:21, where John
wrote about love, truth, and faith
throughout the whole chapter, then
warned against idols. Idolatry opens
doors to all the works of the flesh spoken of in Galatians 5:19-21. as well as
the current epidemic of pornography.
Pornography involves evil spirits of insecurity, jealousy, and lasciviousness

(addictive, immoral, sexual behavior)
that end up negatively affecting even
the spouse who is not participating in it.
Adultery, neglect, and so-called irreconcilable differences do not just happen
suddenly or without warning but result
when evil is allowed to seep into unregenerate minds and even believing
minds that are not renewed in the power of the Holy Spirit on a regular basis.
It can become easy to allow jobs,
hobbies, relatives, and every evil influence to weaken our ability to love
properly. I remind couples to keep
away from situations, influences, and
ideas that may present an opportunity
to drift apart. It is detrimental for any
married couple not to place the Word
of God at the top of their priorities, forgetting consequences that result
when God is not properly glorified in
the heart and mind of the individuals.
Failure of a marriage begins with
compromise long before actual lines
are crossed. When disobedience to
God’s design and idolatry have damaged a marriage, only the blood of Jesus and the life-changing power of the
Holy Spirit can make a couple brandnew and create a renewed bond between spouses.
Remember that all have sinned and
that “there is none that doeth good, no,
not one” (Rom. 3:12) when considering
initial trust. When people begin to trust
themselves more than God and His
Word, disappointment is always inevitable at some point. Chivalry, kind
words, gifts, vacations, and even some
public displays of affection serve as
only an attractive veneer or a glossy
paint job. An understanding heart, listening ears, and sincere commitment
act as the sustaining power of a good
marriage. In these things we have a
foundation and proper direction.
To have a truly successful marriage,
the Word of God is the best guide map.
Although marriage counseling has its
place and some benefits that may lead
to the proper direction, keep in mind
that the Holy Spirit is God, giving His
power and strength to us in order to
make marriage what it should be. He is
our energy and our power as we walk in
faith and obedience to His will.
We know that “the things which are
impossible with men are possible with
God” (Luke 18:27). Therefore, we have
to be equipped in order to love consistently through adversity, prosperity, and
poverty. Marriage is a perfect daily experience to “shew forth the praises of
him who hath called you out of darkSPRING QUARTER 2012

ness into his marvellous light” (I Pet.
2:9). We show love by serving each other. The fruit of the Spirit is love (not mere
words or lust, but the I Corinthians 13
type of love). Love has to be given in the
right perspective; then and only then
will our “joy [be made] full” (John 15:11).
“Peace I leave with you, my peace I give
unto you: not as the world giveth, give
I unto you” (14:27). Joy is contagious
and godly. The world seeks happiness
and finds only temporary pleasure with
dire consequences, but the joy of the
Lord is our strength and a very present
help in the time of trouble.
When we allow Satan and selfish
pride to cause division in our homes and
marriages, we must remember God’s
Word and take back our territory and
God-given peace. Children are confused and open for attack when parents
are divided and out of bounds. Love
brings joy, then joy brings peace, in that
order. Peace brings about longsuffering
(patience) that goes beyond our ability
to understand. Impatience results from
not being understanding. Without patience, unbelieving spouses will not be
drawn by the believer’s light of true love
(cf. I Cor. 7:12-16).
Impatient people are not generally
gentle. Gentleness (kindness) is a crucial and powerful weapon against the
works of the adversary. Most of the
time, a lack of gentleness causes the
type of damage and calamity that separates whole families. Kind words can
heal and rejuvenate a spouse after a
rough and hectic day or night. God empowers us to be good to and for each
other in a true way. People want to be
treated right and are sometimes driven
off to go beyond enemy lines seeking
goodness that really only comes from
God. This goodness should rightfully
flow through one’s own spouse.
Without faith, it is impossible to please
God as it is impossible to have a meaningful, godly marriage without faithfulness and loyalty. When a person is double-minded or lacking in faith, that
person is unstable in all his ways (cf. Jas.
1:6-8). A disloyal spouse is capable of
any act of betrayal against their partner.
God has always worked through humility and submission to one another.
This allows our love to grow tremendously. “Wherefore he saith, God resisteth the proud, but giveth grace unto
the humble. . . . Humble yourselves in
the sight of the Lord, and he shall lift you
up” (Jas. 4:6, 10). Regardless of the era
we live in or who the primary breadwinner of the family is, married couples

must be wise and understand what the
will of the Lord is for their marriage.
The ninth aspect of the fruit of the
Spirit mentioned in Galatians 5:22-23
is temperance (self-control). Without
self-control, Christian marriages are
no different from non-Christian ones.
Allowing the Holy Spirit to renew our
minds and to cleanse our hearts allows us to obtain self-control for the
purposes of love and His will.
Christian marriages are not exempt
from the fiery darts of temptations and
trials, but self-control is a defensive
shield as well as a weapon to help.
So it becomes clear that the fruit of
the Spirit manifested is God’s perfected
love reflected through us. He allows our
marriages to be holy and set apart.
Couples who have been faithful
through many years of marriage cannot
deny the evidence of God’s love being
present. Unless a person loves the spiritual things of God and has found fulfillment in Him, it is only natural for bitterness and resentment to consume that
person. Allowing years and decades to
go by without proper love will destroy
any marriage.
Since love is spiritual, let us remember that all of us who are in Christ will
stand before the judgment seat of
Christ eventually. There will be no married people on that day; only the resurrected who will receive a lesser or
greater reward for service done in this
present life (Matt. 22:30). The trials,
tribulations, happinesses, sadnesses,
sicknesses, and the very experiences
of a love-driven marriage reveal our
character to the Father on that day. Will
we stand before His face in defeat, or
will we hear Him say “Well done, thou
good and faithful servant” (Matt.
25:21)? You see, how we love (our
spouses, our children, our families, our
neighbors, lost souls, and others) determines our reward only after we have
fully accepted His love (cf. vss. 31-46).
The words “holy matrimony” mean
absolutely nothing without the blessing
of the holy God, just as “I love you”
means absolutely nothing without the
proper actions to support the words.
“Faith without works is dead” (Jas.
2:26). Merely desiring a good marriage
is not sufficient; nor does it replace being obedient to God’s design. We must
allow Him to empower us to love, or we
may find that separation has happened
to the ones we least expect. Now, let us
be wholehearted “doers of the word,
and not hearers only” (1:22). Our marriages depend on it. ★
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Books for Sermons and Living
BY

OLOMON wrote “of making many
books there is no end” (Eccles.
12:12). If this was true when books
were handwritten and hand copied,
how much more so today! Bowker, a
bibliographic company, estimates that
in 2008 over 560,000 new books were
published in the United States. So
many books, so little time.
Not all books fall into one’s interest,
and not all books are worthy of being
read. Some, however, have helped
and blessed people immensely, so
they are worthy to be published, read,
reprinted, and recommended to others.
It is hard to choose the single book
(besides the Bible, of course!) that
has had the most profound impact
on my life, but I would like to suggest
a prolific author who has provided
pastoral help and personal enjoyment.
I was called to the pastorate long
before the computer age, so I depended on books for guidance in the
preparation of sermons and Bible
studies. I generally kept to the following pattern.
I preferred to preach through a
book of the Bible. This meant I knew
where I was going and what I needed to study at the beginning of each
week. Some might imagine that a
pastor learns everything in Bible college or seminary, but the fact of the
matter is that our schooling taught
us how to study. It takes hours of
reading, study, and meditation to put
together a good sermon. It is possible to buy sermons, but I believe that
is unethical. Besides, if my sermon
was not good, I wanted to take all
the blame.
I would first read the Scripture passage, work on the Greek (if it was in the
New Testament), and get a general
idea of what was significant in the passage.
I would then read and take notes
from as many as four one-volume commentaries. Every serious Bible student
should have one. These do not cover
every issue but give a general idea of
what a passage means. Reading more
provides a wider understanding.
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Then I would read a larger commentary written back in the 1800s. This
provided more depth, was often very
technical, and was sometimes sleepinducing. Its value was in covering all
the bases, giving a variety of viewpoints, and generally claiming one interpretation was superior to the others. Naturally, one has to eventually
make up one’s own mind.
After this I would read commentaries written by more contemporary
authors. Some would be an isolated
study; others would be one in a series. These men discussed the older
ideas, added some new ones, and
generally concluded with their own
viewpoint.
So far, most of the study had been
pretty academic, so I would conclude with reading a man with a pastor’s heart. One of my favorites is
Warren W. Wiersbe, who has written
scores of books on many subjects.
His “Be” series is a popular commentary covering the entire Bible.
He starts with Be Basic (Genesis)
and ends with Be Victorious (Revelation). These provide a good comprehensive study of each book, along
with illustrations and applications
(published by Cook Communication
Ministries).
Wiersbe was a pastor for a long
time. Then he was associated with
Theodore Epp and Back to the Bible.
He has also been a popular radio
and Bible conference speaker. His
books continue to be in print and are
easily read by laypeople as well as
pastors.
A few years ago my wife and I were
attending a popular Bible conference in the northeast, and Wiersbe
was one of the speakers. Most of the
time the featured speaker would
simply appear on the platform at the
appropriate time and then disappear
afterward. Perhaps he would spend
some time in the bookstore signing
books.
This evening we were there early,
and I noticed Mr. Wiersbe slowly going up one aisle and down the other
greeting the folks in the seats and
chatting with them. He did not have to

do this. We never saw any other
speaker do so, but I believe it demonstrates the true heart of the man. He
not only spoke to thousands and was
read by thousands, but also he was
interested in the individual, desirous
that that person fall in love with Jesus
as he had.
Wiersbe is a well-read man. He
demonstrates this by his many illustrations that refer back to the prominent preachers and Christian leaders
of earlier centuries, such as John and
Charles Wesley, George Mueller,
J. Hudson Taylor, C. H. Spurgeon,
D. L. Moody, and others. In fact, he
has written a number of books evaluating the older preachers and encouraging pastors to read them.
Wiersbe’s applications and illustrations are often personal and always
practical. He never appears arrogant
as some preachers who try to impress
their readers that they know more or
are holier than others. He is truly a
humble servant of Christ.
Reading Wiersbe has helped me in
the preparation of sermons. His illustrations are worthy of being collected,
filed, and used often. His applications
challenge me in my own Christian life.
Every pastor needs to be reminded
(often) that if his text or passage of
Scripture does not touch and change
his life, then he is a hypocrite. The
passage in I Corinthians 13 is applicable. He may “speak with the
tongues of men and of angels” (vs. 1),
but if he does not demonstrate God’s
love, he has “become as sounding
brass.” In other words, if a pastor is
not regularly transformed by the
Word he studies and preaches, he is
just a lot of static.
Wiersbe’s writings help us focus on
Christ. We are challenged to follow
Him in total obedience and surrender.
Some pastors attempt to overwhelm
their congregations with academics
when they are looking for practical answers about how to live righteously in
this fallen world. Wiersbe helps us
keep on track so that we might keep
our preaching simple and spiritually
vital. ★

The Fruit of Meekness
BY

HE quality of meekness, or gentleness, is included in the list of the
fruit of the Spirit in Galatians 5:22-26.
Christians usually desire to show evidence of most of the qualities of spiritual fruit. Some qualities reflect maturity in spiritual strength, such as
long-suffering, faithfulness, and selfcontrol. Other qualities, such as love,
joy, peace, and goodness, express
desirable characteristics that on the
surface seem to flow more naturally in
their expressions. Kindness is a fruit of
outward expression that one should
expect of a Christian in his or her dealings with other people.
The quality of meekness, however,
seems difficult to grasp. Also defined
as gentleness, it is a quality we might
subconsciously view as a weakness. It
is incorrectly tied to timidity. It is also
incorrectly viewed as a feminine quality. Meekness is a quality that seems
out of place in modern American culture. The daily news proves we live in
a violent world. The entertainment industry capitalizes on this and promotes stereotypical behavior that degrades gentleness.
Since meekness is incorrectly
equated with weakness, it is not a
quality we usually strive for, and it is
not a quality that captures our attention. Men avoid such designations,
preferring to embrace masculinity.
Women may view gentleness as vulnerability in today’s harsh working
world.
In reality, gentleness is a powerful
quality that characterized the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.
The Greek noun praute-s is the word
Paul used in Galatians 5:23. One lexicon defines the word as “gentleness,
meekness, humility” (Swanson, Dictionary of Biblical Languages, Logos
Research Systems).
Another lexicon defines the word as
“gentleness, humility, courtesy, considerateness, meekness” (Bauer,
Arndt, and Gingrich, Greek-English
Lexicon of the New Testament, University of Chicago Press).
Frederic Rendall explained, “Meekness is the outcome of true humility,
the bearing towards others which re-
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sults from a lowly estimate of ourselves” (“Galatians,” The Expositor’s
Greek Testament, Eerdmans).
Since Paul wrote Galatians, a study
of how he used praute-s in his other
epistles is instructive.
In I Corinthians 4:21 Paul addressed
the need for the Corinthians to be corrected for their arrogant attitude. Paul
asked whether they wanted him to visit them in the context of discipline, or
“in love, and in a spirit of meekness.”
The intention of Paul’s proposed visit
was to correct their behavior.
For Paul to show meekness did not
mean that he was weak. He was offering options in the attitude and approach he would take in correcting
them. Whether by harsh discipline or
with gentleness, Paul would have
been firm and unyielding in dealing
with the problem.
When Paul advised Timothy on how
to deal with his opponents, he likewise
advised him to correct them with
meekness in the hope that they would
repent and turn to the truth (II Tim.
2:25).
Paul used praute-s again in his second letter to the Corinthians. He spoke
of his need to take disciplinary action
toward false apostles. He appealed to
them on the basis of the character of
Christ Himself when he wrote, “I Paul
myself beseech you by the meekness
and gentleness of Christ” (II Cor. 10:1).
Jesus had spoken of Himself as being
“meek and lowly in heart” (Matt.
11:29).
As a genuine apostle called by
Christ, Paul had the authority to deal
sternly with false apostles. He preferred, however, to follow the example
of Christ in His gentleness and meekness. Paul’s clear reference to Jesus’
example provides an important clue
as to how the fruit of gentleness
should find expression in the believer’s
life.
Scholar David Lowery wrote that
“meekness epitomizes the strength
that comes from loving others rather
than self” (Walvoord and Zuck, eds.,
The Bible Knowledge Commentary,
Victor).
In Galatians 6:1 Paul encouraged

his readers to restore fellow believers
who had fallen in sin. Such restoration
was to be undertaken in a spirit of gentleness (praute-s). Such actions were to
be carried out by those who were spiritually mature. The implication is that
meekness is also a characteristic of
spiritual maturity.
In Ephesians 4:2 Paul described
three virtues that should be a part of
a Christian’s conduct. One of these
qualities was meekness (praute- s).
Harold Hoehner had these helpful
comments: “This is the opposite of
self-assertion, rudeness, and harshness. It suggests having one’s emotions under control. But it does not
suggest weakness. It is the mean
between one who is angry all the
time and one who is never angry.
One who is controlled by God is angry at the right time but never angry
at the wrong time” (Walvoord and
Zuck).
Paul advised the Christians at
Colosse to clothe themselves with
several spiritual qualities, including
meekness (Col. 3:12).
When Paul wrote to Titus he advised
him on how he should conduct himself
by showing “all meekness (humility)
unto all men” (Titus 3:2).
James used a form of praute-s in two
passages. In James 1:21 he advised
the believer to “receive with meekness
the engrafted word,” a reference to the
way a believer should not have a defiant attitude toward the Word of God.
In chapter 3 James advised that the
believer has heavenly wisdom that is
demonstrated in meekness and practical deeds (vs. 13).
Finally, we find that Peter used the
word to describe the manner and attitude in which the believer is to give a
defense for his beliefs to others (I Pet.
3:15-16).
The fruit of meekness is a quality that
equips the believer to properly confront spiritual opponents. It enables the
believer to be firm yet gentle. Meekness provides the environment that enables those who are confronted to respond in repentance rather than with
defiance. It also enables one to be
humble toward God. ★
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Physical Fitness
BY

T is four o’clock on a Friday afternoon. I just finished an eight-hour day
of lectures and paper writing at seminary. My wife just got off work; she is a
secretary at a local church where she attends to the routine that makes a church
function (e-mail coordination, financial
issues, running errands for the pastor,
and on and on). My brother, who was recently engaged, spent the day making
provisions for his new life, which is closing in on him. He is calming his wife to
be about wedding plans, checking out
a condo where the two might live once
they get married, and attending to various other affairs.
We all ended up at the same place—
wanting to get some exercise. My wife
and brother found themselves on the
same soccer field with a group of ten
friends who also wanted to stretch out
their legs and commune with one another. I recently injured my leg, so I
found myself at the local gym, appre-
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ciating the rest that my mind was given not having to think about my paper.
Why do we do it? Why do we exercise? I once heard a comedian say
that he did not really understand why
people worked out. The way he saw it,
people work out so that they will have
enough energy to work out again later.
It is a vicious cycle that is self-gratifying but does not extend itself beyond
the realm of exercise.
To me, that is a bit facile. I can give
three different reasons from three different people on why they worked out
today. For me, I find that when I consistently work out, I have much more
energy for other activities than when I
do not (and contrary to the opinion of
that comedian, I am not speaking of
more energy for my next workout). For
my wife (who sometimes will go all day
without getting to talk with anyone at
work), she enjoys the fellowship of the
other people who show up.
Along with this is the opportunity to
meet new people and develop relationships with people of like interests.
As for my brother, at least today, it was
a good outlet to take his mind off the
busyness and sometimes frustration
that can mount when wedding plans
do not go exactly according to plan.
For those of us who have been

through the process (and survived!),
we all know how potentially hectic
things can get in a hurry. So today, for
him, it was a nice breather.
I realize that there are many other
reasons that people work out. Not all
of them are commendable ones.
It is easy to get intoxicated with the
worldly standards that have been set
before us. It says that unless you are
200 pounds of pure muscle who can
benchpress 300 pounds, you are not
much of a man. And unless, as a
woman, you are able to fit into your
clothes from high school, then you are
not much (says society!).
How foolish is the wisdom of the
world! Working out is not an end in itself. As Christians, we are called to set
our minds not on the things below, but
on the things above (Col. 3:2).
Our lives are hid with Christ on high.
How glorious a Saviour we serve! God
has descended from His heavenly

throne to lift us up out of the dust and
seat us with himself in the heavenly
places (Ps. 113; Eph. 2:6). We have
been saved from darkness and transferred into the kingdom of His glorious
light (Col. 1:13).
Christ is our righteousness, our wisdom, our sanctification, and our redemption (I Cor. 1:30), and we have no
good apart from Him (Rom. 3:9-18).
What a glorious Saviour we serve!
In light of these truths, we are to glorify God in our bodies (I Cor. 6:20). It is
true that Paul writes to us that godliness is good in every way, but he also
says that bodily training is of some value (I Tim. 4:8).
So what is its value? As has already
been intimated, bodily training is not an
end in itself. In whatever we do we are to
do it unto the glory of God (I Cor. 10:31).
Man was created in the image of
God. We are the crown of His creation.
The intricacy of the human body is an
amazing thing. Think how fragile we are
as creatures. Think how prone we are
to take for granted this masterpiece.
Not everyone can say at any moment, “I think I will go for a run today.”
And yet we who are able to manifest
the multifaceted glory of God in a way
that others are not do not do as good
a job as we ought.
We get lazy, we lose control of our
bodies, we become overweight, inflict
sicknesses upon ourselves, and do all
sorts of things that could be rightly
called a destruction of the very creation we were entrusted with by God,
our own bodies!
My pastor recently spoke at a conference where he talked about applying the command not to murder to
overeating. For those of us who have
been in and out of shape, we can attest to the fact that our bodies feel less
operative the less in shape we are. We
are essentially killing ourselves or at
least inhibiting our body from functioning to its full capacity.
This does not mean that we all have
to be supermen (or women). It means
there is a healthy balance that should
be maintained in light of the reality that
we are God’s creation.
Many people out there are concerned
about saving the planet. I think it is a
natural law that creatures want to preserve the planet that they were placed
on. Why is this less apparent with the
body? Are we not the height of God’s
creation? Are we not the ones who are
to rule over his creation, to fill the earth,
to subdue it? We most certainly are!
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Why then does it seem that at times
we are less concerned with the maintenance of our own bodies than we are
with the ozone layer or with litter in a
local park? (I am not saying these are
not worthy endeavors, only that by
comparison this should apply to our
bodies much more).
What does Paul say in I Corinthians to
encourage abstinence from prostitutes?
He tells the Corinthians that their body
is a temple of the Holy Spirit and that
they should not be whoring it out to anyone who wants to partake of it (6:19).
Cannot the same principles apply to
taking care of our bodies in a physical
sense? We are God’s property indeed.
It is He who dwells within us, and there
is something to be said for trying the
best we can to have the outward manifestation of our bodies somehow correlate to what has taken place within
us. Take care of your bodies!
It may seem that I am getting off
track, for what does eating a lot necessarily have to do with physical fitness? I think it is plain that the two topics are two sides of the same coin.
Remember what Paul writes to Titus
concerning those pagan Cretans. He
called them lazy gluttons (Titus 1:12).
If we are lazy with our bodies, we are
going to be lazy with our minds. If we
are lazy with our minds, we are going
to be lazy in our affections. If our affections are suffocating, we are going
to be lazy Christians. If we are to serve
God with everything that is within us,
it only makes sense that each area of
life would permeate the others.
A disciplined exercise life will help to
develop discipline in other areas of life
as well. It is amazing to me how much
of an effect working out has for me
personally.
As I hinted at before, when I work
out, studying comes easier. When my
studying goes better during the day, I
find it easier to spend time with my
wife at night. My marriage functions
better, my mind functions better, my
life functions better.
It is not as though exercise is a magic button to be pressed and POOF!
everything is better. The idea is that
discipline breeds discipline. Laziness
breeds laziness, sin breeds sin, and
foolishness breeds more foolishness.
Up until this point I have given some
general ideas on why I believe physical fitness is important. For one, it gets
us involved in things that we may not
have done otherwise (fellowship with
others, a more disciplined lifestyle, a

healthy and constructive break from
overwhelming activities, and more).
Second, I made the argument that
we are to be manifesting the manifold
glory of God in our bodies. The Apostle Paul makes this clear.
Last, I would like to offer some encouragement to maintain a healthy
and physically fit lifestyle to those of
us who are married. I can remember
before I got married thinking that I
wanted to be in good shape whenever my wife came along. Simply put, I
wanted her to enjoy me. I am reminded of the Song of Solomon.
The bride in the song does not know
where her beloved is. She is frantically searching for him and cries out to
the women of the city to help her look
for him. They inquire, “What is so great
about him? How is he any better than
any other man?”
Her answer to them is a description of
his physical features. The man has a
good appearance, arms as rods of gold,
a carved abdomen, and legs like alabaster columns. He is altogether perfect to his bride (Song of Sol. 5:10-16).
This is the ideal. People are obviously at different stages in their lives,
but I do not think that the sense of romance should ever be something that
is abandoned. I cannot imagine that
any woman would prefer her husband
to be lazy and, by being lazy, to be less
attractive than he could be.
Speaking as a man, I can say that
we are physically driven. I appreciate
that my wife wants to stay in shape for
me. I am not talking about supermodel and male athlete shapes; I am
speaking of attainable, practical, and
healthy lifestyles.
Things are busy, I understand. But
that should not get in the way of the
disciplined lifestyle. There are so many
benefits to working out and staying
healthy. Chief among them is to showcase the glorious work of God’s creation in ourselves.
It requires great wisdom to know
how much we should work out and for
what reasons. But let us not allow the
possible vices that we as humans are
so prone to falling into keep us from
something that we will greatly benefit
from if we employ it correctly. May we
seek God’s assistance in guiding our
every step in every facet of life, and He
will surely guide us into all truth as we
seek first His kingdom and desire to be
worthy servants who reflect Him in
whatever way we can. ★
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Prepare to Teach the Bible
BY

N 1995, I was asked to teach a
Bible study methods class at
Southern California Bible College,
at which I served as an adjunct professor.
In my preparation for this new class,
I studied a number of different methods to enrich Bible study. In preparing
to teach the Bible, we should know
more than one method of studying
God’s Word. Bible study methods will
greatly help us in getting out of Scripture as much as we can. As we discover the riches of the Bible, we can
share these discoveries with our students.
I taught my college students several methods of Bible study. Here are
seven of those methods a Bible
teacher can use to great profit:
1. The Contextual Method. This
method deals with the context of a
Scripture passage (verses that directly precede and follow it). There are four
context components: (1) immediate
setting, (2) immediate setting as part
of the whole Bible, (3) normal usage for
interpretation, and (4) foundational
principles.
Here are those components in a
teaching situation. For an example of
the immediate setting, I Peter 3:3 is
used by some to restrict Christian
women from using outward adornments. The message of verses 3-4 is
that a woman’s beauty should not
come from outward adornment but
from inward adornment. When we expand to verses 1-2, we discover that
unbelieving husbands will be influenced by seeing their wives’ changed
lives, showing their godly inner qualities. When you study the context, you
find that verse 3 deals with inner character qualities, not outward restrictions.
For an example of the immediate
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setting as part of the whole Bible, in
Matthew 4:5-6, Satan quoted Psalm
91:11-12. His quote omitted “to keep
thee in all thy ways.” Satan’s Old Testament quotation was incomplete;
however, the rest of his quote was
accurate. Then Jesus replied with
Deuteronomy 6:16, pointing out how
Satan’s Scripture quote had to be
considered in the light of another.
You cannot claim the promise of
Psalm 91:11-12 without also considering the prohibition of Deuteronomy
6:16. The Bible does not contradict
itself.
Third, the normal usage is seen in
Numbers 22:22-30. Some people
say, “Because donkeys cannot talk,
this story cannot be literally true. It
must have a figurative meaning.”
Balaam’s crushed foot is explained
as his conscience accusing him. The
talking donkey is said to express Balaam’s conscience. However, the rule
of normal usage says to take everything in it’s normal sense unless it is
impossible to do so. For a figure of
speech interpretation, we need a
clue in the context, but no clue occurs in Numbers 22.
Fourth, the foundational principles
are: (1) Seek the help of the Holy
Spirit in illumination; (2) When the literal sense makes sense, seek no
other sense; (3) Consider the immediate context, then the wider context; (4) Concentrate on essentials
and avoid speculative issues; (5) Remember the original readers (look for
what it meant to them before making
applications to you); (6) Begin with
less-difficult passages; (7) Move
from the known to the unknown; (8)
Know basic Bible doctrine; (9) Be
aware of the function of prophecy;
(10) Get the big picture first (read a
chapter or book before dealing with

verses within it); (11) Recognize your
limitations (you need help from the
Holy Spirit to understand God’s
Word).
2. The Comparative Method. In
this method, one passage of Scripture is used to illustrate and interpret
another passage because of some
similarity or contrast in both passages. This method can be used
with a topic in common, a Bible character in common, or an Old Testament text quoted in the New Testament.
For example, the topic of law and
faith is expressed in both Galatians
3:5-14 and Romans 3:31—4:16.
These two passages have in common
their sources: both refer to the Old
Testament; both were written by the
Apostle Paul; and both feature God’s
revelation to Abraham about his faith
before the law existed.
3. The Biographical Method. In
this method, we collect all the biographical facts from a Bible book and
then compare these facts with those
from other sources in Scripture.
Finally, this method analyzes and interprets these collected facts as
they relate to the main theme of the
book.
Galatians 1:15-18 indicates that
more than three years elapsed between Paul’s conversion and return to
Jerusalem. Paul journeyed to Arabia
during this period and later went to
Damascus. Acts is silent about this
Arabian trip. However, Galatians 1:1518 helps us supplement Paul’s biography that we know from the book of
Acts.
4. The Theological Method. This is
the method that searches through a
book of the Bible to collect, compare, and arrange in order its doctri-

nal assumptions and statements.
Another way of saying this is learning
how God is related to each Bible
book.
Galatians refers to God thirty-three
times. A survey of these Scriptures
reveals these facts: “God” is referred
to in doctrinal chapters 1 through 4
many times, but in practical chapters
5 through 6 He is scarcely mentioned.
God is a personal Being (described
as “Father” four times [1:1, 3-4; 4:6].
God is sovereign (His favor is the
highest good [1:10]); He is the ultimate standard of truth [1:20]; His
judgments are infallible [6:7]; and He
initiates salvation [3:8, 17-18]). A personal relationship with God is possible (4:9). We are God’s children (God
is our Father [1:1, 4], and we are His
sons [daughters] through faith in
Christ [3:26]).
5 . T h e To p i c a l M e t h o d . T h i s
method is valuable because it provides a means of studying a single
subject featured in a Bible book.
This can be a word study or a topic
study.
The topical method requires the
use of a Bible concordance such as
Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance.
For example, the word “amen” can be
studied to determine the use of this
little word we tack at the end of our
prayers. When Jesus said, “Verily,
verily, I say unto you” (John 1:51;
5:19, 24-25; and other places), He actually said, in transliterated Greek,
“Amen, amen, I say unto you.”
“Amen” is used seventy-eight times
in the Bible. As we study all of its
uses, we learn how this word is used
and what it means.
6. The Rhetorical Method. Using this
method, we develop skill in the effective use of figures of speech in the
Bible. Figures of speech are used to
state the unknown in terms of the
known.
There are nine different figures of
speech used in the Bible. They include simile, in which two different
objects are compared. In Job 10:10,
Job complains that God pours him
out like milk. A metaphor compares
objects when one object is not to be
taken literally. In Job 7:6, Job describes his days as “swifter than a
weaver’s shuttle.”
An allegory is a story that conveys a
figurative meaning. Parables are allegories. In Matthew 13:3-8, 18-23, Jesus told a story about a farmer sowing
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grain into four different kinds of
ground. The figurative meaning Jesus
intended is four different kinds of people’s responses to the sowing of the
Word of God.
Metonymy is calling things or people by one of their attributes. In Acts
19:23, “that way” stands for Christianity. A synecdoche is to use the
part to represent the whole, or viceversa. In Psalm 95:7, we are the
“sheep of his hand” (“hand” represents God). A hyperbole is an exaggeration for emphasis. In Job 30:19,
Job said, “I am become like dust and
ashes.” Irony consists of words used
to suggest the opposite of their literal meaning. In Acts 26:28, Agrippa
said, “Almost thou persuadest me to
be a Christian.”
An understatement is made for the
purpose of emphasis. In Acts 19:23,
Luke described the furor of the silversmiths against Paul as “There arose no
small stir about that way.” A rhetorical
question is a question that is not to be
answered but is used to attract the attention of the hearer(s). In Romans
11:1, Paul asked rhetorically, “I say
then, Hath God cast away his people?”
7. The Devotional Method. This
method integrates and applies to
your personal life facts established
from other Bible study methods.
Devotional study focuses on answers to three questions: What did
this passage mean to its original audience? What new truth does this
passage convey? How does it relate
to or change my personal experience?
The devotional study of Jonah is
to move from what happened to
God’s prophet to practical lessons
for our lives. Chapter 1 shows us
that sin always has unpleasant consequences. In chapter 2, repentance
of sin brings God’s forgiveness and
cleansing. In chapter 3, obeying God
always brings blessings. In chapter
4, God loves those who repent of
their sins, no matter what they have
done.
Before studying God’s Word by one
or more of these Bible study methods,
you need to pray for the illumination of
the Holy Spirit as you study God’s
Word. Pray before each Bible study,
“Open thou mine eyes, that I may behold wondrous things out of thy law”
(Ps. 119:18).
Next decide on the biblical theme of

your lesson. For example, in the Bible
story of Daniel from Daniel 6, one
theme would be the faith Daniel had
that enabled him to face being thrown
into a den of lions and not to back
down on his faith.
You need to select a theme and develop it by preparing an outline for
your Bible lesson. You also need to
know your audience. If you do not
have experience teaching a particular
age-group, you first need a passion
to teach them God’s Word. Then sit in
on several classes with an experienced teacher to mentor you. For a
children’s ministry, you should serve
as a helper so that you are participating in the class and learning what
goes on.
Now, once you know your Bible
theme, lesson, and your audience, it
is time to pray again. Before you
teach, always pray. Ask God for wisdom from above and to help you as
you teach.
Now it is time, with God’s help, to
teach a dynamic Bible lesson.
I have taught elementary children in
Sunday school for ten years. Recently, I presented the Bible lesson of
Daniel in the lion’s den, with the
theme “Worshipping God during hard
times.”
I designated students to act out
several roles (Daniel and the king, for
example) while a class helper read the
Scripture account. Then I led a childfriendly discussion of the theme. In
small groups, the children participated
in activities to help them see that it is
not always easy to worship God away
from church. We ended with a craft to
reinforce the biblical theme.
The same subject can also be
taught to adults. Several students
could take turns reading the Scripture
account. After the reading, the teacher
could ask how many of the students
would worship God openly if they
knew they would be executed for doing so. An account of a twenty-firstcentury martyr could be read (The
Voice of the Martyrs magazine is one
source). Then the students could discuss contemporary situations like
Daniel’s.
Here is a summary of preparation:
(1) pray for God’s illumination; (2)
study God’s Word; (3) develop a biblical theme for your Bible lesson; (4) develop an outline based on the theme,
suitable for your audience; (5) pray for
God’s wisdom; and (6) teach a dynamic Bible lesson. ★
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Let Parents See Our Concern
BY

HE was almost frantic. Her child
was missing. Over two hundred
children had crowded into every
corner of the church, but one child
was not in the right place. She was
missing! The mother ran from one
room to another with tears in her
eyes as she called the name of her
child.
This was Vacation Bible School in
the city, and a child was missing.
Others joined the search, and soon
the child was found in another area of
the church. The mother whose child
was missing for a few minutes said,
“I just never leave her alone these
days.”

S

TODAY’S PARENTS AND THEIR
CONCERN
Parents everywhere, and especially in the city, are very conscious of
the dangers that face their children
day by day. Yes, there are some parents who do not seem to care; they
even neglect their children. Many,
however, are tremendously concerned about the safety and well-being of their children. They want to
know what the church is doing to and
for their children.
In a real sense parents must trust
their children to the church. In return
the church must respect that trust by
safeguarding what is done physically and spiritually with children. Our
ministries to children must be an
open book to parents. We must
share the gospel, “not as many,
which corrupt the word of God: . . .
but as of God, in the sight of God
speak we in Christ” (II Cor. 2:17). We
must demonstrate a genuine concern for the children and also for the
parents.
Vacation Bible school appealed to
hundreds of children in the neighborhood around our church. Many
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parents attended with their children.
These parents did not sit in adult
classes but joined their children in
the various activities. This kind of involvement proved to be especially
helpful at the younger levels. That
was because the ratio of adults to
children in some cases was one to
two. There were no discipline problems at all!
In areas where there was standing
room only, mothers and even a few fathers stood by, smiling and affirming
what was happening. Parents helped
their children with craft projects and
joined them in singing and in learning
Bible verses. Parents listened as attentively to the Bible lessons as the
children did.
What was happening here? Why
was this Vacation Bible School different from those of previous years? The
increase in parental involvement was
dramatic. Parents seemed to want to
know what their children were being
exposed to. They seemed to want to
protect their children. They wanted to
know what the children were involved
in at church.
CHRIST’S CONCERN FOR
CHILDREN
The church should be a reflection of
Christlike concern for children. Christ
held children in high regard. He treated them with respect even as He did
adults. In Mark 10:13-16, we read that
“they” brought children to Jesus but
that the disciples rebuked them. Who
were the “they”? Who would most
likely be caring for the children during
the day?
The reference probably is to the
mothers or grandmothers or even to
older children. The disciples rebuked
those who brought the children, but
Jesus rebuked the disciples. Jesus
then took the children in His arms and

blessed them. He expressed concern
for both the young and the old in this
incident.
Jesus used a child to illustrate the
kind of faith that was necessary to
enter the kingdom of God (Mark
10:15). When the disciples asked
who is the greatest in the kingdom,
Jesus cited the humility of a child as
a quality of the greatest (Matt. 18:16).
Still using the illustration of a child,
J e s u s wa r n e d a g a i n s t o ff e n s e s
(“things and attitudes that harm
others or cause others to sin”
[Unger, Unger’s Bible Handbook,
Moody]).
While Jesus was speaking of
those with childlike faith, the comparison to offending a child would
have been understood by the disciples. The apparent concern that
people had for children was to be
carried over into the way they treated those who were babes in faith. In
the few cases where we see Jesus
with children, His love and concern
are evident.
OUR CONCERN FOR CHILDREN
Even as Christ demonstrated love
and concern for children, so the
church must do likewise. The church
must clarify its role in ministering to
children, however. Oftentimes the
church seems to feel that it can do its
Christian education work apart from
the home, saying, “Since the home is
not doing its job, we, the church, must
step in and do it.”
If ever the church needed to work
more closely with the home, that
time is today. Society continues to
fragment the home. Working parents, divorce, television, and other
influences place pressure on the
family. In many instances, the traditional family that consists of a work-

ing father, a homemaking mother,
and two children no longer exists.
This is therefore the time for the
church to rediscover its proper role
and to seek to work with the home.
Rather than usurp the place of the
family, the church should serve as a
support system. The church should
help parents and children fulfill their
biblical roles and functions.
One way to help parents is to find
ways to work with them in their responsibility to bring up children “in
the nurture and admonition of the
Lord” (Eph. 6:4). We can begin by
clarifying our roles as teachers. We
are teachers, or significant others, in
the lives of children. We are not surrogate parents. Our attitude should
be that we work with parents in what
they are trying to do for and with
their children.
Let us assume that parents want
the best for their children. In most
cases, they do. In the cases where
parents send their children to Sunday school and other church activities and are nonsupportive, we may
have to supply some of the lack in
the lives of the children. At best, the
teacher is limited in what he can do.
We can, however, communicate to
parents that we want to guide children in their spiritual walk, even as
the parents do.
A second way to work with the
home is to inform parents of what we
are doing in our classes. At the beginning of the new year, we can visit the
home and take samples of our teaching and learning materials. We can
show the parents what our classes will
be working on in the coming quarter.
We may find that the parents are working on some of the same areas with
their children.
Third, we should deal with discipline problems directly with the parents—when the child is not present.
We should try to find out whether the
child is demonstrating a particular
behavior at home or at school. We
should ask what the parent does to
help the child turn away from such
behavior. We should ask how we can
work with the parent in dealing with
the behavior, avoiding a discussion
of the child when he is present. We
should not allow the parent to talk
about the child in front of him.
Fourth, we can invite parents to
visit our classrooms. The visit might
be on a special occasion, such as
Christmas or the end of the quarter,
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for a time of singing songs, sharing
Bible lessons, and showing work
that has been done. Parents could
be asked to slip in on any Sunday
just to see what their child does in
class. Parents can sit in the back to
observe; or they can join in the group
and take part in the singing, listening, and discussion. The very presence of a few parents in the classroom often has an amazing effect on
the overall behavior of the children.
Fifth, we can involve parents in assisting in some way. Some may want
to do more than merely observe the
class. They may want to help with the
workbooks or during the craft time.
They may enjoy serving refreshments.
Some parents may be involved elsewhere when your class meets and will
not be able to join your class. They
may, however, have talents they want
to share, such as painting, building
cabinets, or making special equipment.
You may want to set up a special
shelf of books for parents on child care
as well as on spiritual training of the
child at his particular age level. You
could suggest Christian storybooks or
devotional books for parents to use in
the home with their children. You may
find that the most receptive parents
are those who send their children without coming to church themselves. If
these parents can come to a nonthreatening environment where their
child is being loved and helped, they
may be more open to listening to the
gospel message.
Sixth, it is helpful to visit the homes
of children. Anytime is a good time to
visit, but the start of the new year provides a logical reason for the visits.
You want to meet the parents of the
children in your class, and you want
the parents to meet the teacher of their
children.
During the visits with the parents,
you can explain what will take place
in the coming quarter and year. You
can communicate your love and
concern for their children. You will
also be able to secure information
that will be valuable in your teaching.
For instance, you may discover that
Philip plays the cornet and that
James plays guitar (at least both are
taking lessons). Later in the year, you
may ask Philip and James to play for
the class.
Be prepared to share the gospel
with unsaved parents when you visit.
The teacher should not only minister

to the child but also to the parents. The
teacher should be ready to give a testimony of what Christ means in his life.
Certainly the teacher should know
how to present the gospel clearly and
could leave an appropriate piece of
Christian literature, such as a tract,
with the parents.
The teacher could also leave materials that tell more about the church
and its mission, ministries, and various
programs. Adults are reached most
frequently by other adults. If we expect
nine-year-old Lisa, who recently has
received Christ as Saviour, to tell her
parents about Christ, we as teachers
should be willing to go to that family
also.
Seventh, keep in contact with parents by mail and telephone. Send
quarterly letters identifying the Bible
truths to be taught that quarter. Indicate the memory verses. Remember
the birthdays of the children you teach
by sending cards. Be sure to telephone or send a note when a child is
absent.
Whether a teacher works in Sunday
school, children’s church, club programs, vacation Bible school, or
camp, the ministry should be first to
the child and second to the parents.
The task will be easier when the parents are supportive Christians.
The teacher and parents usually will
find that they are working toward similar goals.
In cases where the parents are not
Christians, the task is obvious. The
teacher must build bridges of understanding and concern with a goal of
seeing some of these parents come to
faith in Jesus Christ. Children will know
when love and concern are shown for
them, even as children who met Jesus
did. Our love and concern can, and
should, extend beyond the classroom
to the homes of the children.
The ways in which we minister to
children will indicate to parents the
measure of our interest in them. We
need to let them see our continued
concern. We must reach out to both
the children and their parents. The opportunities for sharing the gospel are
innumerable. Jesus said, “Suffer the
little children to come unto me, and
forbid them not” (Mark 10:14), and
“Come unto me, all ye that labour and
are heavy laden, and I will give you
rest” (Matt. 11:28).
We need to let children see our concern, and we also need to let parents
see our concern. ★
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The Pastor’s Study
Pastoral Problems
BY DON MINNICH

INTRODUCTION
This article is written about experiences that I had many years ago as a
very young pastor. I learned a few lessons from the Lord through those times
that I wish to pass on to other pastors.
Perhaps reading about my problems
and mistakes will help them avoid
some of the pitfalls into which I fell. I
hope that they will handle difficult situations better than I sometimes did in
those early days.
There were some problems that I did
handle well. Hopefully, with God’s
help, reading about those situations
will be helpful to any pastor reading
this column. This article contains
somewhat of a potpourri of problems
that pastors could face.
DEALING WITH CHURCH
LEADERSHIP
My first pastorate was in a small village in central Maine. The constitution
and bylaws of the church seemed absolutely wonderful. It sounded like it
would be “a little bit of heaven” to
serve as pastor there.
While there were many fine, balanced
Christians in the church, as well as in the
community, some in the leadership were
extremely legalistic and separatist. There
were a number of young Christians who
were torn between following their style of
leadership and what I hoped was a more
balanced, scriptural way.
The chairman of the deacon board
and I had a strong disagreement about
the subject of legalism. We both used
Romans 14 as support for our points
of view. We could not come to any
agreement on the interpretation of that
chapter and Paul’s doctrine of Christian freedom.
I am afraid that I allowed him to intimidate me much of the time, as I was
much younger than he. The problem
we had with each other was compounded by my spirit of resistance.
Looking back on it now, I think I should
have lovingly asked to have one-onone sessions with him. I would have
tried to explain to him that an extremely legalistic Christian can be a very
weak leader, similar to the Pharisees
who continually opposed our Lord.
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The problems I had at this church
came to a head when the pastor of a
nearby church, which did admittedly
have some liberal ways, asked me to
be a guest speaker for a service during the week before one Easter. Since
the pastor of this church professed to
be evangelical, I accepted. A deacon
and his wife in my church were unbelievably irate over my having preached
at this other church. They accused me
of being a compromiser and called me
an embarrassment.
Regrettably, someone from the
church where I was the guest speaker
wrote in a local newspaper that it was
a union service between our two
churches. That was not my intention. I
did not claim to represent my church.
I went on my own as a guest speaker.
I had the glorious privilege of speaking
of Jesus’ words from the cross!
The people of the other church received the message very graciously,
seeming hungry for that type of gospel
preaching. In no way did I compromise
the message. I preached Christ and Him
crucified for our sins from the beginning
to the end. The ones who objected the
most (and the loudest) were the deacon
and his wife from my church. Instead of
rejoicing at this wonderful opportunity,
they continued to hold it against me.
I am afraid I tried to avoid the deacon
and his wife so that I could escape confrontation. I probably should have visited them and tried to show them what a
blessed opportunity it was. Even before
I spoke at that church, I should have
talked to the deacon board about my
intentions. I should also have put a disclaimer in the newspaper, explaining
that it was not a union service and that
I was just a guest speaker.
The second church that I pastored
was a rural one in Maine. I faced two
major problems as I led this church.
These occurred at different times but
were similar in circumstances. After I
had been pastor of this church for
some time, a young man who had recently graduated from Bible school
came to the church. For some reason,
there were those in my church who
thought that I should resign so that the
graduate could be pastor of the

church! When I made it clear that I did
not feel I should step down as pastor,
the young man graciously accepted a
call to another church in another state.
Later, another Bible school graduate
came to the church. Again the people
urged me to step down. This young man
did the opposite of the previous one. He
stayed in the church and took charge of
everything. This time I resigned and
went into Christian education. I do not
regret this, but I should not have let that
young man intimidate me. I should have
lovingly told him that he was in the wrong
by coveting my position, breaking the
tenth commandment (Exod. 20:17). After I left, the church still did not call him!
He left and took one of the chief leaders
with him and started a church nearby!
Some years later, I experienced a serious health crisis. I could not teach that
year, as school had begun, so I took an
interim pastorate in Maine. There was a
deacon at this church who did not attend services but came to every deacons meeting to run everything. I should
have taken a better stand than I did. I
should have followed our Lord’s instructions in Matthew 18:15-17 by going to him alone first. I should have discussed with him the reasons why he
should attend services if he was to
serve as a deacon. If he refused to listen to me, I should have taken it to the
other deacons and finally to the whole
church, if necessary.
Instead, I finally left the church and
went back to Christian education,
largely due to the problems in my relationship with him, even though the
church did vote to give me a call to
stay on as their pastor.
OTHER MISTAKES TO AVOID
A woman once came to me implying
very strongly that I should leave the
church where I was the pastor. Instead
of finding out why she felt that way, I refused to talk about it. I believe I should
have heard her out, and maybe I could
have resolved what was bothering her.
Many years later, her son was a guest
speaker at another church I was pastoring. He told me his parents had joined
and left church after church. They were
always dissatisfied with any church they

attended. I wondered whether I could
have helped them to avoid that way of
doing things. Thankfully, their son had a
fine Christian ministry in spite of his parents’ difficulties.
Another time, I declined to officiate
at a baby’s funeral. I had what I
thought was a more pressing appointment. Another pastor officiated at the
funeral, but I forever alienated the parents from me. My first responsibility
should have been to them.
When I began to pastor at another
church, I discovered a deacon owned
and ran a dance hall. While I still do not
approve of a Christian owning a dance
club, I feel I should have handled the
situation better. Without getting to
know him and his family, I immediately confronted him. He and his family
shortly left/quit the church. They had
two teenage sons, and both of them
had been coming to services with new
monogrammed Bibles, seemingly eager to hear God’s Word.
Now I believe I acted much too precipitously. I should have befriended
them, tried to gain their confidence,
prayed with them, and counseled with
them. Perhaps a better use could have
been found for the building. Perhaps
he would have been willing to step
aside as deacon but still would have
attended the church.
I once took advice from someone I
greatly trusted, but it turned out to be
bad advice. I asked for a vote of confidence from the congregation I was
pastoring. I did not get the vote. Some
interpreted my actions as a desire for a
lot of power in the church. That was not
my motive. It turned out to be a very
poor and unnecessary thing to do, and
I never did it again. I strongly advise
that no pastor should ever seek a vote
of confidence from his congregation.
ANNOUNCEMENTS AND
PASTORAL PRAYER
I have noticed that it is a common
practice in some churches to have
someone recite a long list of announcements before the service actually begins. I still prefer that soft organ music
be played as a prelude while people are
praying for the service, followed by an
opening worship hymn. This should be
followed by a rather brief invocation.
Then there can be more singing of
hymns and good choruses, after which
there can be announcements.
Some pastors seem afraid to announce matters of current events, but
I feel it should be done, especially
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when there have been great tragedies
or catastrophes that are on everyone’s
mind. This can also be a time for announcing prayer requests for nations
in turmoil, especially for evangelical
missionaries present in those countries. Also, prayer requests can be given for an upcoming election or if there
is a threat of bad decisions by government. In I Timothy 2:1-8 we are commanded to pray for national leaders.
If the church has serious financial
problems, this could also be announced
for prayer. Then the pastor could lead in
a longer pastoral prayer than the invocation, praying for the church, for victims of disasters, tragedies, catastrophes, and situations in current events.
The offering could be taken after the
pastor finishes this prayer.
I once had an elderly and influential
woman in the church object to giving
announcements from the pulpit. It
would have been best to have stood
my ground that the announcements
were given as prayer requests and
asked her to pray about them.
This same woman objected to my
suggestion that our church use a wellknown and popular evangelism program. She publicly took issue with me.
I feel now I should have stood my
ground and asked her lovingly but firmly whether she had any desire to see her
neighbors trust in Christ as Saviour.
MUSIC AND DRESS
These two issues can be similar to
downed power lines for danger, but I
believe they can be lovingly addressed. I strongly feel we need to use
hymns in worship services. Some choruses are also very acceptable, as long
as they have good music, are not too
repetitious, and have theologically
sound lyrics. I do not believe we need
to throw out our organs, choirs, or
choir robes. An orchestra can be a
wonderful thing in a church. A praise
or worship band needs strict controls
as to the type of music and volume.
Children and teens need to learn the
great hymns of the church, as well as
good choruses. Laypeople should be
used for singing and reading Scripture
aloud at times, as long as they do it in
a Christ-honoring way.
When church members come to the
services dressed immodestly or shabbily, despite being able to do better, the
subject could lovingly be addressed
from the pulpit. Church members need
to think about how they would dress for
an appointment with a great politician or

celebrity, such as the president, or how
they must dress for work or school. The
appointment in church is with the King
of kings and Lord of lords! Should we
not dress accordingly?
Certainly, if the pastor deals with
these issues, it should be done with utmost graciousness and love. Great care
should be given so that the church
members do not become legalistic, like
the Pharisees whom Jesus condemned. It also should be made clear
that the pastor is talking to members of
his church. Certainly no one should be
turned away at the door because of
dress, especially if they are visitors.
It would be appropriate, however, if
certain standards for dress were made
for anyone speaking or singing on the
platform. If there is a Christian school
in the church, care needs to be taken
to have balanced rules but no extremely legalistic ones that can turn
young people away from the Lord.
The following verses could be used
by a pastor to deal with the subjects of
music and dress in a Sunday sermon:
Psalm 150; Mark 14:26; I Corinthians
10:31 and 11:1-16; Ephesians 5:19;
Colossians 3:16-17; I Timothy 2:9; and
I Peter 3:3, 4.
ADMITTING FAULT
Certainly a pastor is human, and he
still has a sinful nature. Even though he
has a new nature implanted by the Holy
Spirit, he will not be perfect until we get
to heaven. He is capable of sin and could
do wrong. If he sins privately against
someone, he needs to apologize privately to the one he has wronged. If he
commits a sin that is public, he needs to
apologize to the church.
On the other hand, if he has been
wrongly accused and knows he is right
spiritually and scripturally, there is no
need to apologize even if some in the
church demand it. I once had a petition
signed by some church members asking
for me to resign. Dreading conflict, I did
resign and started another church nearby and with some church members. The
main objection against me seemed to be
that I had embarrassed them by visiting
and witnessing door-to-door. I think now
I should have stood my ground and
called for a church meeting. Perhaps
through prayer and loving discussion,
we could have resolved the situation.
In conclusion, there are a multitude
of problems a pastor could face. Some
do not have obvious solutions, but
God will work out every situation for
His glory and honor. ★
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Life’s Twilight
BY

Mother’s hands are still as busy in the
twilight of her life,
As they were when youthful battles
faced her in the days of strife;
Then her step was quick and spritely,
and her hair was brown or gold;
Now she treads the carpets slowly,
hair is silvered, and she’s old.
It is difficult to manage going up and
down the stair,
But she’s well content to labor, sitting
in her rocking chair;
Thoughts of youth and happy childhood often occupy her mind,
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Reminiscing how her mother sought
her tangles to unwind.
In the ev’ning of her journey o’er the
mountains, thro’ the vale,
Mother takes her knotted tangles to
the Christ, who cannot fail;
Years have proven Him sufficient in her
pressing daily cares,
So she’s resting in assurance that her
joys and tears He shares.
What a heritage for children, sailing
o’er life’s heaving seas,
Having had a godly mother, spending

hours upon her knees,
Praying for her sons and daughters,
from their infancy until
They must hear her latest whisper,
“Children, always do God’s
will.”
Godly mothers have the honor of a
buttonhole bouquet,
Worn to recognize her mem’ry on each
famous Mother’s Day,
But their greatest honor truly is to have
their children be
Wholly yielded to their Savior, now and
for eternity. ★

